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Preface
Over the last three decades, there have been a number of significant technological develop-
ments in intelligent network technologies. The most important step in the development of
intelligent networks was the agreement of the Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs)
and Bellcore to work on the advanced intelligent network (AIN) project.

Today’s ultra-scale intelligent networks (modern clusters, cognitive networks, clouds and
mobile clouds, federated clusters and modern wireless technologies) enable the aggregation
and transmission of huge amount of data generated by geographically-distributed users. In
the Big Data era, such data can be incomplete and the whole process of data analytics is
dynamic and complex.

The concept of the support the data intensive analytics process by advanced intelligent net-
works and various scale today’s network technologies makes a positive impact on the de-
velopment of new efficient data, information and network systems. This issue contains ten
research papers reporting the recent results on models, solutions, and techniques from such
a wide research area, ranging from conceptual and theoretical developments to advanced
technologies and innovative applications and tools.

In the first four papers the authors present interesting examples of efficient energy-effective
and data resilient approaches in modern intelligent networks. Esmaeilifard and Rahbar devel-
oped a novel energy-efficient data transmission model in cellular networks. They considered
a realistic scenario in a country area and defined the high capacity energy efficient proto-
col for the optimization of required output power for network traffic and data transmission
between the base station and a mobile user. Although the traffic and number of users can
be rather low in such environments, the network access problem and big distance from the
base station are the main reasons of high energy consumption in the network and low mobile
resource reliability (the batteries can drain very quickly). The presented approach is a simple
example of the power management support in wide area cellular networks.

A rapid grow of various public utility services based on the new developments in ICT
sector can be observed over the last decades. Intelligent network technologies play a crucial
role in supporting the management, monitoring and control of such services. However, the
ultra-scale of those networks and a huge volume of different service offered for the user
make the service management and control problems very complex and challenging. Therefore,



there is a need to make those processes independent from the system and network administra-
tors. In the second paper, Nayaka and Biradar survey the recent network technologies useful
in automation of the management and control of water, electricity and gas supply processes.
They compare the efficiencies of networks set on the provide a comprehensive network analy-
sis based on communication protocols, topologies, network, hardware, and applications used
for automated management of public utility services. As the conclusion from the provided
analysis, the authors propose a prototype of a new wireless sensor network topology, where
the sensor nodes on two data fusion and aggregation layers are its main components.

The automation of data transmission and traffic in modern networks is an important ex-
ample of energy optimization method in network management process. Kutin in the third
paper addresses the problem of energy-aware data transmission using the wavelets and signal
decomposition methods. The author analyzes the signals properties generated by classical
modulation methods and spline modulation and defines a novel wavelet coefficients transmis-
sion model. The effective reduction of energy used for data transmission and, more general,
data migration in heterogeneous large-scale networks such as grids and Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS) layer in cloud systems, remains one of the most important issue in data and
tasks allocation processes in such environments. Konovalov and Razumchik try to solve
resource allocation problem in a simple 2-servers scenario, where the considered jobs have
fixed sizes and the objective is the minimization of mean job sojourn time in the system. The
optimal allocation policy in this system is of threshold type with one threshold i.e. if upon
arrival of the job the amount of unfinished work at faster server (plus total work in its queue)
minus the amount of unfinished work at slower server (plus total work in its queue) exceed
the threshold value, job is allocated to slow server. The authors propose a scalable fast
iterative non-simulation algorithm for the approximation of the policy parameter (threshold),
which has been verified in comprehensive experimental analysis.

Many processes in modern ultra-scale and small-scale networks, as well as the prediction
of network reliability and performance, can be defined and estimated by using well-known
probabilistic models. In the next four papers, few interesting examples of the application of
mathematical models can be found.

Islam et al. focus on cognitive radio network with two types of users: primary user (PU)
and secondary user (SU). They used 2-dimensional Markov Chain model for traffic analytics
and prediction. In the next paper, Krok presents the simulation and prediction of the time
series. The author compares the efficiency of two types of Artificial Neural Networks trained
by Kalman filter support method and Bayesian-based method. A simple theoretical study of
the prediction model and efficiency of both training methods is provided.

Although the OpenStack standard seems to be well explored and exploited in cloud comput-
ing, Grzonka analyzed in details the features and performance of the OpenStack cloud in the
case of complex data processing and analytics. The prediction of the system performance and
cloud resource reliability remain still challenging tasks, mainly because of complex memory
management frameworks in OpenStack libraries.

The paper of Grzonka shows indirectly the limitation of today’s network systems in the case
of massive and Big Data processing. One of the main reasons of low network reliability is,
besides the data volume, the data dynamics. Therefore, there is a need of development of
simple and scalable data distribution model with the dynamic factor. Krok in the eight paper,
analyze Gaussian distribution model for defining the experimental data in complex global
optimization tasks. The author used genetic algorithms for estimation of the Gaussian process
parameters. Gaussian-based data modeling accuracy was compared with neural networks
model learned by Kalman filter method. The results of the performed experiments shows
that Gaussian processes can be efficient in simulation and prediction of concrete hysteresis
loops in cycling experimental data loading.

The last part of the issue includes two papers with interesting practical example of application
large scale networks in e-commerce (Suchacka et al.) and historical analysis of analog
telephone systems (Patil).

I believe that all papers presented in this issue ought to serve as a reference for students,
researchers, and practitioners interested or currently working in the evolving and interdisci-
plinary areas of energy-aware intelligent networks of various types and scale, where traffic
management and data processing and analytics are the crucial issues. I hope that the readers
will find there new inspirations for their further research.
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Abstract—The efficiency of cellular networks can be improved

in various aspects such as energy consumption, network ca-

pacity and interference between neighboring cells. This paper

proposes a high capacity energy efficient scheme (HCEE) for

data transmission in cellular networks in a country area. In

this paper, the authors obtain a new equation to characterize

the minimal required output power for traffic transmission

between a base station (BS) and a mobile user (MU) based on

the MU distance from the BS. Also, the cells boundaries (the

boundary of overlapping areas of neighboring cells) by two

static and dynamic approaches are specified. This work helps

for better frequency allocation to MUs and allows increasing

network capacity. In this paper, the analytical modeling in

order to formulate the HCEE algorithm and evaluate its per-

formance is used. The performance evaluation results show

the simplicity of the HCEE algorithm and its effect on energy

consumption decline, network capacity enhancement and the

interference reduction.

Keywords—cellular networks, energy efficiency, frequency as-

signment, interference avoidance, transmission power control.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, the number of subscribers and the traffic

in cellular networks has significantly increased. The mobile

traffic volume is expected to be almost 26 times in 2015

rather than in 2010. Such a growth in cellular industry

has pushed the limits of capacity and energy consumption

in mobile networks because mobile equipments are fully

working in all days of a year [1].

Information and communication technology (ICT) repre-

sents around 30% of total energy consumption in the world.

Around 57% of this value is related to MUs, mobile de-

vices and wireless networks. The Global e-Sustainability

Initiative (GeSI) research estimates an increase of 72%

in ICT energy consumption in 2020. In addition, around

2 to 2.5% of total carbon emissions are related to the

ICT industry and it is expected to be nearly doubled

by 2020 [2]. Such a value of emission has exceeded the

CO2 output of the entire aviation industry [3]. Moreover,

a significant portion of network operator’s costs is depen-

dent on energy costs. Therefore, the operators of mobile

networks try to provide the capacity and required cover-

age for users, and to reduce the consumed energy of these

networks.

By designing energy aware components in BSs and energy

aware network deployment strategies, the idle capacity of

BSs can be minimized, and the energy wastage will be

reduced [4].

There are many strategies designed for reducing the en-

ergy consumption of various elements of mobile networks.

A known strategy is the sleeping technique in idle times.

The various systems may exploit the idleness at various

levels. For example, the Catnap system introduced in [5]

saves energy by combining the small gaps between packets

by delaying the transmission of them and converting these

gaps into significant sleep intervals. In other words, the

user’s mobile terminal can be switched to the low power

consuming states in these sleep intervals. The key design

component of the Catnap system is a new scheduler with

the goal of increasing the sleep interval for a certain trans-

mission without great effect on the total transmission time.

The other method introduced in [6] is based on this re-

ality that the coverage quality of cellular networks is not

the same everywhere. In some areas, a signal is strong

and in others it is weak. The signal strength has a direct

effect on the energy consumption because of two major rea-

sons: increasing the energy consumption and reducing the

data rate in unit of time when the signal is weak. There-

fore, it is possible to employ the variation of the signal

strength for energy saving. To accomplish this, the future

signal strength must be predicted based on the location and

history. Then, some algorithms use the predicted signal

strength to efficiently schedule communications. There-

fore, energy can be saved by deferring the communications

until a mobile device moves to the area with better signal

strength or conversely by prefetching data before the signal

decreases.

As discussed in [7], new mobile devices have several

radio interfaces (such as Wi-Fi and 3G) for data trans-

mission. Since these interfaces have different features (i.e.,

the nominal data rate and the achievable data rate are

different in these radio interfaces), the consumed energy

can be different for transmitting the same amount of data.

In addition, the availability of these types of networks

is different. The coverage of cellular network is more
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than Wi-Fi. In general term, transmitting big data units

via a Wi-Fi network can achieve more energy efficiency

rather than a cellular network, whereas Wi-Fi may be not

available every time. Since some applications (such as

video capture application on a smartphone that can cap-

ture video clips and then automatically upload them to

a server) are delay tolerant, therefore it is possible to de-

fer data transmission until a low energy Wi-Fi connection

becomes available. Hence, the major point is designing an

algorithm for establishing a tradeoff between energy and

delay.

The cell zooming technique [8] relies on turning equip-

ments off in idle times. In a cellular network, the cell size

is usually defined as the area in which users can receive

control signals from a BS. Hence, cell size and capacity

are fixed based on the estimation of peak traffic load. Be-

cause of users’ movements and bursty nature of many ap-

plications, network traffic load has temporary fluctuations.

If the size and the capacity of each cell are designed based

on the maximum traffic load, some of the cells are usu-

ally under low traffic load and some others are under heavy

traffic load. In this case, the static cell design and deploy-

ment for traffic load fluctuations is not optimal. Under cell

zooming, the cell size is continuously adjusted according

to the traffic load conditions. In this technique, traffic load

is concentrated in few cells in order to minimize the num-

ber of active cells in the network. In other words, the cells

with low traffic load are set to the sleep mode. In this case,

neighboring cells are either spread in order to ensure full

network coverage or they can cooperate in order to serve

the users within the inactive cells.

The switch off scheme is another method for solving the

problem of energy aware management in access cellular

networks [3]. This method tries to specify the amount of

energy that can be saved by reducing the number of active

cells in the network when traffic load is low. The reduction

of the traffic in a cellular network is due to the combina-

tion of two elements: the day-night behavior of users and

the daily movement of users between the residential areas

and the office regions. Thereupon, the need for capacity is

high during the peak time in both areas, but this need is

reduced during the period in which those areas are light-

populated (e.g., residential areas during day period and of-

fice regions during night period). Therefore, some cells

can be switched off and radio coverage can be guaranteed

by the active cells, with the small increase in the trans-

mission power. Indeed, the main goal in this method is to

optimize the saving energy. In other words, it is important

to find a suitable number of cells in order to switch them

off. Although turning off many cells can lead to significant

savings, the traffic pattern shows that this case is possi-

ble only for a short period of time. Therefore, turning off

a few cells during long period times can cause more energy

saving.

Since the current mobile networks are not very energy ef-

ficient, in [9] and [10], the mechanisms to improve the

efficiency of BSs have been proposed. In [9], a method for

dynamic management of BSs has been explored in order to

understand the scope for energy saving. The main objective

of [10] is to create a suitable radio structure that can save

power by reducing the power consumption of various ele-

ments of BS such as radio transceivers, power amplifiers,

and transmit antennas.

It is difficult for network operators to maintain the capacity

growth, utilize bandwidth, decrease delay, and limit the en-

ergy consumption at the same time. Therefore, the frame-

work for Green Radio – a wireless architecture in [11] con-

sists of four fundamental efficiency tradeoffs:

– deployment-energy tradeoff to balance the deploy-

ment cost, throughput and energy consumption in the

whole network,

– spectrum-energy tradeoff in order to balance the ac-

cessible rate and the energy consumption of the sys-

tem,

– bandwidth-power tradeoff to balance the bandwidth

utilized and the required power for the transmission,

– delay-power tradeoff to balance the average end-to-

end delay and the average consumed power in the

transmission.

By using these tradeoffs in different research aspects, such

as network planning, resource management and physical

layer transmission design, the performance parameters of

the network such as power consumption, delay and so on

can be achieved simultaneously.

A link adaptive transmission scheme has been proposed

in [12] that improves the energy efficiency by adapting both

transmission power according to the channel states and the

consumed power. Relaying [13] is another way to improve

the energy saving in wireless networks. By choosing some

nodes as relay nodes, more connections can be established

between a source-destination pair. Therefore, data can be

delivered through several links. It is clear that one of these

links is the shortest path and hence, the required time to

transmit a fixed amount of data and thereupon the con-

sumed energy is reduced.

Turning off some elements of data centers such as CPUs,

disks and memories when they are in idle state is another

effective method for avoiding from unnecessary energy con-

sumption [14]. In addition, cooling of data centers im-

proves the energy efficiency. It is presented in [15] that

separating hot air and cold air plays the main role in the

cooling energy efficiency. This efficiency is not achievable

without designing a HVAC system. It is measured that

around 50% of the energy consumption in BSs is related to

power amplifiers (PA) [16]. It is presented in [17] that to

achieve PA efficiency and energy efficiency in whole net-

work, the BS structure must be changed. In a technique

called envelope tracking, the PA power voltage is changed

dynamically with ensuring that the output power of tran-

sistors remains in a suitable level. This technique achieves

high energy efficiency.
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It is predicted that mobile applications and services will

generate 26 times more traffic load in 2015 than that

in 2010. Therefore, they must be able to work based on dy-

namic users’ demands and wireless links. The work in [18]

introduces an adaptive approach to reduce energy consump-

tion of multimedia transmissions that it works based on the

selecting proper source compression and coding. A method

for designing energy efficient applications has been intro-

duced in [19] that works based on the prediction of applica-

tion activities by learning historical patterns. This approach

dynamically limits and adjusts low-layer functions of mo-

bile devices for saving energy.

Another strategy for reducing energy consumption is the

control of radio equipment transmission power by focusing

on the lovering of transmission power of BSs and MUs.

Since interference between cells causes unnecessary en-

ergy loss, the work in [20] considers a two layer cellular

network in which one frequency channel is used in both

layers. The interference between macro cells and femto

cells is controlled, and the energy consumption declines by

adjusting the transmission power via self-configuration and

self-optimization techniques. In self-configuration, a femto

cell BS measures the average received pilot powers from

neighboring BSs. Then, the femto cell BS adjusts its trans-

mission power based on the strongest pilot power to achieve

initial cell coverage. Next, the femto cell BS performs

a self-optimization and adjusts the transmission power con-

tinuously so that the femto cell coverage does not leak to

the outdoor areas while the indoor area coverage of femto

cell is provided.

The previous works have some restrictions. For example,

the research from [5], [6] and [7] are based on deferring

information transmission, thus increasing transmission de-

lay. The paper [6] is applicable only for special applica-

tions because all applications do not tend to defer their

information transmission. The proposed algorithms in [8]

and [14] increase blocking probability of users because

it is likely that sufficient bandwidth does not exist when

a new user enters to the network and therefore the user is

blocked. In [20], femto cells are used for increasing the

network capacity, but at the expense of increasing the net-

work equipment costs. Therefore, it is so important to find

a method without these restrictions.

The objective of this paper is to design a new method for

energy consumption reduction, increasing the capacity, and

interference avoidance in cellular networks. The HCEE

algorithm is proposed for data transmission in cellular net-

works in a country area that adjusts the amount of trans-

mission power based on a specific distance from BS in

order to reduce the energy consumption and interference

probability.

The author’s contribution in this paper is to develop a new

transmission technique that adjusts the amount of trans-

mission power between a BS and MUs. In addition, the

boundaries of neighboring cells overlapping area are spec-

ified in order to use all available frequencies for serving

those users located outside of the overlapping areas.

2. Network Model

In this paper, a cellular network in a country area is con-

sidered, where houses are mostly flat and usually far from

each other. This network consists of N cells, each with

radius R. Each cell is surrounded by another m overlap-

ping cells. In cellular networks, the used frequencies in

each cell must be different from its neighboring cells be-

cause of interference. In order to coordinate the assigned

frequencies, the cells are clustered. Inside a cluster with

C neighboring cells, each cell must have different frequen-

cies from the other cells within the cluster. Let the total

number of network frequencies be F . With clustering, each

cell can only use the 1/C of these frequencies, i.e., the

number of assigned frequencies to each cell is ⌊F/C⌋.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the network model under

study, where the cells are modeled as hexagon. However,

in reality, they are overlapping cells in which the interfer-

ence of frequencies may occur. In this figure, the green

(gray) cells show an instance cluster with three cells (the

least number of cells for building a cluster), where different

frequencies are used in each cell. A BS with h directional

antennas is located in the center of each cell. Using di-

rectional antenna can lead to reduce transmission power

and interference. Therefore, the energy efficiency can be

improved [21].

MU

MU

MURBS

BS

Fig. 1. The network model.

Let the maximum number of active users in each cell be Na,

where each user is equipped with an omnidirectional an-

tenna and located in a random place within the cell.

3. The HCEE Algorithm

The interference phenomenon between neighboring cells

is an important issue in a cellular network that not only

reduces the network throughput, but also causes the unnec-

essary energy consumption. The used frequencies in each

cell should be different from the other neighboring cells.
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The amount of transmission power between the BS and

an MU is proportional to the BS range specification and

the amount of energy consumption. In other words, what-

ever transmission power is reduced, the less energy is con-

sumed. Also whereas the transmitted signal cannot leak

in the areas far from the location of the MU, the interfer-

ence phenomenon can be avoided. The minimum amount

of power for traffic transmission between the BS and MUi

is given by

Pt(dBm) = Sr(dBm)+ Li
p(dB) , (1)

where Pt is the BS transmission power (in dBm) and Sr is

the receiver sensitivity of MUi. Parameter Li
P is the amount

of path loss which is dependent on various factors such

as the distance between MUi and the BS.

Note that in rural or countryside areas, the buildings are

low and they are far from each other, therefore the effect

of these snags on the transmitted signal power downfall is

low. Thus, it is assumed in Eq. (1) that the transmission

power downfall occurs only because of path loss.

The amount of path loss is obtained from Eq. (2) known

as the “Friis transmission equation”:

Li
p(dB) = 10 log

(4πdi)
2

GtGrλ 2
, (2)

where di is the distance between MUi and BS, Gt is the

antenna gain of transmitter and Gr refers to the receiver

antenna gain. The antenna gain refers to the directionality

of an antenna given by:

G =
4πAe

λ 2
, (3)

where Ae refers to the effective area of an antenna depen-

dent on its shape.

Since Pt in Eq. (1) is the minimum power required between

the BS and MUi, Pt is different for each user. Reducing the

amount of Pt could have two advantages:

• The network energy consumption is reduced;

• Since the transmission power for the users located in

non-overlapping areas does not leak to other areas, it

is possible to use all F available frequencies in a cel-

lular network to service the users. In other words, in

the outside of overlapping areas, all cells can equally

use all F frequencies because the interference does

not occur in these areas, thus enhancing the network

capacity.

To achieve the latter advantage, the boundary of overlap-

ping areas of cells must be specified (see Fig. 2). In other

words, the goal is to find the value of r (where r < R) so

that all frequencies can be used for the users located within

the circle with radius r. For serving the users located in

distances from the BS in between (R− r) and R, different

frequencies must be used. In this paper, it is considered that

all users exactly located on the boundary of the overlapping

r

R

Fig. 2. Specification of radius r.

area are as those users that located inside the overlapping

area in order to avoid the interference.

Using different values of Pt for each user and updating them

when a user moves is difficult and also consumes more en-

ergy. Therefore, in this paper, the amount of transmission

power is equal for all the users allocated within the cir-

cle with radius r. This amount of transmission power is

obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2), where the value of di in

Eq. (2) for all users in this area is equal to r. On the other

hand, for all users allocated in the overlapping area, the

value of di is equal to R.

To find r, the two methods as static and dynamic in the

following are proposed.

3.1. Static Method

In this method, a constant value for r is obtained so that

interference avoidance can be guaranteed. According to

Fig. 3:

r + 2α = R . (4)

On the other side, considering the triangle ABC and

trigonometric formulas:

r + α = Rcos30◦ . (5)

B C

A

r

R

30
o

Fig. 3. Static method for finding r.
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With solving Eqs. (4) and (5) in an equation system, one

can find:

r = 0.732R . (6)

α = 0.134R . (7)

3.2. Dynamic Method

In this method, the value of r within cell k is updated based

on the received power from neighboring BSs at MUs lo-

cated within cell k. Indeed, each MU within cell k peri-

odically informs its base station (BSk) about the amount

of received power from neighboring BSs. Then, BSk can

choose the smallest of the received powers as the maximum

range of neighboring BS, i.e., the boundary of overlapping

area with cell k.

Define an interval with length τ for periodic updates. Let

the amount of received power from a neighbor BS at MUi

within cell k at time T in interval τ be Pi,T . During this

interval, MUi informs its BSk about the amount of Pi,T .

Note that the amount of received power at MUi can be

variable within the interval because of the MU movement.

This is because, for each MU, the average received power

must be calculated within interval τ . The BSk calculates

the average value of Pi among Pi,T values for MUi in in-

terval τ by:

Pi =

τ

∑
T=1

Pi,T

τ
. (8)

Define UNC to be the set of MUs within cell k that receive

power from neighboring BSs during interval τ . Clearly,

there could be some MUs that hear nothing from neigh-

boring BSs. Note that the amount of Pi for these users is

unequal to zero.

Now BSk chooses the minimum of Pi values among all

MUs in UNC:

Pmin = Min
{

Pi|i ∈ {UNC}
}

. (9)

Let MU j has the smallest power, i.e. Pmin = P j. Then, r is

equal to the distance of MU j from BSk, i.e.

r =
{

d j|P j = Pmin

}

, (10)

where d j is the distance between MU j and BSk.

Since the value of r in this method is periodically updated

based on the actual received power from neighboring BSs,

the dynamic method may work better than the static method

in terms of network throughput.

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of HCEE algorithm is eval-

uated by proprietary program written in C++. All calcu-

lations are performed for cell k surrounded by six neigh-

boring cells, where users are randomly located within each

cell. Then, the locations of users are randomly changed

within each cell at different time snapshots, where each

time snapshot is called iteration in the following scenarios.

The simulation results show that the percentage of allocated

users within the circle with radius r under the static method

are between 78.9% and 81.08% with 95% confidence inter-

val, regardless of the number of active users located inside

cell k or at radius of cell k (see Fig. 4). In Fig. 4, the hor-

izontal axis shows the number of iterations of the HCEE

algorithm during time. The allocated users within the cir-

cle with radius of r under the dynamic method are between

77.19–90.46% of total users with 95% confidence interval

at various times because of path loss variation that depends

on the channel state and weather conditions. Therefore, the

value of r and percentage of allocated users within the cir-

cle with radius r are different at various times. Figure 5

shows the number of allocated users within the circle with

radius r under the dynamic method and Fig. 6 shows the

variation of r at various times in both static and dynamic

methods for R = 5000 m. According to Fig. 6, the value
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Fig. 4. Number of allocated users within the circle with radius

r under the static method.
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of r is constant in the static method, but variable under

the dynamic method because the value of r in the static

method is obtained from Eq. (6) that only depends on R,

but in the dynamic method the value of r is obtained based

on the received control signal power from neighboring BSs

at MUs. Since the amount of received control signal power

depends on the weather conditions and path loss, it will be

different at various times.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Number of iteration

static methoddynamic method

6000
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1000

0

V
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u
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o
f

(m
)

r

Fig. 6. The value of r in static and dynamic methods.
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Fig. 7. The network clustering and frequency assignment.

Figure 7 shows the network clustering, so that the same

frequencies are assigned to the cells with the same num-

ber. According to the Fig. 7 and under conventional clus-

tering, if the cells within ternary clusters is clustered, the

number of assigned frequencies to the users of cell k be-

comes only F/3. On the other hand, using HCEE, the

number of assigned frequencies to the users within cell k

will become F . In other words, the network capacity will

be increased three-fold under the static method. However,

under the dynamic method, the network capacity will be

increased around three-fold up to four-fold.

As stated in Sections 2 and 3, the amount of energy con-

sumption in the network can be reduced by replacing omni-

directional antennas with directional versions and adjusting

the amount of transmission power of BSs, i.e., by replacing

the conventional method with the HCEE algorithm. Define

the level of power saving as:

Power saving = 1−
Ex

Ey

, (11)

where Ex is efficient power consumption and Ey is in-

efficient power consumption. The inefficient power con-

sumption is the consumed power under conventional net-

work structure without using the HCEE algorithm, while

the efficient power consumption is defined as the con-

sumed power under using the HCEE algorithm, i.e., us-

ing directional antennas and adjusting transmission power

using Eq. (1).

Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of replacing omnidirec-

tional versions with directional antennas and adjusting the

transmission power, i.e., using the HCEE algorithm, on

the energy consumption under dynamic and static methods,

respectively, for various radiuses for cell k. This value of

power is calculated when maximum number of active users

is Na = 100.
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Fig. 8. The effect of using HCEE algorithm on the power con-

sumption under dynamic method.
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sumption under static method.
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As it is shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the amount of transmis-

sion power goes up with increasing the radius of cell be-

cause the transmission power has a direct correlation with

the square of value of r that increases with increasing the

cell size.

As shown in Figs. 8 and 9 (the inefficient power consump-

tion and efficient power consumption under the HCEE al-

gorithm) and according to Eq. (11), the amount of power

saving is around 0.2, i.e., the consumed energy in cell k can

be reduced by almost 20% using the HCEE algorithm under

both static and dynamic methods rather than the conven-

tional method. Although the amount of transmission power

under the dynamic method is different at various iterations

because of difference in value of r, but the average of this

amount is almost equal to the static method.
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Fig. 10. The variation of transmission power in static and dy-

namic methods.

In Fig. 10, the variation of transmission power in both

static and dynamic methods at various iterations is shown at

R = 5000 m. As stated earlier, the horizontal axis shows

the number of runs of the algorithm.

Figures 11 and 12 show the number of interfered users

within cell k at Na = 100 under both dynamic and static

methods, respectively. As shown in these diagrams, the

interference is reduced by using the HCEE algorithm be-

cause in conventional method the transmission power is

adjusted to cover the whole area of a cell even for those

users allocated near the BS. However in HCEE, for those

users located within the circle with radius r, the amount

of transmission power is adjusted to only cover the area

of this circle. The difference between the number of in-

terfered users in static and dynamic methods is because of

the difference between the calculated values for r, i.e., the

boundary of cells, in these methods. With the increase in

cell size, the number of interfered users is reduced because

the same numbers of users, i.e., Na, are distributed in the

larger space and with more distance from each other.

According to the obtained simulation results, the perfor-

mance of the dynamic method in capacity improvement is

better than the static method, but for other performance pa-

rameters, such as the amount of transmission power, the dy-
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Fig. 11. The number of interfered users under the dynamic

method.
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Fig. 12. The number of interfered users under the static method.

namic method is better in some cases than the static method

and in some cases is worse than the static method. How-

ever, when we consider a time interval and calculate the

average of the performance metrics, the results are almost

equal in the both static and dynamic methods. Furthermore,

the performance of HCEE in terms of energy consumption

decline, capacity improvement, and interference avoidance

is much better than the conventional method.

5. Conclusion

This paper has proposed a novel efficient scheme for traffic

transmission, i.e., the HCEE algorithm that is based on ad-

justing transmission power and calculating radius r in order

to increase the network capacity. An analytic formulation

has been provided for the operation of HCEE. Our perfor-

mance evaluation results show that the HCEE can increase

the energy efficiency and capacity of the network compared

to the conventional method in which power adjustment and

frequency reuse are not addressed inside cells. Further-
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more, the HCEE algorithm can decrease the interference

probability among neighboring cells.

For future work, the authors consider research covering

a city with tall and dense buildings and extend the pro-

posed work for those situations.
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Abstract—Public utilities such as water, electricity and gas

are essential services that play a vital role in economic and

social development. Automation of public utility services ad-

dresses the huge losses faced by the utility services today, due

to non-accounting of distributed utility resources. Automation

improves government revenues. The different type of archi-

tectures are proposed and designed for automated metering,

control and management of public utilities like water, gas, and

electricity for effective management and control of resources.

The various network topologies, hardware and software ar-

chitectures to automation and management of public utilities

are proposed by researchers. In this paper, the different tech-

nologies proposed by various researchers across the globe are

surveyed and list of issues and challenges for automated meter

reading and control of public utilities is identified.

Keywords—Automated Meter Reading (AMR), Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSN), Wireless communication, Short Message Ser-

vices (SMS).

1. Introduction

At present, most of the houses across globe have the tra-

ditional electromechanical or digital energy, water or gas

meters. These public utilities have individually managed

by connected service departments. Today the billing sys-

tem and control and management of public utilities are not

fully automated. Presently person from the electricity or

water or gas board goes to every building and takes the

meter reading manually. These meter readings are used

for electricity or water or gas bill calculation. It requires

a large staff for reading the meters, control and manage

public utilities, and eventually sending the bills to customer.

A new technology named Automatic Meter Reading System

(AMR) is discussed. AMR is a sophisticated system, which

allows companies to collect the reading without visiting the

site. As number of meter grows the manual collection of

data is becomes cumbersome task and time consuming.

Sometime task become infeasible if the data terminals are

unreachable. Therefore, a wireless based data collection

mechanism is needed. The mentioned task can be achieved

by using wireless communication network. AMR is a sys-

tem and process used to remotely collect electrical, water

or gas meter data without the physical presence of meter

readers at the user premises. With such automation, sys-

tem it is possible to read multiple meters remotely at any

time. AMR is also known as smart meters and associ-

ated network is called smart grid. It provides cost effective

solution to meter reading service. AMR use a real time

wireless communication network to connect meters with

a central system.

Public utilities are essential services that play a vital

role in economic and social development. Quality utilities

are a prerequisite for effective poverty eradication. In-

creased competition in the utilities sectors in recent years

has entailed changes in regulatory frameworks and own-

ership structures of enterprizes, in addition to business

diversification and enhancing efficiency of delivery and

reviewing tariffs and other sources of income collection

remotely.

The authors contribution in this paper is the extensive sur-

vey of proposed electricity, water and gas meters based au-

tomated public utility control across the globe. The com-

parative analysis of related works with parameters which

includes communication protocols, topologies, network,

hardware, and applications used for automated management

of public utilities is made.

In Section 2 the taxonomy of automated utility management

and comparative study of related works is provided. Sec-

tion 3 provides a survey of integrated solutions for utility

management. Section 4 presents the issues, challenges in

automated management of public utilities in present sce-

nario, Section 5 presents future research directions and

overview of proposed methodology. The paper is concluded

in Section 6.

2. Taxonomy of Automated Utility

Management

Recent research has developed several techniques that deal

with various types of automated control and management

of public utilities control at different networks. To assist

in understanding the assumptions, the authors focus design

and development of these techniques. In this section the

taxonomy of different automation technologies used in tra-

ditional systems and survey various research on automated
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Public utility control and management

Electricity Water Gas Integrated solution
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy of public utility management and control.

public utility management shown in Fig. 1 is provided.

Public utility management and control mechanisms are cat-

egorized based on type of utility and applied technologies.

The basis of utility classification includes: (a) electricity,

(b) water, (c) gas and (d) integrated solution. Public utility

management and control mechanisms can be further clas-

sified based on the technologies used.

Examples of automated electricity based utility manage-

ment are:

• SI GSM AMR – smart and intelligent GSM based

AMR system,

• NWMRS ZT – networked wireless meter reading

system based on ZigBee technology,

• SHEM WSN ZB – smart home energy management

system using IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee,

• ZWCN AMR – ZigBee wireless communication net-

work design as an answer for last-mile problem in

consumer AMR systems,

• AMR PLC GPRS – implementation of AMR system

using PLC and GPRS,

• EEAMI – an energy efficient advanced metering in-

frastructure,

• PAMI – the prepaid advanced metering infrastruc-

ture,

• WDTMS RE – the application of wireless data trans-

mit module in monitoring system under remote en-

vironment,

• WSN SM – wireless sensor network based smart me-

ter.

Examples of automated water based utility management

are:

• RRT AMR WSN – remote real time AMR system

based on WSN,

• FWM WSN – a flexible architectural framework for

water management based on wireless sensor network,

• WDWM LPC AMR – wireless digital water meter

with low power consumption for AMR,

• LPWSN WQM – low power wireless sensor system

for water quality monitoring.

Example of automated gas based utility management is:

• AGMRS WSN – automatic gas meter reading system

based on WSN,

Examples of automated Integrated solution based utility

management are:

• AMR SA WSN – AMR and SCADA application for

wireless sensor network,

• WSN WEG – WSN in water, electricity and gas in-

dustry,

• AMR SCADA WSN – AMR and SCADA applica-

tion for WSN,

• HSS SM – hybrid spread spectrum based wireless

smart meter,

• ORNP WSN SBMC – optimal relay node placement

in WSN for smart buildings metering and control,

• CO WSNBI – cost optimization of wireless-enabled

metering infrastructures,

• AMR WMN SOPC – AMR system based on wire-

less mesh networks and SOPC technology,

• SP WS WGMS – self powered wireless sensors for

water gas meter system.

Automated reading technologies are classified based on the

parameters such as bandwidth, delay, reliability, etc. The

reason behind classifying automated reading mechanisms

based on technology is that the topological analysis gives

better way of representing the utility technology to provide

clarity and effectiveness. Further classification is based
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upon various services that every topology based technology

supports. The services supported by the topology based on

utility can be seen at broader way [1].

2.1. Electricity as Public Utility

A. Jain et al. in 2012 presented the development of Smart

and Intelligent GSM based Automatic Meter Reading Sys-

tem, which is has capabilities of remote monitoring and

controlling of energy meter [2]. AMR continuously mon-

itors the energy meter and sends data on request of ser-

vice provider through SMS. The data received from an en-

ergy meter is stored in database server located at electricity

board station through SMS gateway. It is further processed

by energy provider. Energy provider sends electricity bill

either by e-mail, SMS or by post [3]. This system allows

to the customers to pay bill online by card or by money

transfer. This system helps electricity companies to take ac-

tion against lenient customers who have outstanding dues.

Otherwise, companies can disconnect the power and recon-

nect it after deposition of dues. This system also gives the

power cut information and tempering alert.

L. Cao et al. in 2008 carried research on networked wire-

less AMR system based on wireless sensor networks and

ZigBee technology. The paper presented the mechanism for

solving the problems existed in the present meter reading

system. The hardware structure of system employs WSNs

consists of measure meters, sensor nodes, data collectors,

server and wireless communication network [4], [5]. The

mesh network topology was adopted in this design. For

a short distance transmission, the data sink collects data

from the meter sensors using the ZigBee [6]. For a long

distance transmission system uses TCP/IP protocol from

the data sink to the server. A modified routing protocol is

used based on LEACH is adopted in this system.

D.-M. Han et al. in 2010 proposed smart home energy

management system using IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee. This

mechanism introduces smart home interfaces and device

definitions to allow interoperability among ZigBee devices

produced by various manufacturers of electrical equipment,

meters and smart energy enabling products. It introduces

home energy control systems design to provide intelligent

services for users and tested in real test bed [7].

In the research of K. Marcinek in 2011 design and im-

plementation of ZigBee wireless communication network

design as an answer for last-mile problem in consumer

AMR systems [8] are proposed. The main stress was given

to compatibility and integration with existing AMR net-

works along with installation complexity. It maintains low

bit error rate (BER). Real life implementation of ZigBee

based energy meter reading in one of the modern estates

in Warsaw was presented in this work. In this mechanism

ZigBee wireless communication network design for last-

mile problem in consumer AMR systems has been pro-

posed. Author achieved results of 98% of delivered packet

rate. It also said this solution provides both transparent

and buffered communication independent to attached de-

vice protocol. It is proposed that, usage dedicated GSM

modem with ZigBee integration board with into existing

AMR systems. This solution reduces both costs and instal-

lation time. PC software allows the system owner remotely

monitoring network along with modem parameters man-

agement for flexibility. Future work proposed by author

concern further system functionality improvements. Usage

of module with on-board application processor and external

memory for implementing local buffered data read out and

gaining independence from the radio link quality fluctua-

tions or temporary inaction. Tests with 868 MHz modules

are also proposed. It is indicated that the only disadvantage

is in Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band has its

10% duty cycle limitation. On heavy network load, this

regulation decreases the real RF data rate from 24 Kb/s to

2400 b/s, which is over 100 times slower in comparison

with 250 Kb/s on 2.4 GHz band.

J. Yang et al. in 2011 presented an AMR system using PLC

and GPRS communication [9]. Authors have studied that

electricity meters installed in every household is connected

to a collector through RS-485 interface. The communica-

tion between data sink and collectors is done using Power

Line Carrier (PLC). The data sink is connected to master

station via a GPRS accessing to Internet. It is indicated

that proposed solution can be used for water and gas me-

ters. Authors proposed an energy efficient advanced meter-

ing infrastructure (EEAMI) for meter data collection and

energy management. An energy efficient Advanced Me-

tering Infrastructure (AMI) is an AMR infrastructure with

bidirectional meters. These meters are called smart me-

ters they are connected to the gateway through power lines

and gateway that communicates to the central station. The

central station communicates through GSM.

Kishore et al. in 2012 proposed the prepaid advanced me-

tering infrastructure (PAMI). It combines with 3G network

technology [10]. This research claims that proposed tech-

nology will make the processing fast and reduce the theft

of electricity. It will make people more conscious and will

save electricity. Moreover, people in this mechanism can

recharge their smart cards with the desired amount even at

the end of the month. Future work includes using superca-

pacitor instead of using fixed battery inside the electronic

meter and develop the system in ASIC chip. In addition,

real time clock can be interfaced with the electronic me-

ter so that when credit finishes at night or at holidays, the

meter will not close the valve at that time, rather continue

with negative billing and finally close the valve at working

hours.

Z. Ailing et al. in 2004 proposed an AMR system using the

application of wireless data transmit module in monitoring

system under remote environment, which is low cost, high

performance solution [11].

2.2. Smart Grid in Electricity Distribution

A smart grid is an electricity distribution network that

combines a bidirectional power flow network integrated

with a bidirectional information flow in such a manner

as to facilitate various optimization and control features.
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Table 1

Automation of electricity utility management

No. Research Protocol Topology Network Hardware Application

1 SI GSM AMR SMS, GSM — GSM — Electricity

2 NWMRS ZT LEACH, TCP/IP Mesh ZigBee, IP S344B0X Electricity

3 SHEM WSN ZB
Disjoint multipath routing

protocol (DMPR)
— ZigBee, HAN

CC2420, CC2430,

8051 MCU

Consumer

electronics device

4 ZWCN AMR ZigBee — WSN — Electricity

5 AMR PLC GPRS SMS, GPRS, TCP/IP — PLC, GPRS — Electricity

6 PAMI GSM — 3G GPRS modem Electricity

7 WSN SM
Reliable block

transport (RBT)
Cluster tree —

LPC1763 ARM,

CC1120
Electricity

A key enabler for the smart grid is a distribution util-

ity is the final touch point with residential and industrial

consumers. Apart from delivering quality power to the

consumer premises, it has to manage consumer expecta-

tions, environmental implications, and billing to generate

revenue for the entire stakeholders in the power ecosys-

tem. It acts as the perfect input for revenue management,

energy accounting, and billing for the utility. One of the

most compelling benefits of the smart grid is the promise of

delivering demand management or load control. Utilities

will save energy, lower costs and defer additional trans-

mission and generation expenses with the ability to shape

load and curtail load to mitigate grid events. Additionally,

consumers will be able to conserve energy use to bene-

fit from time of use or time based rate structures. Vari-

ous studies have shown that these actions can give 15 to

20% savings.

Next generation power grid, uses two-way flows of electric-

ity and information to create a widely distributed automated

energy delivery network.

The smart grid in electricity distribution was discussed by

X. Fang et al. in 2011 [12]. The three major systems were

explored, namely the smart infrastructure, the smart man-

agement and the smart protection. Authors also proposed

possible future directions in each system. For the smart

management system, the authors presented various man-

agement objectives, such as improving energy efficiency,

profiling demand, maximizing utility, reducing cost and

controlling emission. The authors also explored various

management methods to achieve these objectives. For the

smart protection system, they discussed failure protection

mechanisms, which will improve the reliability of the smart

grid and explored the security and privacy issues [7], [13].

Comparison in Table 1 summarizes automation of elec-

tricity utility management in terms of protocol, topology,

network, hardware chips or modules and applications used

for automated management of electricity. As per survey of

related works, its observed that automated electricity meter

reading uses GSM, GPRS, 3G, PLC and ZigBee based net-

works for a communication. SMS based prepaid electricity

billing systems are also used [1], [14].

2.3. Water as Public Utility

Water meter should be introduced across the country to

help tackle water shortages. Meters provide water use in-

formation that will help the department to monitor the ef-

fectiveness of water resource plans and their progress in

meeting environmental flows and water allocation objec-

tives. Metering water use encourages more efficient man-

agement practices, allowing a better usage of water used

and improve water use efficiency. There are a number of

advantages of using Supervisory Control and Data Acqui-

sition (SCADA) in water distribution [15].

L. Cao et al. in 2008 presented a remote real time AMR

system based on wireless sensor networks [4], where AMR

sensors were implemented on water supply system. Pre-

sented mechanism employs distributed structure based on

WSN, which consists of measure meters, sensor nodes, data

collectors, and server. For short-range communication, RF

and ZigBee are used to collect data, and CDMA cellular

network is used to collect data from the server. The water

meter data are received at the server through LAN using

TCP/IP protocol.

M. Fayed et al. in 2011 proposed a flexible architectural

framework for water management based on WSN and high-

lighted the need for water management [5]. The authors

found that, WSN could play a very important role in help-

ing to reduce water wastage, increase water efficiency and

utility. Building such a WSN presents many challenges,

which are different from those of other applications. In

this mechanism, authors discussed and proposed an ar-

chitectural framework to address those challenges. The

proposed framework allows for substitution of the me-

chanics of transport for information, thereby increasing

fault tolerance, and resiliency during natural or manmade

disasters.

Y.-W. Lee et al. in 2008 proposed wireless digital water

meter with low power consumption for AMR [16]. Authors

used magnetic hole sensors to compute water consumption.

The readings are transferred via ZigBee to a gateway. It

is suggested that dual 3-volts batteries having 3 Ah, would

last 8 years by analyzing the real power consumption.
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Table 2

Automation of water utility management

No. Research Protocol Topology Network Hardware Application

1 RRT AMR WSN ZigBee, TCP/IP — WSN, CDMA ARM MPU S344B0X Water well

2 FWN WSN
Relay agent routing

and scheduling
—

WSN, Multi-tiered

hybrid network
—

Water

management

3 WDWM LPC AMR ZigBee — ZigBee
MSP430 MCU, magnetic

Hall sensor, HLL
Water meter

4 LPWSSN WQM ZigBee — WSN, ZigBee

MPC82G516A,

nRF24L01,

PIC12F629

Water quality

management

The researchers W.-Y. Chung et al. in 2011 proposed low

power wireless sensor system for water quality monitoring.

In this mechanism the MPC82G516A 8-bit microcontroller,

and a nRF24L01 2.4 GHz wireless transceiver module,

together with a PIC12F629 8-bit micro-controller are used

to design a basic wireless node. These water quality pa-

rameters acquired from the sensor node are transmitted to

the repeat node via 2.4 GHz wireless signal. The repeat

node receives data and transmits to the main node [17],

and then to PC by the using of RS232 interface. In addi-

tion, a wireless signal path from the sensor node to repeat

node uses a single direction relaying method, thereby mak-

ing the sensor node and repeat node to be in sleep mode

when idle. In sleep mode, authors claim all nodes consume

only 27 µA at 3 V.

2.4. SCADA Systems

Water SCADA is the term usually used to describe the

computerized central control system used in many drink-

ing water utilities. SCADA system replaced the legacy con-

trol schemes, which utilized electromechanical process con-

trol. The components were fitted with Programmable Logic

Controllers (PLCs), the individual wires were replaced by

Ethernet cables and the control panel was replaced by Hu-

man Machine Interface (HMI) software operating on a PC.

The dedicated communications channels for remote facili-

ties were replaced by Internet cable connections and wire-

less link.

The Internet SCADA system was implemented by Z. Feng

et al. in 2008. A computer screen replaced the large me-

chanical control panel with its dozens of dials, levers and

mechanical control. The data logger is connected to the

electronic readout on pressurized systems and pressure

transducer on canal systems. Basic data for water users is to

collect water flow. For water users, the minimum interval

for collecting data would be once weekly, although most

users find that collecting at more frequent intervals.

Recent advances in communications technology and WSN

made new trends to emerge in agriculture sector [13]. One

such new trend is using WSNs in monitoring water level

in the farm area for precision agriculture. Few algorithms

offer a maximum opportunity of delivery of water level

information packets or signals to base station.

2.5. SCADA Security

SCADA systems or distributed control systems are widely

utilized in industries plant or infrastructure like electric or

water or gas production and distribution systems. In the

other words, in case of disruption or destruction of these

critical services, catastrophic events might be occurred.

Research has revealed that there is a lack of security in

SCADA systems. Although they have historically been iso-

lated from other computers like enterprise networks, they

have been interconnecting with enterprise network or Inter-

net by spreading with TCP/IP as a carrier protocol. This

has been led to emerge new vulnerabilities while propri-

etary OS have been incapable of performing emerging se-

curity mechanism. Control system communication proto-

col like Modbus, Profibus and DNP are still used widely

in control system network, even though some more secure

protocol or version are developed. Existing vulnerable pro-

tocols will continue to be used in the future by reason of

economy and backward compatibility. The lack of strict se-

curity policy including weak protection of user credentials

cause, information leak through insecure service configura-

tion, services running with unnecessary privileges as well

as unauthorized physical access to devices. It must also

ensure that only authorized parties have access to system,

services and sensitive information about system structure

and elements. Comprehensive strategy for cyber attacks

against the nation’s critical infrastructure requires under-

standing the nature of the threats. Therefore, it is necessary

to create depth defense and proactive solutions in terms of

improving the security of SCADA control systems.

Table 2 summarizes automation of water utility manage-

ment in terms of protocol, topology, network, hardware and

applications used for integrated automated management of

water metering and control.

2.6. Gas as Public Utility

The wireless remote gas meter is a new type intelligent

measurement equipment with an added function of remote
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Table 3

Automation of gas utility management

No. Research Protocol Topology Network Hardware Application

1 AGMRS WSN ZigBee — WSN, GPRS — Gas

control as compared to ordinary gas meter. Automation

enables the gas companies not only to monitor and con-

trol the meters remotely. It also accurately counts the gap

between total gas supply and gas consumption, so as to

digitize and modernized management of the gas. All the

diaphragm gas meters have their relative wireless remote

meter product model with direct-reading technology and

built-in antenna.

In view of the status and shortcomings of existing Gas me-

ter reading systems, Y. Jie Yang et al. in 2012 propose

an automatic gas meter reading system based on the WSN

and GPRS technologies [18]. The proposed mechanism is

consisting of three level network. The first and the sec-

ond level use the different frequencies during communica-

tion. It decreases the interface of each other during the

data translation and increase the smart gas meter lifetime.

The proposed system has the advantages of easy construct,

flexible layout and lower power consumption. Table 3 sum-

marizes automation of gas utility management in terms of

technology, protocol, topology, network, hardware and ap-

plications used for integrated automated management of gas

metering and utility.

2.7. Communication Technologies for Utility

Management

A communication technologies used in each type of utility

is shown in Fig. 2. For electricity utility management, there

are three types of controls such as single phase, three phase

and smart grid. The communication technologies used for

electricity utility management under single phase and three
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Domestic GSM

Resorvoir water SCADA

LPG pipeline GSM

Gas pipeline gas SCADA

Fig. 2. Technologies used for automated public utility manage-

ment.

are GSM, GPRS, RS232/422, ZigBee, IrDA and LPRF.

Smart grid management uses Wi-MAX.

For water utility management, there are two types of con-

trols such as domestic and reservoir control. For gas utility

management, there are two types of controls such as LPG

pipeline and gas control. The communication technologies

used are GSM and gas SCADA respectively.

AMR uses various technologies and protocols for me-

ter data collection such as PLC, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Blue-

tooth, LPRF and GSM network. The taxonomy is as shown

in Fig. 2. The smart meter can be used to implement

the features of billing, credit management, communication,

remote connection or disconnection, revenue protection,

power quality measurement, load and loss control, load

forecast, common user console with power management.

The new designs will also support advanced tamper detec-

tion and as well support geographical information by GPS.

The smart meter will have features like remote unit with

display, touch screen to set different load profile options

and control. AMR system helps the customer and energy

service provider to access the accurate and updated data

from the energy meter. AMR system can send energy con-

sumption in hourly, monthly or on request. This data is sent

to central system for billing and troubleshooting. These

data are stored into the database server for processing and

recording.

2.8. Comparison of Communication Technologies

There are various advantages and drawbacks in communi-

cation technologies used for utility management. Table 4

summarizes pros and cons of various technologies used in

this area.

A WSN consists of densely distributed sensor nodes in a ge-

ographical area for collecting and processing data. Further

transmitting the data to nearby base stations for process-

ing. Short-range radio communication is used for trans-

mission of data between the sensors. Transmission cover-

age becomes very important parameter, it measures how

effectively monitored data by sensor network. The WSNs

coverage issues are shown in Table 5.

Table 5

Frequency and range for AMR communication

Band Indoors Outdooors Outdoors

[MHz] [m] (with obstacles) [m] (with in line-sight)

433 < 100 < 500 1–2 km

800 < 50 < 300 0.8–1.5 km

900 < 30 < 200 < 800 m
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Table 4

Technologies used for AMR communication

Wi-MAX It does not require deployment of a costly Early stage of deployment, uncertain whether the tech-

(IEEE 802.16) wired infrastructure nology will meet its range targets

Narrow band Field-proven in Europe
Expensive deployment and not suited for particular ap-

plication

Cellular service
High coverage area and potentially low

costs

Fast development of new technology and their is dan-

ger of being tied to one service provider some packet-

switched services not very reliable

Satellite services
Universally available, regardless of con-

crete location

It has high cost of maintenance, low reliability during

bad weather conditions

SMS/GPRS Low costs and highly reliable
Low bandwidth and thus only support of a few applica-

tions such as simple emergency alerts

ZigBee

Low power requirements low implementa- It is suitable for low power requirements, it requires low

(IEEE 802.15.4)

tion cost with good scalability. It is par-

ticularly designed for use in industrial and

home automation or security applications

implementation cost. It has good scalability. They are

particularly designed for use in industrial and home au-

tomation or security applications

Bluetooth
It is more mature than ZigBee and many Most meters do not have Bluetooth implementation. It

(IEEE 802.15.1)
products already available. It permits

higher data rates than ZigBee

has limited maximum number of devices in a network.

There are issues with security vulnerabilities

Wi-Fi
Deployment is easy and cost is falling

Only useful within the customer site. It requires addi-

(IEEE 802.11) tional security layers

Cluster tree is the best topology for a large public utility

control and management network. Ring and star topology

are unsuitable due to their sheer scale of the entire net-

work. Cluster tree topology allows network to divide into

sub parts and they are easily manageable. A cluster tree

network provides enough room for future expansion. It

overcomes the limitation of star network topology, which

has a limitation of hub connection points and the broadcast

traffic induced limitation of a bus network topology. All

nodes in cluster tree have access to their immediate net-

work neighbors. The cluster tree network makes it possible

for multiple network nodes to be connected with the central

hub or data fusion.

2.9. Battery and Network Life

The reliability of a WSN is related to the availability

of a communication path between two wireless devices.

The sensor nodes in WSN operates on battery power. The

power source for wireless sensors has mainly been dispos-

able as primary batteries. Since networks consists thou-

sands of sensor nodes, challenge is with using dispos-

able batteries and maintaining sensors in service locations.

Changing the batteries in the field is therefore a cumber-

some task [16], [19]. Randomly distributed sensor networks

makes difficulty to changing batteries. Making recharg-

ing almost impossible during operations. This problem

has forced WSN and node developers to make changes in

the basic architecture to minimize the energy consumption.

Nodes make the network and overall system application

more energy efficient.

Recently the IEEE 802.15.4 standard was developed for low

data-rate application, which needed to last for longer dura-

tion by consuming relatively less energy. ZigBee 802.15.4

technology is one of a number of promising technologies

for wireless communication due to its low cost and com-

plexity, and overall energy efficiency.

Studies by Polastre et al. (2005), Chiasserini (2002),

Kumar et al. (2005), mentioned that lifetime of wireless

sensor networks before their installation is an important

concern. Study shows, still there are some precautions to

be taken by which a sensor network system can be made

to run for longer time [17], [20], [21]. The problem of

battery energy consumption in sensor networks depends on

node architecture, network structure and routing algorithm

to support energy saving in the network. Stand-alone mea-

sures such as selecting a low-power microcontroller with

embedded transceiver will important factor to achieve en-

ergy saving over the entire network. Energy efficient WSN

design objectives needs to look at different aspects, such

as application code, network configuration, routing algo-

rithms, etc.

Numerous types of batteries are available including alka-

line, carbon zinc, zinc air, and lithium based batteries. Tra-

ditional energy harvesting such as solar, piezo, and ther-

mal, share a common limitation of being reliant on ambient

sources generally beyond their control. Hence, these solu-

tions are not suitable for WSN. The majority of researches

use a definition suitable for the context of their work [10].

The novel AMR devices generate high current pulses at

periodic intervals with little current between signal trans-

missions. Lithium thionyl chloride batteries are generally

preferred to power AMR devices due to their inherent long

life and high-energy density. Among of all the available
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lithium battery chemistries, bobbin-type Li-SOCl2 cells

offer the advantages of higher energy density and voltage,

excellent temperature characteristics, low self-discharge

rates and good safety. Many of these components have

been operating for over 15 years without a battery change.

Study shows that these batteries can last up to 20 years.

Reliability is another major advantage, as these bat-

teries can operate in severe environmental conditions

from –40 to 85◦C.

3. Integrated Solutions for Utility

Management

Apart from the wide variety of individual electricity or wa-

ter or gas or automated public utility management solutions

discussed in previous sections, there are many integrated

automated public utility management services, which fit

into more than one category. In this section all such solu-

tions proposed by research community across globe in this

domain have been briefly described.

The author Aghaei in 2011 proposed WSN in water, elec-

tricity and gas industry in which sensors compose main

components [22]. Sensors are deployed and are connected

with each other in environment dynamically. In this mecha-

nism, it is presented a model for processes which are related

to user of water, electricity and gas meter reading. Distri-

bution of bills, sending notice, cutting, and reconnection

of flow by using WSN were tested in Iran. The researcher

showed that the proposed model leads to a great deal of

costs savings.

Garlapati et al. in 2012 proposed a hybrid spread spec-

trum based smart meter network design that reduces the

overhead, latency and power consumption in data transfer

when compared to the 3G cellular technologies [23].

ZhiliZhou et al. in 2013 proposed an optimal relay node

placement in WSN for smart buildings metering and con-

trol. This mechanism examines WSN communication in-

frastructure for smart grid implementation in building. Pro-

posed a scheme for the deployment in buildings, in which

sensors are massively placed to meter electricity consump-

tion and collect illumination, thermal, pressure information

and multiple base stations are connected with the commu-

nication network for power grid distribution network [24].

The paper exploits the software tool to simulate building

environment and to test optimal deployed WSN. Integer

programming approaches for both deterministic and robust

cases are considered.

Das et al. in 2012 proposed cost optimization of wireless-

enabled AMI, which measures, collects and analyzes in-

formation by communicating with metering devices either

on request or on a schedule. The AMI consists of a col-

lection of Neighborhood Area Networks (NANs), which

include smart, wireless-enabled mesh-connected meters or

sensor nodes. Each NAN is controlled by a gateway or

Access Point (AP). These devices in turn are usually mesh-

connected using wireless or wire-line backhaul links to

a servers. This contribution develops an elegant graph-

theoretic approach for optimizing the cost of an AMI by

maximizing the ratio of the number of sensors nodes in

a NAN to that of gateways or APs. A Matlab program has

been implemented to automate their approach, which can

deal with random and complex NAN topologies.

Cao et al. proposed in 2009 remote wireless AMR sys-

tem based on wireless mesh networks and SOPC technol-

ogy [14]. The system consists of measure meters, wire-

less sensor nodes, data collector, management centre and

wireless communication networks. The data is transmit-

ted from the sensor nodes to the data collector using Zig-

Bee. The system uses Ethernet to transmit data from the

data collector to the management centre. The data col-

lector acts as gateway, it is adopted wireless mesh network

topology structures. Management center is based on FPGA

chip. In ZigBee sensor node design, Atmel MEGA128 mi-

crocontroller is used. Wireless chip TI CC2420 is used

for communication unit. The systems presented in this

mechanism have many significant excellences, such as net-

worked, wireless, moveable and lower power consuming.

The proposed system have abroad application foreground

in the real application field to remote measure and man-

age of electric power, water supply, gas supply and heat

supply.

Di Zenobio et al. in 2012 carried research on self powered

wireless sensors. Described mechanism is a new solution

for a wireless self-powered sensors network, which allows

the energy harvesting from the action of a turbine wheel

rotating in the path of a fluid stream environment [25].

New devices family was introduced to find application in

water or gas smart metering systems. Reinhardt et al. in

2011 and Cao et al. in 2008 presented low-power hardware

mechanism and incorporates it in a reprogrammable micro-

controller, which allows developers easily deploying new al-

gorithms. This IEEE 802.15.4-compliant radio transceiver

makes its integration with existing sensor [3], [25], [26].

Francisco et al. in 2013 proposed automated meter read-

ing and SCADA application for WSN. The authors found

that currently, there are many technologies available to au-

tomate public utilities services [13]. AMR and SCADA

are the main functions these technologies must support. In

their work, authors propose a low cost network with a sim-

ilar architecture to a static ad-hoc sensor network based on

low power and unlicensed band radio. Topological param-

eters for this network are analyzed to obtain optimal perfor-

mance and to derive a pseudo-range criterion to create an

application-specific spanning tree for polling optimization

purposes. In application layer services, authors analytically

studied different polling schemes.

Table 6 summarizes automation of utility management in

terms of various technologies, protocol, topology, network,

hardware and applications used for integrated automated

management of utilities.

This research study shows that, there is scope to integrate

multiple utility sensors using common platform. The pro-

posed hardware are SoC based on FPGA using ZigBee tech-
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Table 6

Automation of integrated utility management

No. Research area Protocol Topology Network Hardware Application

1 WSN WEG
Semiautomatic

WASN, SMS
— GPS, WSN —

Water, gas,

electricity

2 HSS SM
HSS, multiuser

detection
—

HSS based

AMI network
PIC MCU Electricity

3 ORNP WSN SBMC DRP IS, RNP IS — WSN, ZigBee —

Electricity,

thermal,

pressure

4 CO WSNBI — — WSN — Electricity

5 AMR WMN SOPC
ZigBee, TCP/IP,

CSMA/CD
Mesh network ZigBee, IP

FPGA,

EP2C35F67272C8,

MCU, MEGA128,

CC2420

Water, gas,

electricity

6 SP WS WGMS M Bus — UMTS, LTE, 3G MSP430L092 MCU Water, gas

7 AMR SCADA WSN Spanning tree
Static ad-hoc

sensor network
WSN —

Water,

SCADA

nology. The Hybrid Spread Spectrum (HSS), ad-hoc, mesh

and NAN topologies are found to be suitable for utility

management and water SCADA.

In fact, the actual selection of utility technology depends

on several factors such as geographic coverage of the com-

munication architecture, the locations of substations, cost

of communication architecture, and a remote control center

with network management types. As a result, electric util-

ities should evaluate their unique communication require-

ments and the capabilities oftechnologies comprehensively

in order to determine the best solution for automation ap-

plications [20], [27].

4. Issues and Challenges in Automated

Control and Management of Public

Utilities

Global metering service industry is a heterogeneous one

with multiple communication protocols and interfaces.

Another issue is the difficulties in integration of different

make of meters at the field level. Evolution of the electric-

ity has historically taken place with proprietary protocols

and interfaces to provide internally stored values in formats

is unique to the manufacturer. With the change in require-

ments of the utilities, additional parameters and features

have been added resulting in different versions of meters

even from the same manufacturer. The users and service

providers with these multiple versions of meters are bur-

dened with multiple data formats on proprietary protocols.

The utilities service providers have to buy and maintain sep-

arate Application Program Interface (API) software from

each meter manufacturer in order to make use of the data

from different versions. In addition, third party hand held

readers and remote metering systems have to be updated

for every new meter type or version. The proprietary pro-

tocols results in dependence on the vendors of meters as

the APIs are needed for integration of metering information

with the IT infrastructure. This resulted in focus on the de-

velopment of open integrated utility metering protocol and

interface.

The interoperability is the capability of the data collection

system to exchange data with meters of different makes.

This necessitates the presentation of the meter data in pre-

defined common formats and interface. This calls for the

meters which results in compact, low cost and efficient pro-

gramming effort for applications using IT infrastructure.

The evolution of enhanced capabilities of microprocessor

based meters and the benefits led to development of open

protocols independent of make. With the availability of

open protocols, many options and features become avail-

able to the purchaser or software developer who may want

to take advantage of them to optimize their operations or

to maximize their commercial benefit.

Battery life is a critical issue for communicating AMR me-

ters. The communicating AMR meters rely on batteries.

There is a need to obtain the longest possible period of

performance battery.

5. Future Research Directions

Despite the extensive research in AMR technologies, there

are still several open research issues, i.e., efficient resource

and route management mechanisms, inter domain network

management, that need to be developed for automation ap-

plications. Possible the research scope are:

1. network topology design and development for public

utilities control and management,

2. design and development of single integrated electric,

water and gas meters for efficient control and man-

agement,
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3. protocol design and development using analytical and

probabilistic models of spectrum management,

4. design and development of utilities database manage-

ment, analysis and control using software,

5. security issue analysis, tamper proof and protection,

6. development of WSN test-bed for testing public util-

ities management and control protocols,

7. verification of designed meters, network topologies,

communication protocols and database management

using developed test-bed for improvement of en-

ergy efficiency, latency, throughput, network lifetime

using spectrum management and reducing control

overhead for automated public utilities management

using WSNs.

5.1. Overview of Proposed Methodology

In this paper the various research for automated manage-

ment of utilities have been explored. The authors believe

that cluster-based routing with new protocol are good can-

didates that can benefit integrated automation of utility

services.

The utility industry is aggressively growing towards au-

tomation by cutting operating cost and increased efficiency.

To meet next generation utility management network, a new

architecture for integrated automation of metering, control

and management of public utilities for effective manage-

ment and control of resources using wireless sensor net-

work is proposed. For conducted research an electrical, wa-

ter and gas utilities are considered. This three types sensors

can be integrated into single node called as EWGSN (i.e.

electrical, water and gas sensor node). The EWGSN does

preliminary collection of data from three utility sensors

and stores into single node. Hence, EWGSN node is con-

sidered as level one data aggregation and fusion (L1DA),

L1DA

EWGSN
Towards L2DA

WS

GS

ES – electrical flow sensor

WS – water flow sensor

ES

GS – gas flow sensor

EWGSN – electrical water and gas sensor node

L1DA – level one data aggregation and fusion

L2DA – level two data aggregation and fusion

Fig. 3. Integrated sensors based AMR.

which is PAN coordinator with FFD functionality as shown

in Fig. 3. The L1DA function is preliminary packetizing

of sensor data into standard frame and transmits to level

two data aggregation and fusion center (L2DAC). Trans-

mit frame is used to transmit data readings from sensors

at EWGSN node to data fusion centre. EWGSN Control-T

consists of special requests to data aggregation centre at

L2DA data fusion centre. Field check error is performed

on payload using CRC 32 algorithm. Receive frame at

EWGSN is used to transmit control commands data from

L2DA data fusion centre to EWGSN. This frame is used for

configuration to be done in EWGSN nodes remotely from

L2DA. EWGSN ControlR consists of special requests from

data aggregation centre at L1DA to sensors.

The proposed system are energy efficient, sensor node

communicates with fusion centre on event based and nodes

are always in listening mode. The single packet carries

three type of payload. Since, sensor nodes are placed in

utility houses rechargeable battery can be used.

The WSN based integrated control and management sys-

tem mainly performs the following functions: data acqui-

sitions, data communication, information and data presen-

tation, monitoring and control.

Fig. 4. Integrated AMR.

Integrated WSN based metering consist of users, i.e., in-

dividual home, apartments, offices and industries, which

ware connected to nodal office as shown in Fig. 4. Nodal

office is a area wise a office it communicates to users RTU

in particular area through exchange of information. It is

also connected to central metering and data control office.

All nodal offices are connected to central office through

Internet cloud using IoT as shown in Fig. 5. The cen-

tral office maintains database and control part of SCADA

system. The main aim of deploying the WSNs based

automated utility services is to make the real time deci-

sion which has been proved to be very challenging due

to the highly utility service resource constrained and com-

municating capacities. Huge volume of data generated by

WSN based AMR sensor nodes, motivates the research

community to explore novel data mining techniques, and

dealing with extracting knowledge from large continuous

arriving data from WSN based integrated AMR sensor

node.
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Proposed system has following benefits:

• control units can integrate wide range of data in sin-

gle frame,

• it provides on board mathematical and graphical in-

formation,

• it has ability to measure and store the historical in-

formation,

• it is easily expandable,

• to handle multiple daily data transmissions, it uses

Tadiran PulsesPlus hybrid lithium battery.

6. Conclusion

Currently, there are many technologies available for auto-

mated management and control of public utilities services.

There are various types of design, protocol, communica-

tion technologies and interfaces. In this paper, authors

studied different methodologies proposed by various re-

searches for automated reading and control. It is observed

that WSN based solutions are cost effective for automa-

tion of integrated utility services. The conducted com-

parative analysis shows that automation of integrated so-

lution with single window management of utilities appears

to be highly challenging. There is further research scope for

building standard frame formats, interfaces, network topol-

ogy, database management, billing and network security

requirement for integrated public utility management and

control.
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Abstract—Wavelets are becoming increasingly used as a tool

for the analysis of non-stationary data. To transmit the coef-

ficients resulting from the signal decomposition traditionally

their combination into a single data packet is used, without

including unequal energy contribution of each factor and im-

pact of the decomposition level. This paper analyzes (at dif-

ferent transmission speeds) the signals properties produced

by classical modulation methods and spline modulation for

wavelet coefficients transmission proposed by the author. For

all signal types the additive Gaussian noise is used as a noise

disturbance.

Keywords—multi-speed channels, spline-modulation, spline

Savitzky-Golay filter, wavelet decomposition.

1. Introduction

Filter banks and wavelet decomposition, are widely used

for the analysis of non-stationary one-dimensional and two-

dimensional data in many areas of research, such as pro-

cessing video, audio, seismic, cardiology and many other

signals [1]–[4].

Continuous expansion of the multiscale data representation

and their applications is an important factor that determines

the development of transmission methods. Easy hardware

and software implementation are the fundamental condi-

tions for most data transmission systems. To one of fea-

sible solution for the wavelet coefficients transmission this

article is dedicated.

Classical structure of three level algorithm of wavelet de-

composition proposed by Mallat is shown in Fig. 1 [5].

x[n]

g[n]

g[n]

g[n]

h[n]

h[n]

h[n]

2

2

2

2

2

2

Level 1
coefficients

Level 2
coefficients

Level 3
coefficients

Fig. 1. Block-diagram of three-level wavelet decomposition.

At each decomposition level of approximating coefficients,

detailing bits twicely reduce their quantity at the expense

of decimation data, which is clearly seen in Fig. 2 [6].

On the last decomposition’s level the number of approx-

imating and detailing coefficients become equal. If the

signal does not contain low frequency components, its ap-

proximation coefficients during the expansion are close to

zero and don’t have to be transmitted [4]. The simultane-

ous transfer of approximating and detailing coefficients is

planned to be investigated later and in this article will not be

considered.

Input stream x[n] (block size = 16)

Low pass

Low pass

Low pass

High pass

High pass

High pass

Odd

Odd

Odd

Even

Even

Even

Level 1
coefficients

Level 2
coefficients

Level 3
coefficients

Fig. 2. Sequential decimation in the discrete wavelet decompo-

sition.

While considering the hierarchy of wavelet decomposition,

then the highest level of decomposition is based on the

coefficients that correspond to low frequency signal com-

ponents.

In existing data transmission systems, the expansion coef-

ficients obtained for direct transmission over the commu-

nication channel are encoded using Huffman or arithmetic

compression algorithm and transmitted using the serial two-

or multiposition modulation techniques, divided into pack-

ets using channel coding or not. The use of coding aligns

the error’s probability of all the coefficients, however, in

many applied problems it is possible, from the perspective

of reducing energy contribution, to assert with confidence

that the coefficients significance proportionally decreases

from the base of the pyramid to its top.
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The situation is similar for data transmission systems of

telemetry and remote control. The bits significance of bi-

nary words that correspond to the parameters of object’s

motion, i.e. speed, direction, for example, transmitted from

the drone, is also not the same, decreases in proportion to

the reduction in the weight category of the word. Errors in

transmission LSBs will have less effect than MSBs.

Therefore, if the data transmission system due to its-

characteristics cannot guarantee the transmission’s reliabil-

ity of the coefficients at all decomposition’s levels during

changes of interference, e.g. without the use of channel cod-

ing. It must take into account their importance mentioned-

above.

The transmission through the communication channel of

all coefficients can be done sequentially: first all the coef-

ficients of one level of decomposition, then the next and so

on and in parallel (simultaneous transmission of sequences

of coefficients at all levels of decomposition).

Unlike parallel transmission, serial transmission the whole

tree of coefficients requires an increase of the data rate

in proportion to the number and capacity of coefficients,

which is not always possible. Also, in this case is more dif-

ficult to provide a inverse relationship mechanism between

the probability of occurrence of errors in the transmission

coefficient and its significance in the wavelet decomposi-

tion.

In the process of wavelet decomposition of the generated

coefficients for the same period of time, the ratio of the

scale factor changes twice between adjacent levels. Re-

spectively, it is possible to consider the data received on

the output of the decomposition circuit (algorithm), as

several multi-speed channels.

2. Analysis of Recent Research

and the Problem Statement

It has to be noted that the transfer of the wavelet coefficients

as variable-speed flow, until this time was not considered.

Possible variant of implementation can be the integration

of individual channels in the OFDM system (using clas-

sic types of modulation in each) or wavelet packet mod-

ulation [7]–[11]. But the applied mathematical apparatus

requires complex hardware and DSP processor. To transfer

data from sensors using inexpensive systems their applica-

tion would not be justified.

Let us consider possible ways of transmission of the

variable-speed data stream, that is existing, widely

used modulation types: Multilevel Phase Shift Keying

(MPSK), Multilevel Frequency Shift Keying (MFSK),

M-ary Quadrature Amplitude Shift Keying (MQASK) and

compare them with the spline modulation proposed by the

author in [12] with certain modifications:

• interpolation directly exposed fragments of sine

waves (previously fragments of sine waves were in-

terpolated using cubic Hermite splines),

• the value of the signal amplitude across different

channels (previously scope of each of the channels

was the same),

• the number of channels is 8 (compared with 2 chan-

nels discussed earlier [12]).

Note, that the analysis is carried out at baseband, or rather

its complex envelope, not a band-pass signal that can be

considered like equivalent to [13], although it requires less

time spent on modeling.

3. The Wavelet Coefficients Transfer’s

Characteristics of the Classical Types

of Modulation and Spline-modulation

3.1. Transfer by the Spline Signal

Block diagram of a multi-speed digital data transmission

system, implemented by using cubic Hermit splines (as

Nyquist pulse) is shown in Fig. 3. It uses 8 channels in

it is eight and equal to the number of levels of the wavelet

expansion coefficients.

Binary sequence x1-8, corresponding to the coefficients

of detail wavelet decomposition from the generator coeffi-

cients of decomposition arrive at 8 interpolators, consisting

of devices adding zeros (represented with arrows up) and

filters with finite impulse response. The impulse response

filter is a cubic spline samples.

Basic functions of local cubic Hermit spline B(t) is

a smooth function with continuous first derivative and al-

lows interpolated value of a specific function f (t) (in this

case binary sequences in any one of the outputs of the ex-

pansion coefficients generator). The function f (t) takes in

time one of the two possible values 0 or 1.

The general formulas of the spline equations and four frag-

ments of which it is composed are of the form:

B(t)= f (t1) ·X0(t)+ f (t2)·X1(t)+ f ′(t1)·X2(t)+ f ′(t2)·X3(t),

X0(t) =
2 · t3 −3 · t2 · (t1 + t2)+ 6 · t1 · t2 · t − t2

2 · (3 · t1 − t2)

(t2
1 −2 · t1 · t2 + t2

2) · (t2 − t1)
,

X1(t) =
(t − t1)

2 · (2 · t + t1 −3 · t2)

(t1 − t2) · (t2
1 −2 · t1 · t2 + t2

2)
,

X2(t) =
(t − t1) · (t

2 −2 · t2 · t + t2
2)

(t1 − t2)2
,

X3(t) =
(t − t1)

2 · (t − t2)

(t1 − t2)2
,

where t – discrete times in the interval [t1, t2]; t1, t2 –

time value of binary values occurrence at the output of

the expansion coefficient generator (interpolation nodes);

f (t1), f (t2) – binary values at the output of the decompo-

sition generator (the function values of the nodal points);
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of an 8 multi-speed spline system of transmition of digital data.

f ′(t1), f ′(t2) – derivatives of the function f (t) in time mo-

ment t1 and t2 (defined as the difference between the current

value of the function and the value of in the previous time

of binary values occurrence at the output of the expansion

coefficients generator). Figure 4 shows the value of the

function f (t) for the case when the signals at the output of

the expansion coefficients generator at times t1 = 0 s and

t2 = 1 s are equal respectively f (0) = 1 and f (1) = 0. The

derivatives in these times are equal respectively f ′(0) = 0

(assuming equal to zero the output state of the expansion

coefficients generator until moment t1), and f ′(1) = −1.

1.5

1.0

0.5

0

-0.5
0 0.5 1

t

f(t)

X0(t)

X1(t)

X2(t)

X3(t)

B(t)

Fig. 4. The interpolation process of the binary sequence fragment

using a spline.

The number of counts added to the interpolation process, is

proportional to the interpolation factor as a multiple of two

and is equal to 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 210, 211, 212 for channels

respectively from the first to the eighth.

Interpolators equalize the number of samples in the signal

of each channel for the same period and generate a cor-

responding channel’s spectrum. The resulting smoothed

binary signals (Fig. 4) are multiplied by the appropriate

scale factors, shown as numbers with multiplication sign

ahead, and fed to an adder at whose output a group signal

appears (group). It is equal to the algebraic sum of the

channels signals. The described elements are transmitted

(transmitter).

The rate of binary sequences arrival at each level of de-

composition increases with decreasing channel number.

The spectrums of video signals corresponding to the coef-

ficients of the expansion, are shown in Fig. 6 above. The

spectra of these signals after the spline interpolation, for

each of the channels are shown in Fig. 6 below.

Detailing of the baseband signal into the transmission chan-

nels from the first to the eighth 1024, 512, 256, 128, 64,

32, 16 and 8 bits respectively, and its energy spectrum is

shown in Fig. 7a from above, and below is shown the cor-

responding energy spectrum.

Figure 7a shows that the energy of the baseband signal due

to the uneven capacity of each separate channels (due to

scaling factors), focuses in the band the least speed chan-

nel. However, during transmission, the bandwidth should

be limited to the first zero of the energy spectrum lobe

highest speed channel, to store information in all channels.

Group signal, after passing through the channel (channel

with AWGN) in which it is added to the Gaussian noise ar-

rives to the receiver (receiver). At the receiver group signal

is in the process of decomposition to the individual channel

signals, starting with the least-speed channel (Channel 8).

Next, the signal passes through the spline filter Savitzky-

Golay eighth channel (SG8) (filter Savitzky-Golay with the

basis spline). This filter generates an estimate of the trans-

mitted signal form of the eighth channel given by:

̂S8 = (P8T ·P8)−1 ·P8T ·G N,

where ̂S8 – evaluation form transmitted in the eighth chan-

nel signal, P8 – planning matrix composed of four sample’s

fragments of the spline, and G N – vector samples of mix

group signal and noise (the values that come with the block

channel with AWGN).

Based on the obtained evaluation of the transmitted signal’s

form, a threshold device is used (hard decisions) determin-

ing the evaluation of binary values (zero or unity) trans-

mitted in the eighth channel, which is input to the eighth

channel’s spline interpolator, identical to that used in the

transmitter.

The restored copy of the eighth channel signal is subtracted

from the signal G N. The difference is input to the next

spline filter Savitzky-Golay (SG7), where the procedure is
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repeated. The only difference is in the planning matrix,

which is composed of four fragment of spline seventh chan-

nel and the signal difference G N. G N replaced and re-

stored copies of the 8 signal channel. Thus, binary values

are defined in all 8 channels of the system.

(b)
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Fig. 7. Spline signal and its characteristics: (a) the baseband

signal (top) and its energy spectrum (bottom), (b) the dependence

of the probability error on the SNR for the data transmission

system using spline modulation.

On the basis of ten measurements is estimated averaged er-

ror probability to each of the eight channels according on

the signal to noise ratio (SNR), range from –60 to 60 dB,

depicted in Fig. 7b. It shows that the probability of error

in each channel are not the same and increases with speed.

It is the predictable reaction to a different power level and

bandwidth of each channel. The presence of local peaks

of errors similar to multiple channels is due to an error

in lower-speed channel that was not correctly restored and

compensated in a certain period of time, resulting in in-

correct identification bit (bits) in it. This feature may be

reduced by identifying higher average level of the signal at

the next channel’s input (in this embodiment, this feature

still needs more research), or application code protection

from errors.

3.2. Transfer of MFSK

Consider the transmission of the same data using MFSK

modulation with minimum shift. To do this, each of the bi-

nary sequences of wavelet decomposition coefficients was

seen as a change in the individual bits of the binary

bit character with 256-character alphabet. To narrow sig-

nal’s spectrum, the most high-speed channel corresponds

to a smaller value for the discharge character, as shown

in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the expansion coefficients according to

categories of characters.

Because the signal changes of x8 are 128 times slower

than x1, its value stored (interpolated one and the same

value) for transmittion of 128 bits of x1 channel. Similarly,

for channel x7 (but for transfer 64 bits of x1 channel) and

so on.
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Fig. 9. Characteristics MFSK: (a) the energy spectrum of MFSK

(top) and a sequence of characters (bottom), (b) dependence of the

error probability on signal to noise ratio for a data transmission

system with help of minimum shift MFSK.
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The above-described feature of the wavelet coefficients rep-

resentation as the data will be preserved when MPSK and

MQASK are used.

Figure 9a depicts the energy spectra of MFSK and signal

as a sequence of characters having the same sampling rate

(1024 Hz) and the number of transmitted bits in the chan-

nels on the splines schema. As can be seen the width of

the MFSK signal’s spectrum is n times greater (where n

is the number of the alphabet’s characters) than the spec-

trum’s width of the symbols sequence, which in turn is

determined by the change’s rate of bits in the symbol of

the most high-speed channel.

The dependence of the error probability on the signal to

noise ratio is shown in Fig. 9b. In spite of some bursts

in the most high-speed channel, the main form of depen-

dence is almost the same for all channels. Note characteris-

tic for frequency modulated signals resistance to Gaussian

noise.

3.3. Transfer of MPSK

Consider the transmission characteristics compared to sim-

ilar signal MPSK modulation. The spectral width of the

signal by the zeros of the first lobe in the range of

(b)
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Fig. 10. Characteristics of MPSK: (a) the energy spectrum of

MPSK (top) and a sequence of characters (bottom), (b) the de-

pendence of the probability of error on the signal to noise ratio

for the data transmission system with help of MPSK minimum

shift.

256 Hz corresponds to double value of the transfer rate

of the fastest channel, 128 bit/s (Fig. 10a).

The dependence of the error probability on the signal to

noise ratio between the channels is characterized by uneven

curve, as in the spline-system, with decreasing reliability

at increasing bit rate (Fig. 10b).

3.4. Transfer of MQASK

As for the signal modulation MQASK, its spectrum has

the same features as that of MPSK (Fig. 11a), but the de-

pendence of an error probability is specific. Channel pairs

1-5, 2-6, 3-7, 4-8 show almost the same dependence on the

signal to noise ratio (Fig. 11b).
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Fig. 11. Features: (a) power spectrum MQASK (top) and a se-

quence of characters (bottom), (b) the dependence of the error

probability on the signal to noise ratio for the data transmission

system with help of MQASK.

4. Conclusions

All the considered modulation schemes allow to arrange

the values of the decomposition’s coefficients, but only in

the spline and MPSK modulation during the transmission

of the coefficients remains the dependence of their validity

and reliability. In this case the spectral width of the first
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lobe corresponds to the speed of transmission in most high-

speed channel. For MQASK modulation it is observed the

irregular dependence of the error probability between the

channels, and the spectral width equal to the width of the

MPSK spectrum.

The MFSK modulation transmits all coefficients with the

same error probability, and requires significantly greater

bandwidth than all the other methods of modulation.

In many cases, when transmitting signals from the direct

source of information to the receiver in the data collection

systems it is rational to simplify the scheme of the trans-

mitter and complexity of the receiver. The use of classical

modulation methods for transmission of wavelet coefficients

requires additional use of the quadrature modulator, which

typically represents a separate functional unit that compli-

cates and increases the cost of the transmitter. Group spline

signal can be generated by means of pulse-width modulator,

which is common, even in low-cost types of controllers.

Together with built in it analog to digital converter, and

a fast algorithm for multiresolution wavelet decomposition,

it forms an element of data collection, as suggested in [14]

for transmission on two-wire or coaxial cable.
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Abstract—At present, solutions of many practical prob-

lems require significant computational resources and systems

(grids, clouds, clusters etc.), which provide appropriate means

are constantly evolving. The capability of the systems to ful-

fil quality of service requirements pose new challenges for the

developers. One of the well-known approaches to increase sys-

tem performance is the use of optimal scheduling (dispatching)

policies. In this paper the special case of the general prob-

lem of finding optimal allocation policy in the heterogeneous

nnn-server system processing fixed size jobs is considered. There

are two servers working independently at constant but differ-

ent speeds. Each of them has a dedicated queue (of infinite

capacity) in front of it. Jobs of equal size arrive at the system.

Inter-arrival times are i.i.d. random variables with general

distribution with finite mean. Each job upon arrival must be

immediately dispatched to one of the two queues wherefrom

it will be served in FCFS manner (no pre-emption). The ob-

jective is the minimization of mean job sojourn time in the

system. It is known that under this objective the optimal pol-

icy is of threshold type. The authors propose scalable fast

iterative non-simulation algorithm for approximate calcula-

tion of the policy parameter (threshold). Numerical results

are given.

Keywords—continuous MDP, discretization, job allocation, op-

timal policy, threshold.

1. Introduction

For high-performance processing systems, consisting of

several servers working independently and in parallel one

of the fundamental problems is the problem of optimal al-

location (or routing) of arriving jobs. Allocation happens

at instants of each job arrival and means that job is assigned

to one of the servers where it will be served. This decision

cannot be undone later. It is assumed that each server has

a dedicated queue of infinite capacity where jobs assigned

to this server can wait for service.

The optimal allocation (or optimal policy) is the one

which provides optimal value of the value function. As

the example of simple (but sometimes difficult to com-

pute) value function one can imagine mean sojourn time

in the system, tail of the sojourn time distribution. The

optimal policy typically depends on value function, ser-

vice discipline (FIFO, LIFO, PS, etc.) and on the amount

of information about the state of the system, which is

available at decision instants. One can identify are three

main approaches for finding optimal policy for the type

of problems described above. The first approach is to

choose, based on preliminary qualitative system analysis,

the most “promising” policy and then to check the “degree”

of its optimality. According to the second approach one

chooses the parametrized policy (for example, SITA policy

in [1], [2]), then finds the value function under this policy

and estimates the values of the policy parameters which

provide optimal value of the value function. The third re-

lied on ideas from Markov decision processes and is used

in many jobs and resource allocation problems (see for ex-

ample [3]–[9]). In the majority of the problems the sys-

tem state space is very complex (for example, due to the

need to track elapsed/remaining service times, allow infi-

nite storage capacities, etc.). Thus the class of considered

policies is usually reduced to static policies which allow

sometimes decomposition of the system and its study in

component-wise manner. The are also policies which al-

low look-ahead actions and still tractable solution (see, for

example, [10]).

The problem of finding optimal allocation policy in a het-

erogeneous two-server system processing fixed size jobs,

which is the subject of this paper, has already been consid-

ered before and the apparently latest results appear in [11].

In [11] the flow of jobs is Poisson and jobs are served in

FCFS manner from queues. The objective is minimiza-

tion of mean sojourn time in the system. Authors show

that this problem is related to the well-known slow-server-

problem ([11], [12]). From this observation they derive the

following result: optimal allocation policy is of threshold

type with one threshold i.e. if upon arrival of the job the

amount of unfinished work at faster server (plus total work

in its queue) minus the amount of unfinished work at slower

server (plus total work in its queue) exceed the threshold

value, job is allocated to slow server. The simplicity of the

problem formulation and the known (but nonconstructive)

answer makes even more sticking the fact that its analytic

solution is not known: one can determine the threshold

value only using numerical methods. In [11] authors pro-

vide one of such methods based on Markov decision pro-

cesses and Monte-Carlo simulation and also provide several

heuristic policies which show near optimal results for the

wide range of initial system’s values.
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The use of Monte-Carlo simulation for the threshold value

estimation in the considered problem is greatly complicated

by the fact that the curvature of the value function in the

neighborhood of its minimum is very low and thus it re-

quires very long simulation time in order to achieve high

accuracy.

In this paper a new method for estimation of the threshold

value of the optimal policy is provided, which does not rely

on any simulation results and is based only on probabilis-

tic arguments and properties of threshold policy. In this

respect from one point of view it is free from disadvan-

tages inherent to simulation methods (like those in [11])

and from the other point of view it serves as a case study

of efficient handling of Markov decision process problem

with continuous state space by discretization.

The paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2 the

description of the system is given and the question under

study is formulated. Section 3 is devoted to detailed de-

scription of the solution method and in Section 4 some

numerical results are presented. In conclusion, obtained

results are briefly discussed.

2. Description of the System

and Problem Formulation

Consider heterogeneous dispatching system with two par-

allel servers processing fixed size jobs. Jobs inter-arrival

times are i.i.d. random variables with known distribution

function F(x) with finite mean. Servers are working inde-

pendently and at constant rates: service rate of one server

equals 1 and of the other equals ν > 1. Henceforth, the

server working at rate 1 will be referred as server I and to

the server working at rate ν as server II. Clearly, time it

takes server I and server II to complete one job equals 1

and ν−1 respectively. Each server has its own queue (of in-

finite capacity) and arriving job must be immediately upon

arrival assigned (or routed) to one of the queues wherefrom

it will be served. For the sake of brevity in what follows au-

thors will refer to the decision to route a job to the queue

in front of server I or server II by saying that action 1
or 2 was chosen. No jockeying between queues is allowed.

Each server serves jobs only from its own queue on a first-

come-first-served basis. Pre-emption is not allowed. The

objective is to find the sequence of actions that minimizes

mean job sojourn time in the system1. It is known that

such sequence of actions is fully described by threshold-

type policy (see details in, for example [11]). The most

interesting is the non-simulation estimation of the value of

the policy parameter, i.e. threshold value.

Let us denote by x current workload at server I which equals

the number of jobs in the queue in front of server I plus the

remaining service of the job in server I. Current workload

at server II is denoted by y. Following queueing theory

1Sojourn time for a given job starts from the instant when it arrives at

a queue and stops when its service is completed. It is assumed that the

decision process does not incur any delay.

terminology x and y can be understood as virtual wait-

ing times. The evolution of the system in time is fully de-

scribed by changing values of the pair (x,y) with state space

S = {(x,y), x ∈ [0,∞), y ∈ [0,∞)}.

Assume that upon arrival of a job the system is in the state

s = (x,y) ∈ S. At this time instant the job must be routed

to one of the two queues. If the job is routed to queue in

front of the server I (i.e. action 1 is chosen), then at time

instant of the next job arrival system’s state will be s′ equal

to

s′ = ((x+1− τ)+,(y−ντ)+),

where τ is the time until next job arrival and a+= max(0,a).
The set of states to which transitions from state s = (x,y)
can occur is A1(s) = {(x′,y′), x′ = (x + 1− t)+,y′ = (y−
νt)+, t ≥ 0}. The probability distribution that governs

these transitions is denoted by P1(s′|s), s′ ∈ A1(s), s ∈ S.

Note that given the distribution F(x) of inter-arrival times,

the distribution P1(s′|s) can be calculated in straightforward

manner.

In case the job is routed to server II (i.e. action 2 is chosen),

then at time instant of the next job arrival the state of the

system will be s′ equal to

s′ = ((x− τ)+,(y+1−ντ)+) .

When action 2 is chosen the set of states to which transi-

tions from state s = (x,y) can occur is A2(s) = {(x′,y′), x′ =
(x− t)+, y′ = (y + 1− νt)+, t ≥ 0}. Probability distribu-

tion that governs such transitions is denoted by P2(s′|s),
s′ ∈ A2(s), s ∈ S. It can be calculated just like P1(s′|s).
For fixed s both sets A1(s) and A2(s) are one-dimensional.

Specifically, each of them is the composition of two line

segments: one segment is part of the line with slope ν go-

ing through point (x,y) between point (x,y) and intersection

of the line with one of the coordinate axes (segment AB in

Fig. 1) and the other segment is part of the line from the

intersection to point (0,0) (segment OA in Fig. 1).

A

B

y

x

B -2 B 0B -1 B 2B 1

S

vh1

vh0

h0 h1 h2
O

Fig. 1. Discretization of the state space.
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Let τn, n ≥ 1, be the arrival instant of the n-th job. Denote

by sn the state of the system at time τn but before any action

is chosen, i.e. before decision where to route the arrived job

is made. The authors assume that threshold-type policy is

implemented in the system. This implies that at time τn
one must choose action 1 if

sn ∈ Sξ = {(x,y) :
y
ν
− x > ξ} (1)

and one must choose action 2 if

sn ∈ Sξ
= S\Sξ = {(x,y) :

y
ν
− x ≤ ξ}. (2)

Here ξ ≥ 0 is the parameter of the policy (i.e. threshold

value). For detailed discussion of this threshold-type pol-

icy one can refer to [11]. Given initial system’s state, say

s1 =(0,0), the sequence of sn, n≥ 1, constitutes the Markov

chain with transition probabilities

Pξ (s′|s) =

{

P1(s′|s), if s ∈ Sξ ,

P2(s′|s), if s ∈ Sξ
.

Denote the stationary distribution of this Markov chain

by πξ . Given sufficient condition for the stability of the

system (λ/(1 + ν)) < 1, where λ = (
∫

xF(x))−1, is satis-

fied, the stationary distribution exists.

With each state of the Markov chain sn, n ≥ 1, one can

associate a “reward” gn(sn) equal to the sojourn time of

the n-th job in the system. If sn = (x,y) then, due to the

fact that jobs are served from queues on FCFS basis, we

have

gn(sn) =

{

x+1, if sn ∈ Sξ ,

y+1
ν , if sn ∈ Sξ

.

The limiting expected reward or limiting expected sojourn

time Tξ in the system can be defined as

Tξ =

∫

S
g(u)πξ (du).

As mentioned above, the most interested is the non-simu-

lation estimation of the value ξ , which minimizes the value

of Tξ . Despite the fact that the value function depends only

one parameter, the analytical solution of the optimization

problem is not known. To author’s knowledge there are no

analytical results concerning the exact expression and prop-

erties of Tξ such as monotonicity, concavity, unimodality,

differentiability, which makes impossible the application

of standard optimization methods. One of the main so-

lution approaches is the use of simulation in conjunction

with ideas of Markov decision processes. This was done

in [11], where authors have thoroughly studied the behavior

of Tξ experimentally and proposed method for the estima-

tion of the threshold value ξ . But the problem of mini-

mization of Tξ basing only on system’s initial parameters

(F(x) and ν) without the use of simulation remains open

and in the next section fast iterative algorithm is provided,

which allows one to find solution with prescribed accuracy.

3. Iterative Algorithm

The idea of the iterative algorithm for computation of the

approximate value of the optimal threshold is based on

the following observation. Assume the system is in state

ŝ = (x̂, ŷ) such that
ŷ
ν − x̂ = ξopt , where ξopt is the optimal

(still unknown) threshold value. Then the threshold pol-

icy introduced in the previous section tells us that action 2

must be chosen. But in fact it is irrelevant, which action

one chooses when system is in the state ŝ. Otherwise the

current threshold value is not the true optimal value, be-

cause we have to prefer one action to another (and thus the

threshold value must be shifted and the value of the value

function will be improved2). As we don’t know the opti-

mal threshold value we fix (almost) arbitrary value ξ ≥ 0
and assume the system is in the state ŝ = (x̂, ŷ) such that
ŷ
ν − x̂ = ξ . In state ŝ two actions can be chosen. Denote

by σ (1)
ξ the policy that chooses action 1 and then follows

Eqs. (1)–(2) rule. The policy that at first chooses action 2

and then also follows Eqs. (1)–(2) rule denote by σ (2)
ξ . Let

us compare σ (1)
ξ and σ (2)

ξ . Consider the difference

∆ξ = g(1)−g(2) +
∞

∑
n=1

(

∫

S
g(u)π (1)

n (du)−

∫

S
g(u)π (2)

n (du)

)

,

(3)

where g(1) and g(2) are rewards for the first action when

system is in state ŝ, and π (i)
n is stationary distribution at

n-th step of Markov chain (corresponding to fixed value

of ξ ) given that first action was i, i = 1,2. From definition

of strategies σ (i)
ξ it follows that

g(1) = x̂+1, g(2) =
ŷ+1

ν
. (4)

Thus g(1)−g(2) 6= 0 and the other terms in (3) are non-zero

because the distibutions π (1)
n and π (2)

n are different for any n.

But due to the fact that limn→∞ π(1)
n = limn→∞ π(2)

n = πξ at

exponential rate, the sum in Eq. (3) converges. If ∆ξ = 0
then the value of ξ is the value of the optimal threshold. If

∆ξ 6= 0 then the value of ξ must be increased or decreased

depending on the sign of ∆ξ .

The implementation of this idea heavily depends on the

opportunity to compute distributions π (i)
n . The obvious ap-

proach is to approximate Markov chain {sn,n ≥ 1} by

a finite-state Markov chain with transition probability ma-

trix P and use the relation πn = πn−1P. If one partitions

state space by equal rectangles then the cost to compute

with such an approach becomes too high. As experiments

show the curvature of function Tξ in the neighborhood of

its minimum is very low and thus, in order to obtain suit-

able results, one has to use very high level of discretiza-

tion. Eventually matrix P becomes too big (storage require-

ments become too high) making impossible to use relation

πn = πn−1P. In the next subsection a new discretization

method based on non-uniform grid spacing, which does

2Here is implicitly assumed that Tξ is a continuous function of ξ .
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not require the calculation of matrix P and gives accurate

results is proposed.

3.1. Discretization of the State Space and Construction

of Approximating Finite-State Markov Chain

Before constructing finite-state Markov chain {ŝn,n ≥ 1},

which approximates Markov chain {sn,n≥ 1} discretization

of state space S must be performed.

In order to do this some notation need to be introduced.

Denote by hi be the sequence of numbers

hi = h0(1+α)i, i = 0,1, . . . , (5)

where h0 > 0 and α > 0 are arbitrary small numbers and

introduce the following sets:

Bi = {(x,y) : y = ν(x−ai)}, i = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . , L,

where L is arbitrary big whole number and

ai =











0, if i = 0,

ai−1 +hi−1, if i > 0,

ai+1 −h−i−1, if i < 0.

The sets Bi are straight lines with slope ν shifted along the

x-axis. Denote also by C
+
j and C

−
j the following sets:

C
+
j =

{

(x,y) : x = a j
}

, j = 1, 2, . . . , L,

C
−
j =

{

(x,y) : y = νa j
}

, j = 1, 2, . . . , L.

Define the set of points S̃α,L as union of the following sets

S̃α,L =
{

S̃00
}

∪
{

S̃i j, i = 0,±1,±2, . . . , L; j = 1, 2, . . . , L
}

,

where S̃00 = (0,0), S̃i j = Bi∩C
+
j if i ≥ 0 and S̃i j = Bi∩C

−
j

if i < 0. The set of points S̃α,L consists of (L+1)2 points

and represents the grid, which covers the rectangle area

of the first quadrant of the xy-plane. One vertex of the

rectangle coincides with (0,0) and sides along the x-axis

and y-axis equal H and νH respectively, where

H =
L−1

∑
i=0

hi =
h0(1+α)L−h0

α
. (6)

The points in the set S̃α,L are distributed non-uniformly

(Fig. 1). As one moves towards the origin and line y = νx
(set B0) the concentration increases. As one move in the

opposite direction the concentration goes down.

The set of points S̃α,L is used to construct state space of

approximating finite-state Markov chain {ŝn,n ≥ 1}. The

following argumentation follows from the description of the

sets A1(s) and A2(s) given in the previous section.

Assume that after decision on the n-th step Markov chain

{sn,n ≥ 1} was in state s = (x,y) ∈ Bi (see Fig. 1). Then

until the arrival instant of the next job system’s state, i.e.

values of pair (x,y) will “belong” to the line indicated with

the arrow in Fig. 1. The start point of the route is s and

finish point is A = (0,0) which means that system is empty.

By the arrival of (n+1)-th customer the system may be at

any point only on this route. As the continuous state space

of Markov chain {sn,n ≥ 1} is discretized, then this route

must consist of finite number of points.

Remark 1. The way in which the grid S̃α,L was constructed

tells that the length of any segment (either vertical or hori-

zontal, or slanted) of arbitrary route equals hi. It can easily

be seen that time it takes system to pass a segment also

equals hi.

Now one needs to define the set of possible routes. In order

to do this the following sets are defined:

A0 = B0 ∩ S̃α,L, (7)

Ai =
(

Bi ∩ S̃α,L)∪{S̃i−1,i−1, . . . , S̃1,1, S̃0,0}, i > 0, (8)

Ai =
(

Bi ∩ S̃α,L)∪{S̃i+1,−i−1, . . . , S̃−1,1, S̃0,0}, i < 0. (9)

In Eqs. (8)–(9) each set in parentheses contains points from

the set S̃α,L which belong to slanted segment Bi. The set

in braces contains points of the line connecting origin O
and intersection of Bi with one of the coordinate axes. The

routes Ai can be also represented in a different way:

A0 = {S̃0,L, S̃0,L−1, . . . , S̃0,0},

Ai = {S̃i,L, S̃i,L−1, . . . , S̃i,i, S̃i−1,i−1, . . . , S̃1,1, S̃0,0}, i > 0,

Ai = {S̃i,L, S̃i,L−1, . . . , S̃i,−i, S̃i+1,−i−1, . . . , S̃−1,1, S̃0,0}, i < 0.

Any discretized route, just like OAB depicted in Fig. 1, is

the subset of Ai. The elements of Ai can be enumerated in

a natural way, starting from point S̃0,0. For i ≥ 0 it holds

that

Si,0 = S̃0,0,Si,1 = S̃1,1, . . . ,Si,i−1 = S̃i−1,i−1,

Si,i = S̃i,i, . . .Si,L−1 = S̃i,L−1,Si,L = S̃i,L,

and for i < 0

Si,0 = S̃0,0,Si,1 = S̃−1,1, . . . ,Si,−i−1 = S̃i+1,−i−1,

Si,−i = S̃i,−i, . . .Si,L−1 = S̃i,L−1,Si,L = S̃i,L.

Thus for any i the route Ai can be represented as Ai =
{Si,0,Si,1, . . . ,Si,L}. As the state space Sα,L of the approx-

imating finite-state Markov chain {ŝn,n ≥ 1} we will take

the union of possible routes, i.e. Sα,L = ∪L
i=−LAi. The size

of the set Sα,L is (L + 1)(2L + 1), which is greater than

the size of the set S̃α,L. This is due to the fact that some

points of the grid S̃α,L belong to different routes Ai at the

same time. Such points are those which lie on coordinate

axes (excluding extreme points). For example the route Ai
includes point Si,0 = S̃0,0 corresponding to empty state of

the system. Such duplication may seem unnatural but, as

will be shown further, it greatly simplifies the calculation

of transition probabilities.

Now let us dwell on description of transitions of approx-

imating Markov chain {ŝn,n ≥ 1}. Let at the time of the

n-th job arrival the system be in the state ŝn = Si j ∈ Sα,L

and assume that after a decision the system entered state
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Skl ∈ Sα,L3. The state Si j (point on the grid) to which transi-

tion from state Si j occurs is completely defined by threshold

policy and there is one-to-one correspondence between in-

dexes k and i (l and j, as well). After transition to state

Skl system evolves deterministically until the next arrival.

At next arrival instant system finds itself in the new state

ŝn+1, which coincides with one of the points Skl , Sk,l−1, . . . ,
Sk0 of the grid. From description of the set Sα,L and Re-

mark 1 it follows that the transition probabilities Skl → Skm,

m = 0,1, . . . , l, depend only on index l and do not depend

on index k. Let us denote these probabilities by qlm, i.e.

qlm = P{Skl → Skm}. Clearly q00 = 1. Let l = 1. From sys-

tem standpoint it means that there is unfinished work in the

system equal to h0. Due to the fact that the state space at the

instant of the next job arrival have been discretized, there

are only two options: either unfinished work in the system

will be the same (say, with probability q11), or the system

will be empty (with probability 1−q11 = q10). The value

of q11 may be taken equal to probability that inter-arrival

time does not exceed 0.5h0, i.e. q11 = F(0.5h0)
4. By the

same argument the following expression for arbitrary value

of l = 1, . . . , L is obtained:

qlm = F(Hl−m+1)−F(Hl−m), m = 0, . . . , l,

where

Hm=







0, if m=0,

hl−1+hl−2 + . . .+hl−m+1+0.5hm−1, if m=1, . . . , l,
1, if m= l +1 .

3.2. Description of the Iterative Procedure

In order to be able to compute transition probabilities of

approximating Markov chain {ŝn,n ≥ 1} one has to know

how to jump from bevel coordinates given by indexes of

elements Si j to rectangular coordinates (x,y) ∈ S and back.

This transform follows directly from the way the sets Sα,L

was constructed. Let x and y be rectangular coordinates of

point Si j ∈ Sα,L. If i = 0, then clearly x = y = 0. For i > 0
it holds that

x = h0
(1+α) j −1

α
, (10)

y = max
(

0,νx−νh0
(1+α)i −1

α
)

, (11)

and for i < 0

x = max
(

0,
y
ν
−h0

(1+α)−i−1
α

)

, (12)

y = νh0
(1+α) j −1

α
. (13)

The inverse transform is not unique. This is because there

are different ways in which one can choose point Si j ∈ Sα,L,

3Note that the authors are working under assumption that transitions

Si j → Skl do not incur any delay.
4This value is taken by an agreement. The is no other reasoning behind

this choice except for common sense.

which approximates point (x,y) ∈ S. For example, one can

use the following rule:

i = max
(

−L,min(L, i′)
)

, (14)

j = max
(

−L,min(L, j′)
)

, (15)

where

i′ = sign
(

x−
y
ν

)

⌊

ln
(

1+ α
h0

∣

∣x− y
ν
∣

∣

)

ln(1+α)

⌋

,

j′ =























⌊

ln
(

1+ αx
h0

)

ln(1+α)

⌋

, if y < νx,

⌊

ln
(

1+ αy
h0ν

)

ln(1+α)

⌋

, if y ≥ νx,

where sign(a) denotes signum function and bac denotes

integer part of a.

Assume Markov chain {sn,n ≥ 1} generated by threshold

policy ξ is in state s = (x,y) at the time of n-th arrival.

Then after a decision it will move to state

(x̃, ỹ) =

{

(x+1,y), if
y
ν − x > ξ ,

(x,y+1), if
y
ν − x ≤ ξ .

(16)

Let the approximating Markov chain {ŝn,n ≥ 1} be in state

ŝ = (x̂, ŷ) such that
ŷ
ν − x̂ = ξ . Consider again policies σ (1)

ξ

and σ (2)
ξ introduced at the beginning of Section 3 and de-

note by π̂(1)
n and π̂(2)

n respectively stationary distribution

over the state space Sα,L under these policies. The dis-

crete version of the difference ∆ξ , introduced in Eq. (3), is

given by

∆α,L
ξ = g(1)−g(2) +

∞

∑
n=1

∑
i

∑
j

g(i, j)
(

π̂(1)
n (i, j)− π̂(2)

n (i, j)
)

,

where g(1) and g(2) are computed from Eq. (4), g(i, j) =

g(Si j), and π̂(i)
n (i, j) are the values of the distributions π̂(1)

n

and π̂(2)
n at point Si j.

The step-by-step procedure for the update of the value ∆α,L
ξ

is given below in Algorithm 1. It also shows how stationary

distributions π̂(i)
n can be calculated on the fly.

The xi j, yi j are rectangular coordinates of point Si j, calcu-

lated from Eqs. (10)–(13), Ixy, Jxy are indexes of inverse

transform calculated from Eqs. (14)–(15) and x̃ = x̃(x,y),
ỹ = ỹ(x,y) are given by Eq. (16).

Remark 2. Algorithm 1 is only the basic version which can

be modified in order to improve its efficiency. For example,

one can shift the area of the grid S̃α,L where the most points

are concentrated from the neighborhood of (0,0) (which is

the case in Algorithm 1) to the neighborhood of the more

frequent states of the system. Such states can be determined

using simulation.

Remark 3. Proposed algorithm allows one to check whether

the chosen value of threshold ξ is the optimal value. Al-

gorithm 1 does not contain the description of the exact
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for computation of steady state

probabilities and approximating value of ∆ξ

Step 1

Initialize ∆0 = g(1)−g(2);

if i = ix̂,ŷ and j = jx̂,ŷ then

π̂(1)
0 (i, j) = 1, π̂(2)

0 (i, j) = 0;

else

π̂(1)
0 (i, j) = 0, π̂(2)

0 (i, j) = 1;

end if

Step 2

x = x̂+1, y = ŷ;

k = Ixy, l = Jxy;

π̂(1)
1 = 0;

for m = 0 to l do

π̂(1)
1 (k,m) = π̂(1)

1 (k,m) + qlmπ̂(1)
0 (k, l) = 0; // Com-

pute initial state probabilities after action 1

end for

x = x̂, y = ŷ+1;

k = Ixy, l = Jxy;

π̂(2)
1 = 0;

for m = 0 to l do

π̂(2)
1 (k,m) = π̂(2)

1 (k,m) + qlmπ̂(2)
0 (k, l) = 0; // Com-

pute initial state probabilities after action 2

end for

∆π̂1 = π̂(1)
1 (k,m)− π̂(2)

1 (k,m); // component-wise differ-

ence

∆1 = ∆0 +∑∞
n=1 ∑L

i=−L ∑L
j=0 g(i, j)∆π̂1(i, j);

n = 1;

Step 3

n = n+1;
for i = −L to L do

for j = 0 to L do

x = xi j, y = yi j; // rectangular coordinates of point

Si j
k = ix̃ỹ, l = jx̃ỹ; // index values after making de-

cision

∆π̂n = 0;

for m = 0 to l do

∆π̂n = ∆π̂n +qlmπ̂(1)
n−1(k, l)−qlmπ̂(2)

n−1(k, l)
end for

end for

end for

∆n = ∆n−1 +∑∞
n=1 ∑L

i=−L ∑L
j=0 g(i, j)∆π̂n(i, j);

if |∆n−∆n−1|< ε then // ε – parameter of the algorithm

goto Step 3;

else

∆α,L
ξ = ∆n.

end if

procedure for the calculation of the threshold because it

can be performed in different ways. For example, one can

choose (using qualitative analysis of the system behavior)

interval which contains the (unknown) value of threshold ξ .

For example, in current setting this interval is (0,ν−1).
Then use bisection method can be applied.

4. Numerical Example

Let us give simple comparison of results, which were ob-

tained from proposed algorithm with results obtained from

Monte-Carlo simulation.

Let the service rate of server II be equal to ν = 2. The

threshold value of the optimal policy for two types of inter-

arrival distributions is then computed: exponential with

parameter λ = 2.4 and Pareto with scale b = 0.21 and

shape a = (1− λb)−1 ≈ 2.016. Both these distributions

have equal mean inter-arrival times but their variances dif-

fer significantly. For exponential distribution the variance

is λ−2 ≈ 0.417 and for Pareto it is ab2/[(a−1)2(a−2)])≈
≈ 25.43.

In order to construct the grid S̃α,L let us fix the mini-

mum and maximum grid spacing by letting h0 = 0.005 and

hL−1 = 0.025. Let the total length of the approximating

area along the x-axis be H = 10. Given the value of h0,

hL−1 and Hm, other parameters of the grid can be calcu-

lated from Eqs. (5) and (6). That is

α =
hL−1 −h0

H −hL−1
≈ 0.0001, L =

⌊

ln
(

1+ αH
h0

)

ln(1+α)

⌋

≈ 1600.

The total number of states after discretization is

(L+1)(2L+1)≈ 5.2×106.

Having applied iterative algorithm described in Section 3

we obtained that for exponential inter-arrival times the op-

timal threshold ξopt lies in the interval (0.166,0.167) and

for Pareto inter-arrival times the interval is (0.150,0.151).
In order to understand how accurate these results are, let

us have a look at the value of value function Tξ (estimated

from Monte-Carlo simulation) for the threshold values ξ ,

which are in the neighborhood of the obtained intervals.

The results are given in Table 1.

Table 1

(Approximate) values of the value function Tξ
in the neighborhood of the intervals,

containing optimal threshold

Exponential inter-arrival times Pareto inter-arrival times

Threshold ξ Mean T Threshold ξ Mean T
0.160 1.25459 0.144 0.93638

0.162 1.25458 0.146 0.93637

0.164 1.25456 0.148 0.93636

0.166 1.25454 0.150 0.93636

0.168 1.25454 0.152 0.93636

0.172 1.25454 0.154 0.93637

0.174 1.25455 0.156 0.93638

One can see from Table 1 that the proposed algorithm gives

good results up to (and including) the third digit after the

decimal point. In order to check the value of the fourth

digit one has to be able to estimate value function Tξ from

Monte-Carlo simulation up to the sixth digit after the deci-

mal point. Such estimation is far from being simple because

estimation of Tξ up to fifth digit already takes several hours
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on standard PC. Meanwhile the proposed algorithm finds

the interval (up to third digit after decimal point), which

contains optimal threshold value usually in 5–10 minutes.

5. Conclusion

As it is mentioned in many research papers quite a few

problems which one may encounter in practice (for exam-

ple, building schedulers in distributed processing systems)

can be formulated in terms of flows, servers, queues. The

considered problem is only the special case of far more

general model which may encompass many details of real-

life systems and the need for appropriate solution methods

seems to be high. At present the most popular “attack”

method for such problems is the use of heuristics and their

validation using simulation. Even for the considered special

case the non-simulation solution is far from being simple

(and exact solution is not known at all). Analytic solution

methods for arbitrary n > 2 number of servers have not yet

been developed and the structure of optimal policy is not

known. It must not necessarily be of threshold type. Al-

though if one decides that threshold policy should be used

in the n-server system, then the proposed algorithm can be

scaled in a straightforward manner, but the obtained results

may not be optimal. Here one of the appealing ways to

check the quality of the solution is again the comparison

with simulation. Our experiments show that Monte-Carlo

simulation in combination with adaptive algorithms for par-

tially observed Markov chains is the most suitable approach

for this purpose.
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Abstract—The objective of cognitive radio network is to en-

hance the wireless network spectrum utilization. In such a net-

work, two types of users are enlisted, namely primary user

(PU) and secondary user (SU). The PU can access any chan-

nel in case of its availability, but SU users have lower priority

and can access a channel only when it is unused by PUs. The

performance of such a network solely depends on two traffic

parameters: probability of false alarm and probability of mis-

detection. In this paper the performance of such a network

is analyzed based on two dimensional Markov chain includ-

ing those parameters. The main contribution of this paper is

to evaluate blocking probability and PU and SU throughput

using the state transition chain instead of existing statistical

analysis.

Keywords—cognitive radio networks, misdetection, probability

of false alarm, throughput and traffic of limited channel.

1. Introduction

In a conventional network during low offered traffic period,

few traffic channels are idle. Hence network experiences

a waste of channel utilization. A cognitive radio network

(CRN) overcomes the situation, since the unutilized chan-

nels are used by unlicensed users called secondary users

(SUs) in case of their availability. The main job of a sec-

ondary user is to sense the presence of a primary user (PU),

which is done by managing the traffic channel. The detail

statistical analysis of CRN spectrum sensing technique is

presented in [1]–[4]. To enhance the success rate of sens-

ing a PU by SU, several detected signals of SUs are further

analyzed at a host level. Two important traffic parameters

under CRN are probability of false alarm and misdetection.

Recent literature deals with a statistical model of spectrum

sensing based on absence of PU and presence of PU known

as hypothesis H0 and H1 respectively. If there is no PU on

a physical channel and the received signal strength of SU is

over a signal to noise ratio (SNR) threshold, then the phe-

nomenon is called false alarm (FA). Again, under presence

of a PU on physical channel, if the received SNR is lower

than the threshold value, then the phenomenon is called

misdetection. Both the parameters govern the performance

of a CRN, which are explained in [5]–[8] with a detailed

statistical model. Sometimes the false alarm is categorized

based on coverage range of sensing shown in [9]. In this

case the SU has to confirm whether the PU is in pag-

ing mode inside the sensing zone or in transmitting mode

outside the sensing region but this concept is beyond the

analysis of the paper. To combat the false alarm and mis-

detection under fading wireless channel, the space diversity

and different combining schemes are incorporated with the

sensing unit of SU shown in [10]. The traffic analysis of

cognitive radio under Internet, specially for Voice over IP

(VoIP) is discussed in [10]–[11]. When a PU requests for

a physical channel, the SU on that channel is removed and

the phenomenon is called forced termination (FT). In this

case the SU has to move to another available traffic chan-

nel. In this paper this idea is modeled by two dimensional

state transition chains, which is then solved to evaluate the

CRN traffic parameters. The detailed statistical analysis of

Markov chain and its solution is presented in [13]–[15] but

authors emphasis on two dimensional Markov chain with

some modification to cope with the CRN traffic. Finally

the CRN traffic performance based on blocking probability

and throughput (carried traffic) of both PU and SU varying

other traffic parameters is analyzed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the

traffic model of CRN based on two dimensional Markov

chain and the traffic parameters pertinent to the CRN per-

formance are derived solving the state transition chain. Sec-

tion 3 depicts the results based on analysis of Section 2 and

finally Section 4 concludes the entire analysis.

2. System Model

Let us first consider a Markov chain of unlimited channel

and user case, which is represented by Kendall’s notation as

M/M/∞ shown in Fig. 1. The λ and µ are the call arrival

and termination rate respectively as discussed in [16]–[18].

The chain states P0, P1, P2 etc. are the probability of arrival

l ll

mmm

...

...
P0 P1 P2 P

n-1 P
n

2 n

Fig. 1. State transition chain of unlimited trunk network.
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of no call, one call, two calls and so on. Basic assumption

in Markov chain is that probability of reaching the next state

depends on present state but not on previous states. Any

new call arrival rate λ will make transition of a probability

state Pi to Pi+1 similarly any call termination rate iµ will

make transition from Pi to Pi−1.

Applying cut equation between nodes in Fig. 1 the gen-

eralized probability state x known as Poisson’s probability

density function (PDF) is:

Px =
Ax

x!
e−A . (1)

Poisson’s distribution is valid for infinite number of trunks

or channels but in real conditions number of channels are

limited therefore traffic should be analyzed for limited chan-

nel case. A limited trunk traffic model is shown in Fig. 2,

where number of users N is infinite, users offer an average

arrival rate of λ and average holding time of th = 1/µ . If

the number of trunk is n then any arrival beyond the state

Pn will not get the service and the call will be lost shown

in Fig. 3 using Markov chain.

…N = ∞
l

< µ1 2 3
, ,

n

Fig. 2. Limited server or channel network.

l ll

mmm

...

...
P0 P1 P2 P

n-1 P
n

2 n

Lost

Fig. 3. State transition of limited trunk network.

Again applying cut equations, the probability state x in gen-

eralized form from Fig. 3 becomes:

Px =

Ax

x!
n

∑
i=0

Ai

i!

, (2)

which is known as Erlang’s PDF.

In teletraffic engineering probability of occupancy of all

channels is called call blocking probability:

Bn = Pn =

An

n!
n

∑
i=0

Ai

i!

. (3)

Let us now focus on 2-D Markov chain having two types

of Poisson’s offered traffic A1 and A2 [19]. The arrival and

termination rates are: λ1, λ2, µ1, µ2 and n = ∞ servers

or channels shown in Fig. 4. It is convenient to arrange

states x1 and x2 along X and Y direction, where any prob-

ability state Px1x2
indicates probability of x1 and x2 calls

of type 1 and type 2 traffic occupancy, respectively. Be-

cause the system is reversible it is convenient to apply cut

equation between nodes.

λ1 3μ1

λ1 2μ1

λ1 μ1

λ2

μ2

λ2

P00 P01

λ2

3μ2

λ2

P02 P03

λ2

μ2

λ2

P10 P11

λ2

3μ2

λ2

P12 P13

λ1 μ1λ1 μ1λ1 μ1

λ2

μ2

λ2

P20 P21

λ2

3μ2

λ2

P22 P23

λ1 2μ1λ1 2μ1λ1 2μ1

λ1 3μ1λ1 3μ1λ1 3μ1

Fig. 4. 2-D Markov chain of Poisson traffic.

Considering x2-th column in Fig. 4 and applying cut equa-

tion between first and second node we get

λ1P0x2
= P1x2

µ1 ⇒ P1x2
=

λ1

µ1

P0x2
= A1P0x2

.

Similarly between second and third node:

λ1P1x2
= P2x2

2µ1 ⇒ P2x2
=

λ1

2µ2

P1x2
=

A2
1

2!
P0x2

.

In generalized form

Px1x2
=

A
x1
1

x1!
P0x2

. (4)

Again considering x1-th row in Fig. 4:

Px1x2
=

A
x2
2

x2!
Px10 . (5)

Putting x2 = 0 in Eq. (4)

Px10 =
A

x1
1

x1!
P00 . (6)

From Eqs. (5) and (6)

Px1x2
=

A
x2
2

x2!

A
x1
1

x1!
P00 . (7)

Considering entire sample space

∞

∑
x1=0

∞

∑
x2=0

Px1x2
= 1

∞

∑
x1=0

∞

∑
x2=0

A
x2
2

x2!

A
x1
1

x1!
= 1 ⇒

⇒L99

∞

∑
x1=0

∞

∑
x2=0

A
x2
2

x2!
P00 = 1 ⇒ eA1 eA2 P00 = 1 . (8)
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From Eqs. (7) and (8) the probability state (x1, x2) in nor-

malized form becomes

Px1x2
=

A
x1
1

x1!

A
x2
2

x2!
e−(A1+A2) . (9)

When multidimensional Poisson traffic is applied to a lim-

ited number of servers (n <∝) fully available to all traf-

fic components (complete sharing), loss probabilities are

calculated using multidimensional Erlang’s loss formula.

Using the concept of Eqs. (4) to (9) the sample space for

n channels case becomes

n

∑
x1=0

A
x1
1

x1!

n−x1

∑
x2=0

A
x2
2

x2!
P00 = 1 ∴ P00 =

1

n

∑
x1=0

A
x1
1

x1!

n−x1

∑
x2=0

A
x2
2

x2!

. (10)

The probability state in normalized form is:

Px1x2
=

A
x1
1

x1!

A
x2
2

x2!
n

∑
x1=0

A
x1
1

x1!

n−x1

∑
x2=0

A
x2
2

x2!

. (11)

Blocking probability is the sum of all state Px1x2
where

x1 + x2 = n,

Bn =
n

∑
x1=0

Px1
Pn−x1

. (12)

Figure 5 shows the probability states of a limited channel

system (n = 3), where sum of the complete occupied states

is the blocking probability expressed as B = P30 + P21 +
P12 + P03.

λ2

μ2

λ2

P00 P01 3μ2

λ2

P02 P03

λ2

μ2

λ2

P10 P11 P12

λ1λ1λ1 μ1

μ2

λ2

P

P

20

30

P21

λ1 2μ

2μ

1

1

λ1 2μ1

3μ1

λ1 3μ1

Fig. 5. 2-D Markov chain of Erlang’s traffic (n = 3).

In cognitive radio network the Markov chain from Fig. 5

has to be modified like it is presented in Fig. 6 (the only

n = 3 channels are considered). Since any arrival of PU

under a complete occupied state, a SU has to be terminated

λ

λ

λ

λ

2

2

2

2

μ2

λ2

P00 P01 3μ2

λ2

P02 P03

λ2

μ2

λ2

P10 P11 P12

λ1λ1λ1 μ1

μ2

λ2

P

P

20

30

P21

λ1 2μ

2μ

1

1

λ1 2μ1

3μ1

λ1 3μ1

Fig. 6. 2-D Markov chain of Erlang’s traffic (n=3) for perfor-

mance evaluation of cognitive radio network under unlimited user.

forcibly as discussed in [20], [21]. The annotation is as

follows: λ1 = λ2 = arrival rate of SU and λ2 = λp = arrival

rate of PU, µ1 = µs = termination rate of SU and µ2 =
µp = termination rate of PU. The offered PU traffic and SU

are Ap = λp/µp and As = λs/µs respectively. For example

a CRN of n channel, the complete occupied states will

be (x1, x2) = (i, n− i); i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , n, where x1 is the

number of SU and x2 is the number of PU. Any arrival of

PU at state (i, n− i) will change the state to (i−1, n− i+1)

forcefully.

Let us introduce the traffic parameters of CRN like:

Pmd – probability of misdetection, Pf – probability of false

alarm, As original – offered traffic of SU, Ap – offered traffic

for primary user. Channel will experience the traffic from

SU side as

As = As original · (1−Pmd)P(H1)+ As original · (1−Pf )P(H0),

where P(H1) and P(H0) are the probability of pres-

ence and absence of an PU on a traffic channel. The

probabilities are widely used in test symbols statis-

tical analysis of detected energy, and are known as

two hypothesis model.

Solving the Markov chain from Fig. 6 for n channels case,

the entire sample space is

S(n) = A + B +C+ D , (13)

where

A =
n−1

∑
i=0

n−1−i

∑
j=0

Ai
p

i!

A
j
s

j!
,

B =
n−1

∑
x=1

Ap

{

An−x−1
p

(n−x−1)!
Ax

s
x!

+
An−x−1

p

(n−x−1)!
Ax+1

s

(x+1)!

}

+ As
An−x

p

(n−x)!
Ax−1

s

(x−1)!

n + Ap

,
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C =

Ap

{

A0
p

0!

An−1
s

(n−1)!

}

n + Ap

and D =

Ap

{

An−1

(n−1)!
A0

s
0!

}

+Ap
An−x

p

(n−x)!
A1

s
1!

n
.

The blocking probability of SU is:

BSU(n) =
B +C+C

S(n)
, (14)

and the blocking probability of PU:

BPU(n) =
D

S(n)
. (15)

The throughput of PU could be expressed as

Xp bar(n) :=
(

1−Bpu(n)
)

·Ap (16)

and the throughput of SU

Xp bar(n) :=
(

1−Bsu(n)
)

·As original . (17)

The next section provides the profile of throughput and

blocking probability to evaluate the CRN performance.

3. Results

Figure 7 shows that the variation of throughput against

number of channels taking. The offered traffic of PU is

Ap = 15 Erl, offered traffic of SU As original = 10 Erl, the

probability of misdetection Pmd = 0.12, the probability of

false alarm Pf = 0.04 and the probability of hypothesis

P(H1) and P(H0) are both 0.5. The picture shows that the

throughput gradually increases with the number of chan-

nels of both the PU and SU. The throughput of PU is found

much larger than the SU because of its priority of getting

a channel.
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Fig. 7. Throughput of SU and PU with the variation of channel.

The variation of blocking probability (PU and SU) against

the number of channel is shown in Fig. 8. The blocking

probability of PU is much lower than SU at the same
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Fig. 8. Blocking probabilities of SU and PU with the variation

of channel.

time the rate of decrement of blocking probability with

increase in the channel number is more rapid for PU for

the same reason. From the profile of blocking probability

one shall notice that BPU ≈ 0 for n > 12 but BSU > 0.35,

for the same channel condition. The blocking probability

is more sensitive to Pmd than Pf . This is also visualized

in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9. Throughput of SU and PU with the variation of offered

traffic.

Figure 9 shows that the throughput variation versus offered

traffic of PU, under the conditions: n = 8, offered traffic

of PU Ap = 8 . . . 30 Erl, offered traffic of SU As original =
6 Erl, probability of misdetection Pmd = 0.08 and prob-

ability of false alarm Pf = 0.08. The graph shows that

the PU throughput increases within offered traffic of PU

and attains at a maximum value then starts to decrease.

At low offered traffic, most of the channels remains idle,

again at higher offered traffic the blocking probability in-
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creases, hence throughput lowers. Therefore, there must

be an optimum offered traffic with maximum throughput.

There is a tradeoff between idle channel and blocking prob-

ability visualized in Fig. 9. The impact of Pmd is more

prominent than Pf the throughput always decreases with

increase in the offered traffic of PU because of its forced

termination.
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Fig. 10. Blocking probability of SU and PU with the variation

of offered traffic.

Finally Fig. 10 shows that the variation of blocking proba-

bility of both PU and SU against the offered traffic of PU

under following conditions: the number of channels n = 8,

offered SU traffic As original = 6 Erl, probability of misde-

tection Pmd = 0.08 and probability of false alarm Pf = 0.08.

The graph shows that the blocking probability of both type

of user increases with the PU offered traffic. The block-

ing probability is much higher for SU than PU like before,

but the rate of BPU increment is more prominent than BSU

since offered PU traffic affects the PU users directly and to

SU indirectly.

4. Conclusion

In this paper the performance of a cognitive radio network

using M/M/n/k traffic model based on 2-D Markov Chain

is analyzed. The results shows the performance of the net-

work varying different traffic parameters, provide expected

results. Still the scope to use M/G/1/K traffic of packet

switch network of finite queue has to be researched. In

this case two dimensional traffic models using state tran-

sition chain will not be possible because of general PDF

service time. The authors can apply tabular form of 2-D

traffic model of M/G/1/K to pave the way for evaluating

packet loss PU and SU probability. Finally the impact of

fading channel on false alarm and misdetection can also be

included on the traffic model to observe the performance

under small scale fading environment. One of the major

components of 5G mobile communications is the concept

of cognitive radio under each node-B to increase the car-

ried such a network traffic. The proposed traffic model

will be helpful for developing the next generation wireless

networks.
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Paper Multi-layered Bayesian

Neural Networks for Simulation and

Prediction Stress-Strain Time Series
Agnieszka Krok

Tadeusz Kościuszko Cracow University of Technology, Cracow, Poland

Abstract—The aim of the paper is to investigate the differences

as far as the numerical accuracy is concerned between feed-

forward layered Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) learned by

means of Kalman filtering (KF) and ANN learned by means

of the evidence procedure for Bayesian technique. The stress-

strain experimental time series for concrete hysteresis loops

obtained by the experiment of cyclic loading is presented as

considered example.

Keywords—Bayesian Neural Networks, Kalman filtering.

1. Introduction

Kalman filtering and Bayesian learning methods are based

on the same assumption of modeling neural networks as

the combination of random variables. In both cases, ANNs

are layered, feed forward, learned by supervised method

with a teacher. Learning set and testing set are consid-

ered. Learning process is based on methods known from

probability theory and statistical analysis: Kalman filter-

ing and Bayes theorem. The aim of the paper is to make

a comparison of the two approaches from the same family

techniques.

As far as the network architecture, the most common multi-

layer perception ANN were considered. Two hidden layers

were used for their ability to model nonlinear functions,

according to the universal approximation theorem [1]. For

a comparison purpose the same architecture of ANNs were

considered. It results in the same number of ANN weights

to be found. The Mean Squared Error (MSE) for learning

and testing set was considered as the measure of learning

efficiency. In addition, the qualitative criteria was exam-

ined. The shape of modeled time series is calculated by

ANNs according to the experimental data. Possibilities of

easy designing the network shape (number of neurons in

each layer), the number of parameters that control the pro-

cess of selection model and the time for implementing both

methods were also verified.

2. Motivation and Related Background

Bayesian Neural Networks (BNN) are constructed as lay-

ered, feed forward networks learned by supervised methods

that involves Bayes theorem [2]. The following four steps

are considered:

1. make predictions including error bars for new input

data;

2. estimate the weight parameters and their uncertain-

ties.

3. estimate the weight decay parameters and their un-

certainties;

4. repeat steps 2–3 with different initial conditions and

different network architectures. Select the architec-

ture and w-minimum with highest evidence. Option-

ally select a committee to reflect the uncertainty on

this level [3].

The BBN were recently used for the case problems in-

cluding a regression, a classification, and an inverse prob-

lem. The Internet traffic classification [4], modeling protein

family [5], concrete quality estimation problem [6], as-

sessment of lean manufacturing effect on business perfor-

mance [7], medicine diagnoses finding [8], forecasting per-

formances over the weekly sales of a Finance Magazine [9],

image skin segmentation [10], classification of file system

activities [11], analyzing weather data [12], classifying seg-

mented outdoor images [13], were analyzed.

The traditional approach to the hysteresis modeling as-

sumes using differential equation models that involves

the parameters that are specific to the modeled material:

Jiles–Atherton model [14], Ylinen’s Model [15], Takács

model [16], Prandtl–Ishlinskii model [17]. In most cases,

the models are in the form of piece-wise functions different

for the particular branches of the hysteresis [15], [18].

Also soft methods was considered: neural networks in

the form of multi-layer perceptions, learned by the back-

propagation algorithm for supervised training [19], [20], or

the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [21]–[23] .

3. Kalman Filtering as the ANN

Learning Technique

The KF as a method was adapted to ANN nonlinear mod-

els [24], as the learning technique and developed exces-
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sively using selected nodes learning and as far as pruning

the ANN is concerned [25].

The basic KF learning method – Node Decoupled Extended

Kalman Filter (NDEKF) consists of process equation and

measurement equation. After modifications they may be

adopted to learn standard Multi-layered ANN [26]:

wi
k+1 = wi

k + ω i
k , (1)

yk = h(wk,xk)+ νk , (2)

where: k – discrete pseudo-time parameter, i – the num-

ber of neuron in ANN- wi
k+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , W – state

vector corresponding to the set of synaptic weights and

biases, h – non-linear vector-function of input-output rela-

tion, x/y – input/output vectors, ω i
k, νk – Gaussian process

and measurement noises with mean and covariance matri-

ces defined by:

E(νk) = E(ω i
k) = 0 , (3)

E(ω i
k ∗ω i

l

T
) = Qi

kδk,l , (4)

E(νkνT
l ) = Rkδk,l , (5)

where: δk,l = 1 for k = l, δk,l = 0 for k not equal l.

The NDEKF algorithm assumes splitting state vector into

groups. The single group was assigned to single neuron

(nodes i = 1, 2, . . . , N). Similar to all teacher based learn-

ing techniques the change of wi is made during the presen-

tation of each k-th learning pattern:

Ki
k = PkHk

[ g

∑
j=1

(H j)T
k P

j
kH

j
k +Rk

]−1

, (6)

wi
k+1 = twi

k +Ki
kξk , (7)

Pi
k+1 = (I−Ki

k(H
i
k)

T )Pi
k +Qi

k , (8)

where: Ki
k – Kalman gain matrix, Pi

k – approximate error

covariance matrix, g – the number of ANN nodes (neurons),

ξk = yk − ŷk – error vector, with the target vector yk for the

k-th presentation of a training pattern, ŷk – output vector

given by ANN.

H is the matrix of current linearization of Eq. (2)

Hi
k =

∂h

∂wi
. (9)

The considered parameters for the Gaussian noise adopted

are e.g. in the form:

Qi
k = α1 · e

s−1
β1 · I , (10)

Rk = α2 · e
s−1
β2 · I , (11)

where: I – identity matrix which dimension depends on the

state vector dimension in ANN, s – the number of learning

epoch, and α1, α2, β1, β2 are real numbers.

4. Bayesian Neural Networks

The ANN is formulated as [27]:

t = y(x;w)+ ε , (12)

where y is the non-linear vector function of input-output

relation, ε – noise incorporated to the model, w – vector

of ANN weights interpreted as the random variables, t is

the target output variable interpreted as a random variable.

Next, the

p(w) (13)

is the prior broad probability distribution of the w, and

representing little knowledge about values of w:

p(w|D) =
p(D|w)p(w)

p(D)
(14)

is the posterior probability distribution of the w. It rep-

resenting knowledge about values of w after data set D is

presented to the network, p(D|w) is the data set likelihood.

p(t|x∗,D) =
∫

p(t|x∗,w)p(w|D)dw (15)

is the predicted distribution of the ANN output y for the

particular input vector x∗;

E(t|x∗,D) =
∫

t p(t|x∗,w)p(w|D)dw (16)

is the point prediction of the ANN output t for the particular

input vector x∗. The requirement for small values of w
suggests a Gaussian prior distribution the the ANN weights

p(w) =
1

ZW (α)
· e

−α||w||2

2 , (17)

where α represents the inverse variance of the distribution

of w and

α =
1

D2(w)
. (18)

ZW (α) is the normalization constant ZW (α) =
(

2π
α

)
W
2

where W is the number of ANN weights.

It is assumed the target data is given by the Gaussian dis-

tribution with zero mean and the constant inverse variance

β , so the data set likelihood p(D|w) is

p(D|w) =
1

ZD(β )
· e

−β ∑
N
n=1

‖t(xn;w)−tn‖2

2 , (19)

where β represents the inverse variance of the ε distribution

defined as:

β =
1

D2(ε)
. (20)

The ZD(α) is the normalization constant given by ZD(α) =
(

2π
β

)
N
2 , where N is the number of data point in D. Then
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assuming α,β are random variables with their own proba-

bility distributions:

p(t|x∗,D)=

∫∫

p(t|x∗,w,β )p(w|α,β ,D)p(α,β |D)dαdβ ,

(21)

p(t|x∗,w,β ) = N
(

t|t(x∗,w),β−1
)

, (22)

ln p(w|α,β ,D) = p(D|w) . (23)

5. Evidence Procedure for Bayesian

Neural Networks

The evidence procedure was used as an iterative algorithm

for determining optimal weights and hyper parameters dur-

ing Bayesian learning of the ANN [28].

Presented method is based on the approximating the hyper

parameters posterior distribution with its value at the most

probable (MP) values

p(w|D) ∼

∫

p(y|w,βMP)p(w|αMP,βMP,D)dw . (24)

To find the MP values of α and β one have to find the

maximum of:

p(α,β |D) =
p(D|α,β )p(α,β )

p(D)
. (25)

In the further calculation p(α,β ) is assumed to be uni-

form and ignored. Maximizing p(D|α,β ) equals finding

the maximum of:

p(D|α,β ) =

∫

p(D|w,β )p(w|α)dw (26)

p(D|α,β ) =
1

ZD(β )

1

ZW (α)

∫

e−S(w)dw , (27)

where:

S(w) =
β

2

N

∑
i=1

(y(xn;w)− tn)2 +
α

2

W

∑
i=1

w2
i = β ED + αEW

(28)

is the misfit function. The tn and y(xn;w) are the target and

computed output values for n-th pattern scaled to the inter-

val 0 . . . 1, w = wi, . . . , wW is the vector of ANN weights.

By computing the logarithm of the Eq. (28) and the partial

derivative with respect to α one can obtain:

α =

W −
W

∑
i=1

α
λi+α

2EW (wMP)
=

γ

2EW (wMP)
, (29)

where w = wMP, λi is the i-th eigenvalue of the Hessian

matrix H:

H = ∇∇ED , (30)

γ =
W

∑
i=1

λi

λi + α
. (31)

This implicit solution is used for the iterative procedure:

after setting initial values of α that is used to find wMP and

SW (wMP) the α is re-estimated according to [6]:

α =
γ

2ED(wMP)
, (32)

where w = wMP.

By computing the logarithm of the objective function and

the partial derivative with respect to β one can obtain:

β =
N − γ

2ED(wMP)
. (33)

The procedure scheme can be written in following steps:

1. Choose the initial values of hyper parameters α

and β , initial ANN weights drown from prior dis-

tribution given by α ,

2. Train the ANN with Scaled Conjugate Gradients Al-

gorithm (SCGA) [1], to minimize negative log prob-

ability of weight posterior probability misfit function

S(w), where N = L is the number of learning patterns

to find wMP,

3. Hyper parameters re-estimate:

α(new) =
γ

2EW (wMP)
, (34)

and

β (new) =
N − γ

2ED(wMP)
, (35)

4. Update the log evidence

p(D|α(new),β (new),γ) , (36)

5. Repeat steps 2–4 until convergence.

Number of training cycles is the steps number during SCGA

performance, number of inner loops is the number of up-

dating α ⇒ α(new), β ⇒ β (new), number of outer loops

is the number of repeating the w re-estimation.

6. Experimental Results for Simulation

and Prediction of Steel Hysteresis

Loops

6.1. Experimental Data

Many time series for simulation and prediction stress-strain

relation was considered for steel and concrete. In this paper,

the one specific numerical result would be presented. The

main tendency and numerical accuracy during modeling

the rest of the data was similar. All the tested examples

may be found in [29].

Presented data set was the result of uniaxial low cyclic

tension-compression test for stainless steel AISI 316L [24],

see Fig 1.
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Fig. 1. Experimental data on σ -ε plane.

The aim of the conducted neural analysis was to simulate

first part of experiment and to predict the phase before the

material damage. Presented time series is based on the

inner processes inside the material and is self-dependent

because each next state of the material depends on all the

previous states during experiment. During learning stage,

time series simulation was performed, and whole testing

stage time series prediction was made.

The twelve representative loops were selected for the neu-

ral computation. The loops were selected to the constant

maximal stain value inclination. The first and second loop

selected for neural analysis were taken from range of

0–2000 experimental loops, three next loops from range

of 2000–24000 experimental loops, the remaining 7 loops

from range, were the changes in stress and stein values were

the largest. Each loop was discretized on 49 (σ(k),ε(k))
points for:

ε(k) = 0.2− (k−1) ·∆1ε , (37)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , 25 and

ε(k) = −0.26 +(k−25) ·∆2ε , (38)

for k = 26, . . . , 49 with

∆1ε(k) = 0.2/25 = 0.008% ,

∆2ε(k) = 0.26/25 = 0.0104% . (39)

Adopted discretization results in P = 12 · 49 = 588 data

points for learning and testing. Given data ware scaled to

the interval 0.1 . . . 0.9 for the ANN processing, see Fig. 2.

The first nine loops containing L = 949 patterns for the k =
1, . . . , 441 were used for the learning and T = 588−441 =
147 = 3 ·49 patterns form final loops for k = 442, . . . , 588

for testing.

The input vector x consists of scaled marker of current

pattern k/587, scaled marker of current pattern number

inside each loop separately mod(k,49)/49 and the previous

σ value given by ANN, marked σANN(k−1) [29]:

x(k) =
[

σANN(k−1),k/587, mod (k,49)/49
]

. (40)

The output vector for k-th input takes the form σ(k).
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Fig. 2. Data on σ -ε plane for ANN learning and testing.

7. Comparison of Neural Networks

Learned by Bayesian Evidence

Procedure Accuracy with KF Models

The basic KF model is simple, that makes is easy to imple-

ment. However, the model does not have many parameters

to exploit. One may split ANN differently (layers not nodes)

[26], or use different parameters for the Gaussian noise,

α1, α2, β1, β2 in Eqs. (10)–(11). Also different noise mod-

els instead of Eqs. (10)–(11) may be adopted. First pos-

sibility enlarges excessively the model dimensions given

by Eqs. (1)–(5) makes the model very time consuming.

This second option does not influence the computational

results much, see [29]. The possibility of automation of

setting the network structure without the stopping learning

process is very valuable. One may start from the large

network and switch off the some of the network nodes

during learning (pruning). The author’s model develop-

ment proved that ANN learned by KF may be successfully

designed by pruning, and the approximate error covari-

ance P, matrix may be used to more accurate learning, see

Eq. (8) [29], [30]. KF learning technique was stated to be

very promising tool as far as time series simulation and

prediction [29], [31]–[34].

In comparison to KF, Bayesian learning technique is much

more complicated to implement but have many more free

parameters to change to adjust the model. It allows the

better flexibility, but incorporates the problem of searching

the parameter space for a suboptimal solution. For example

the changing of characteristics of hiper parameter distribu-

tion significantly influence the model, see Eqs. (19)–(36).

During pruning process the model given by Eqs. (24)–(36)

have to be reformulated and there is a need to compute

prior for sparsely connected ANN [35]. The method also

depends on the SCGA performance that should be imple-

mented and used correctly, whereas the in KF no additional

high-level tool is needed.

The simulation for Bayesian learning process was made

using modified Netlab Software [1]. Simulation for KF
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was made for software developed fully by author in Mat-

lab environment. The same ANN architecture was con-

sidered, and the same networks input vectors were used,

see Eq. (40).

For Bayesian learning the initial prior hyper parameter

α = 0.01, initial noise hyper parameter β = 50, number of

training cycles in inner loop 500, number of inner loops 3,

number of outer loops 3 was found as the suboptimal solu-

tion for the given data set. The results of ANN simulation

and prediction are presented in Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. Experimental vs. simulated by KF neural network hys-

teresis loops, 9 first loops for learning and remaining for testing

on σ -ε plane.
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Fig. 4. Experimental vs. simulated by KF neural network hys-

teresis loops, 9 first loops for learning and remaining for testing

on σ – no. of pattern plane.

For KF learning method with 1000 epochs and α1 = 0.001,

α2 = 7, β1 = 50, β2 = 50 was adopted. The results of ANN

simulation and prediction are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.

The presented method of ANNs learning enables simulation

of the hysteresis loops with a very high accuracy using

ANN of small number of parameters (first hidden layer

6 nodes, second hidden layer 6 nodes). ANN predicts the

behavior of the considered material during the final step of

loading and unloading properly.

experiment

ANN
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Fig. 5. Experimental vs. simulated by Bayesian neural network

hysteresis loops, 9 first loops for learning and remaining for testing

on σ -ε plane.
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Fig. 6. Experimental vs. simulated by Bayesian neural network

hysteresis loops, 9 first loops for learning and remaining for testing

on σ – no. of pattern plane.

Comparison with the results obtained by modeling with

damage mechanics was made.

In [36] two theoretical models for stress-strain relation for

the considered material were proposed. They were based

on uniaxial nonlinear elasto-plastic Ylinen model [37].

The relationship between considered quantities had to be

separated for two phases, two damage parameters was

needed to obtain the proposed models. The models took

into consideration the discrete process of opening and close

of the cracks, see Fig. 7 for model A, and continuous pro-

cess of opening and close of the cracks, see Fig. 8 for

model B.

Proposed model A is inconsistent with the experiment as far

as continuity of first order derivative of ∂σ/∂ε is consid-

ered. Both models are incorrect concerning negative values

of stress strain close to their minimal values.

Simulating the stress-strain relation, using damage mechan-

ics equations, require the values of material constants to be

properly chosen for the theoretical model and calibration
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Fig. 7. Hysteresis loops for model A, σ -ε plane.
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Fig. 8. Hysteresis loops for model B, σ -ε plane.

as far as model parameters are considered. During ANN

modeling none of this component is necessary. The model

is based only on the experimental data and simple markers

of the experiment phase. Information about mechanical ef-

fects is independent of arbitrarily chosen mechanical model

and imposed model parameters.

KF and Bayesian ANN modeling incorporates no prior

knowledge about mechanical model.

8. Conclusions

The evidence procedure for the Bayesian Neural Networks

enables hysteresis loops simulation with a very high accu-

racy as far as results quality is concerned. The model fits

the data better than model based on KF and it is superior

to known mechanical models. Presented Bayesian model

has three basic parameters to set: Bayesian learning initial

prior hyper parameter α , initial noise hyper parameter β ,

and number of training cycles in inner loop k.

Presented KF model has five parameters. The coefficients

for Gaussian noise incorporated into the model (four val-

ues), and number of epochs of learning.

The influence of the Bayes model parameters is meaning-

ful. It enables the model to adjust to the data better, but

makes searching for optimal parameter set more demand-

ing. For some set of parameters model calibrated to the

data is incorrect or significantly worse.

The influence of the KF model parameters is hardly a sig-

nificant. Different parameter setting leads to slightly longer

teaching. The most significant parameter is the number of

epochs of learning.

For both models, there is also the need for searching initial

weight space. For different initial weight sets the results of

simulation and prediction differs slightly.

The automatic setting of neural network shape, i.e. num-

ber of neurons in each hidden layer, by pruning procedure

during learning process is much easier to implement in KF

model. To adjust both models to different kind of data

the distributions incorporated into models may be changed.

However, any change in Bayesian theoretical model has

more severe consequences into computational process, be-

cause all Eqs. (12)–(36) have to be changed.
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Abstract—Over the decades the rapid development of broadly

defined computer technologies, both software and hardware is

observed. Unfortunately, software solutions are regularly be-

hind in comparison to the hardware. On the other hand, the

modern systems are characterized by a high demand for com-

puting resources and the need for customization for the end

users. As a result, the traditional way of system construction

is too expensive, inflexible and it doesn’t have high resources

utilization. Present article focuses on the problem of effec-

tive use of available physical and virtual resources based on

the OpenStack cloud computing platform. A number of con-

ducted experiments allowed to evaluate computing resources

utility and to analyze performance depending on the allo-

cated resources. Additionally, the paper includes structural

and functional analysis of the OpenStack cloud platform.

Keywords—cloud computing, high performance computing,

OpenStack, parallel environments, resource utilization analysis,

virtualization.

1. Introduction

The rapid development of computer hardware caused a new

issue for software developers. With the increase of com-

puting power, the problem with efficient use of physical

resources occurred. In many cases, an increase in the

available resources, especially in the number of compu-

tational units, can have opposite effects and cause sig-

nificant decrease in performance. Therefore, despite the

fact that the development of computer hardware and pro-

gramming languages has enabled the creation of a much

more complex systems, the development of software tech-

niques doesn’t keep up with the technological develop-

ment. This phenomenon is called software crisis [1], [2].

Over the years there has been proposed a number of solu-

tions, i.e., new paradigms, programming languages, hard-

ware architectures or software solutions, which are more or

less, eliminate that problem. One of the latest is known

as cloud computing based on abstraction of resources

and ability to user’s needs adoption, but the challenge is

still actual [3], [4]. Therefore, in the present work, at-

tempts are made to analyze both resource consumption

and performance basing on OpenStack cloud computing

platform.

The research from this paper is an extended version of

preliminary results published in [1] and presented at the

29th European Conference on Modeling and Simulation

(ECMS 2015) in Albena, Bulgaria.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the idea

of resources abstraction is presented. Section 3 describes

objectives, assumptions, and architecture of cloud comput-

ing. The structural analysis of OpenStack cloud computing

platform is presented in Section 4. Finally, the Section 5

describes conducted experiments and evaluates them. The

paper is summarized and concluded in Section 6.

2. Idea of Resources Abstraction

In the 1970s, when mainframe computers gain great popu-

larity, the significant waste of computing resources caused

by the single application execution at a time was observed.

Due to the their high cost, to remedy this problem, the new

idea of virtualization was proposed. Initially, the virtualiza-

tion was defined as parallel work environments on a single

computer and was considered as a method for logically di-

viding mainframes. This division allowed running multiple

applications simultaneously [5].

In the second half of the 1990s, when personal comput-

ers obtain a sufficiently high computing power, the use of

virtualization becomes a popular solution. The continuous

development of idea allowed to formulate general definition

of virtualization as technique for simulating the software

and the hardware upon which other software runs [6]. In

accordance to this definition, the term includes widely un-

derstood abstraction of various software and hardware areas

like operating systems, storage, memory, networks, servers,

CPUs and other. The key benefits are reduction of energy,

computations, heat generation and maintenance costs, bet-

ter resources utilization, space-saving for computers, the

ability to adapt to the end user needs, safety increase and

high flexibility in system design [1], [6]–[8].

Virtualization is based on the coexistence of host and guest

machines. The host machine is the actual machine on which

the virtualization takes place, and the guest machines are

the virtual machines operating through the host. The tool

supervising the virtual machines is hypervisor (or virtual

machine monitor). When the hypervisor replaces host sys-

tem we are dealing with native (or bare-metal) hypervi-

sor. If the hypervisor operates under the operating system,

we are dealing with hosted hypervisor. The most popular
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hypervisors are KVM, VirtualBox, VMware ESX, Xen,

Oracle VM, Microsoft Hyper-V [1], [7], [9].

The virtualization method, due to the way of implemen-

tation, can be divided on two approaches, namely paravir-

tualization and full virtualization [10]. Full virtualization

might be based on both hosted and native hypervisor that

provide virtual hardware for virtual guest operating system.

Guest operating system has the impression that it operates

on a real, physical hardware. In fact, the virtualized OS in-

structions, which would interfere with the activities of other

virtualized environments or host operating system, are cap-

tured and executed by virtualization layer. Performance in

this solution is, unfortunately, less than in paravirtualiza-

tion, but in return it does not impose any restrictions or

special requirements for guest machine [6], [10].

Paravirtualization bases on native hypervisor, that operates

directly on hardware and provides it to virtual machines and

guest operating systems. This solution requires modifying

the guest kernel to translate nonvirtualizable instructions

to hypercalls that communicate directly with the native hy-

pervisor. The mechanism provides very good performance

that is very close to the system native operation. Very good

performance for the virtual machines is huge paravirtual-

ization advantage. The disadvantage is the need to modify

the systems kernel or the use of dedicated systems [6], [10].

3. Cloud Computing Technology

Linking the virtualization with distributed systems and with

the concept of services resulted in the new idea called cloud

computing. Cloud computing is defined as “a model for en-

abling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access

to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,

networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that

can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal man-

agement effort or service provider interaction” [11]–[13].

Cloud computing paradigm is based on flexible idea of ser-

vices providing, where the virtual machines are the base for

delivering any cloud services. A service can be defined by

a number of virtualized functionalities provided by servers

including hardware, software, storage, computing capacities

and infrastructure with server rooms. Services are usually

priced on a pay-per-use business model or subscription fee,

and the access is realized via Internet with thin-client, e.g.,

mobile device, tablet or computer with Web browser. Addi-

tionally, this approach allows for effective resource utiliza-

tion, flexible developing of complex systems, customiza-

tion of services, elastic system management, on-demand

resource provision and, as a result, reduction of energy

consumption and maintain costs [9], [12]. The services are

referred as:

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),

• Platform as a Service (PaaS),

• Software as a Service (SaaS).

IaaS is a model that relies on providing client IT infrastruc-

ture, i.e., hardware like machines, network, storage, soft-

ware and support. In this model the client have the remote

access to infrastructure. This level is responsible for man-

aging and virtualization of the resources.

PaaS provides ready, often tailored to the needs of the user,

application set. This model does not require to purchasing

hardware or software installation – all the necessary pro-

grams are located on servers provider. The customer on

his side has access to the interface via Internet and a thin

client.

In SaaS customer receives a needed functionality and he

doesn’t have to worry about the infrastructure and the work

environment. This model provides access to specific, func-

tional tools. Programs are running on the provided server.

The customer is not obliged to purchase software licenses –

only is paying for every use, and access to them is obtained

upon request [4], [13], [14].

Customized software

General and specific purpose environments

Standard multi-cloud interoperability and integration

Compute Networking Storage

Scalable resource layer

Communication
interface

API
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a
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a
a
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infrastructure
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Hybrid
infrastructure
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Private
infrastructure
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Fig. 1. Cloud computing fundamental models.

Figure 1 presents general model of cloud computing

consisting of three levels: IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. In terms

of internal policies, the following part can be distin-

guished [4]:

• Private cloud, which is part of the organization or

autonomous provider of services;

• Public cloud, which is offer by external, publicly ac-

cessible provider (e.g., Amazon, Google, Microsoft);

• Hybrid cloud, which is a combination of private and

public clouds. A part of the applications and infras-

tructure is placed in the private cloud, and the rest in

the public cloud.

Benefits of cloud computing include [4], [15]:

• universal access – the user can use the service from

anywhere in the world, using devices with Internet

access. On the other hand, cloud computing may

cause excessive network traffic;

• saving money – user does not need to maintain the

entire infrastructure and is exempt from the costs of

purchase and repair servers, maintenance of rooms

and charges for electricity;
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• performance and scalability – at any time the user

may obtain the required hardware resources;

• reliability – thanks to the distribution of resources,

and the systems flexibility in case of failure, the vir-

tual environment is recreated on the new infrastruc-

ture;

• popularity – services in cloud computing are becom-

ing more widely available, even for small businesses;

• security – use of cloud computing reduces the risk

of errors related to the human factor. Simultane-

ously, the virtualization technology greatly increases

the operations security level in cloud computing en-

vironments.

4. The OpenStack Project

OpenStack is a free and open source platform under the

terms of the Apache license that possesses a set of tools

for the creation and management of private, public and

hybrid cloud computing. The software is developed for

a control of wide range of processing, storage and network-

ing resources throughout a data centre. It can be treated

as an Infrastructure as a Service model strongly connected

with Platform as a Service model (see Fig. 1). OpenStack

manage the IT infrastructure, provide communication inter-

face, virtualizes resources and prepare environment. It pro-

vides a modular architecture that gives the flexibility in the

clouds design, including integration with existing systems

and third-party technologies, e.g., Amazon EC2, GoGrid,

Rackspace [1], [16].

May 2015

Eucalyptus: 1

OpenStack: 95

Cloud.com: 5

2009 2011 2015

Fig. 2. Interest rate of most popular cloud platforms.

The OpenStack Cloud Computing Platform is probably the

most popular open source software for creating and man-

aging private, public, and hybrid clouds. Referring to the

Google Trends Explore [17], [18], the OpenStack is the

most popular platform among three the most known cloud

platforms, i.e., Eucalyptus, OpenStack and Cloud.com.

Figure 2 presents interest rate basing on the number of

searches have been done for a particular term in relation

to the total number of searches done on Google over time

(a higher ratio means higher interest).

OpenStack was started in 2010 as a common project

of Rackspace (a large US hosting company) and NASA

(the US space agency). Currently, it is managed by the

OpenStack Foundation, a non-profit corporate entity estab-

lished in 2012. At the moment, the foundation has over

18,000 members from over 150 countries around the world.

The purpose of the foundation is to promote the Open-

Stack software and its community, which develop project.

The Foundation is composed of three committees: Board

of Directors, Technical Committee and User Commit-

tee [1], [16].

The software is built modular and consists of many services

working together through the open APIs. The newest ver-

sion of the OpenStack platform – Kilo (2015.1.0) released

on 30 April 2015 – may use the following modules (some of

which are optional): Nova, Glance, Swift, Horizon, Key-

stone, Neutron, Cinder, Heat, Ceilometer, Trove, Sahara,

Ironic, Zaqar, Manila, Designate, Barbican [1], [16]. The

most important and fundamental are the first three compo-

nents – they are implementing major features [19]:

• Compute (Nova service) – module for arranging,

managing and providing virtual machines. It is “de-

signed to provide power massively scalable, on de-

mand, self service access to compute resources” [16];

• Object Store (Swift service) – module for creation

and managing object storage system;

• Image Service (Glance service) – module which pro-

vide a service for uploading and discovering data as-

sets. It retrieves and process data about virtual ma-

chine images.

The installation can be carried out in several ways, e.g. [1],

[16], [19], [20]:

• directly from GitHub repository,

• Ubuntu Juju (based on installation Metal as a service

layer),

• Vagrant OpenStack Provider (popular tool for cre-

ation and configuration of virtual environments),

• DevStack (tool for the installation of the platform

from source with the set of initial configuration).

Details of the installation process are described in a previ-

ous publication [1].

The platform is open source and can be modified and

adapted as needed. Services can be managed from Hori-

zon dashboard (single Web-based on user interface) or by

custom developed software. The access and communica-

tion is possible after authentication based on security cer-

tificates, which are the responsibility of Keystone Identity

Service [1], [16].
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5. Experimental Results

In this section the results of conducted experiments are

presented. The study include:

• in-depth analysis of resources (CPU and memory)

utility (both at full load and without) and consump-

tion,

• the performance measurement of tasks execution de-

pending on selected OpenStack set of virtualized re-

sources,

• evaluation of effectiveness of the applied technolo-

gies.

In this research, 5 sets of virtual resources named flavors

were considered. These were, namely: tiny, small, medium,

large and extra large sets presented in the Table 1. Default

environment configuration allowed to create up to 10 in-

stances and assigning among others 20 VCPUs, 50 GB of

memory and 1 TB of storage.

Table 1

Available sets of the virtual resources

Flavor VCPUs Disk [GB] RAM [MB]

m1.tiny 1 1 512

m1.small 1 20 2048

m1.medium 2 40 4096

m1.large 4 80 8192

m1.xlarge 8 160 16384

OpenStack provides two virtual operating systems images

by default [16]:

• CirrOS (9.3 MB) – a minimal Linux distribution that

was designed for use as a test image on clouds,

• Trusty Tahr (244.4 MB) – distribution of Ubuntu

14.04.

According to OpenStack minimum requirements for proof-

of-concept environment with several instances of CirrOS

the following resources are needed [16]:

• Controller node: 1 processor, 2 GB memory, and

5 GB storage,

• Network node: 1 processor, 512 MB memory, and

5 GB storage,

• Compute node: 1 processor, 2 GB memory, and

10 GB storage.

The initial part of the research was based on CirrOS Linux

distribution. The experimental server (specification is pre-

sented in Table 2) allowed to create 2 virtual compute nodes

with maximum 3 instance per node [1].

Firstly, the impact of the existence of running instances

in environment was measured. Analyzed parameters were

CPU and RAM usage. For this purpose the 3 non-load

instances had been deploying simultaneously every time.

Table 2

Specification of Pinokio experimental server

Processor
Intel Core i7-4710HQ CPU

@ 2.50 GHz

Cores 4

Threads 8

Architecture x86 64 bit

Virtualization Intel VT-x

Memory
16 GB SODIMM DDR3

Synchronous 1600 MHz (0.6 ns)

Disk 256 GB ADATA SP600

Operating system Ubuntu Server 14.10 (x64)

The results are presented in Table 3. With increasing

number of running instances, the growing CPU usage was

observed. Each started instance irreclaimable get and use

about 2% of computing power (about 5–7% per 3 running

instances). The operating memory usage was constant [1].

Table 3

Resources consumption caused by running instances

Instances CPU usage [%] RAM usage [%]

0 5 97.1

3 12 97.1

6 18 97.1

Next, resources usage was analyzed in the full load sce-

nario. In this study, the matrix multiplication was performed

as the CPU intensive task. It is one of the most popu-

lar benchmark tasks [21]. The size of used matrices was

1024 × 1024. The results of measurements are presented

in Table 4. It should be noted, that instances number 1, 3,

and 5 were automatically assigned to first compute node.

As it can be seen, the full use of available resources was

not reached. This is due to the amount of virtual com-

puting machines limited by server hardware specification.

But the obtained results lead to the conclusion that the

OpenStack platform allows to fully use available comput-

ing resources [1].

Table 4

Resources consumption caused by running instances

Instances CPU usage [%] RAM usage [%]

0 5 97.1

1 19 97.2

2 32 97.3

3 41 97.3

4 51 97.4

5 55 97.5

6 56 97.5

The extended part of the research was based on Ubuntu

14.04 Trusty Tahr Linux distribution. The experiments
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were performed on external cloud provider servers equipped

with AMD Opteron 6274 @ 2.2 GHz processors. The aim

of the study was to analyze computing performance depend-

ing on selected OpenStack flavor (set of available virtual

resources). As in previous experiment, for this purpose the

matrix multiplication with matrices of 2048 × 2048 size

were used. Multiplication was parallelized using OpenMP

API with the static scheduling clause. The results of the

measurements are presented in Table 5. It should be noted

that only parallelizable part of the task (multiplication) was

measured. The results seem to be astonishing, because

the top performance for sequential scenario (one thread)

was received for medium flavor. In this case, the charac-

teristics of the environment should be take into account,

namely its distribution and virtualization. The experiment

shows that the increase of available virtual resources may

reduce the performance. It can be caused by communi-

cation between distributed resources and as well as by the

observed switching between physical resources (threads and

fragmented memory).

Table 5

Time of sequential (one thread) and parallel matrix

multiplication for each flavor

Flavor Time [s]

m1.tiny 231.94 232.80 233.90 234.54 234.90

m1.small 54.79 55.02 55.97 56.39 57.42

m1.medium 48.91 35.74 37.01 37.83 38.92

m1.large 51.93 37.07 19.95 22.04 23.43

Number

of threads:
1 2 4 8 16

Table 5 also presents scenarios where the software takes

full advantage of available resources – to those achieved

the best time results. This study shows how important is

the selection of appropriate virtual resources to the task,

and how much impact on the performance has distribution

and virtualization of resources.

Table 6

Speedup of parallel matrix multiplication depending

on the selected flavor

Flavor Speedup [s]

m1.tiny 1 0.996 0.992 0.989 0.987

m1.small 1 0.996 0.979 0.972 0.954

m1.medium 1 1.368 1.322 1.293 1.257

m1.large 1 1.401 2.603 2.356 2.216

Ideal
speedup

1 2 4 8 16

Number
of threads:

1 2 4 8 16

The last Table 6 presents achieved speedup in relation to

set of virtual resources. The results were determined on

the basis of the Amdahl’s law that is a model for the ex-

pected speedup and the relationship between parallelized

application [22]. The highest speedups were gained in the

cases where the number of VCPUs is equal the number of

threads. However, comparing the results in Table 5, the

speedup often does not result in faster task execution.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Presented article is an extension of previous studies on

OpenStack cloud computing platform analysis [1]. The

main topic of the paper is a problem with effective use

of available physical and virtual resources based on the

OpenStack cloud computing platform. Conducted research

has shown that OpenStack well manages and utilizes re-

sources, but the platform takes significant part of resources.

The process of creating virtual machines, consumes very

large amounts of memory. Even in the idle time, the vir-

tual servers are constantly maintained and incessantly keep

resources. In this experiment, the cost of platform imple-

mentation was greater than the benefits.

The second part of the research was based on the extended

infrastructure. The performance analysis of tasks execu-

tion depending on selected OpenStack flavor has shown

that increase of allocated resources may reduce the perfor-

mance – especially in the case of distributed environments.

Selection of appropriate resources is a very important and

non-trivial task. An interesting issue in the future would

be a development of a trade-off model as a solution of this

problem.
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Abstract— The aim of the paper is to present the possi-

bilities of modeling the experimental data by Gaussian pro-

cesses. Genetic algorithms are used for finding the Gaussian

process parameters. Comparison of data modeling accuracy

is made according to neural networks learned by Kalman

filtering. Concrete hysteresis loops obtained by the experi-

ment of cyclic loading are considered as the real data time

series.

Keywords—Gaussian processes, genetic algorithms.

1. Modeling Time Series

Modeling processes that are time-dependent is made based

on many techniques. Methods for time series analyzes may

be: correlation analyzes, autoregressive or moving aver-

age model, trend estimation and decomposition of time se-

ries, principal component analysis, Fast Fourier Transform,

continuous wavelet transform. Also many tools are used

for time series modeling, e.g., general state space mod-

els, unobserved components models, and machine learning

methods such as artificial neural networks (ANN), support

vector machines, Gaussian processes (GPs) [1], [2]. The

main concern of the paper is Gaussian processes model-

ing. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are well known tools for

searching the space of sub-optimal solutions, for example

for supporting neural networks learning processes [3]. The

investigation was made for the possibility of transferring

the techniques known in the field of neural networks for

accelerating the search of Gaussian models parameters.

2. Motivation and Related

Background

Nowadays Gaussian processes are used for modeling differ-

ent kind of data and wide variety of time series. In [4] GPs

were used for modeling super resolution images, confirm-

ing the ability to deal with data read out from the image.

In [5] complicated problem of probabilistic prediction of

Alzheimer’s disease from multimodal image was solved.

GPs were also used for modeling time dependent processes

inside materials, i.e. wax precipitation model in crude oil

systems [6].

Also time depended signals such as speech [7], wind energy

systems [8], and facial expressions [8], economical time

series, was successfully modeled using GPs.

Modeling stress-strain hysteresis loops involves the repre-

sentation of changes in time the material properties dur-

ing tension-compression test. The data for analysis were

discrete points taken from the graphical representation of

stress-strain relation considered as the time series for arti-

ficial unit of time strictly related to the consecutive exper-

iment stages.

The traditional approach to the hysteresis modeling assumes

using differential equation models that involve the param-

eters that are specific to the modeled material as: Jiles–

Atherton [9], Ylinen [10], Takács model [11], Prandtl–

Ishlinskii model [12]. In most cases, the models are in

the form of piecewise functions different for the particular

branches of the hysteresis [10], [13].

In addition, the soft methods were considered: neural

networks in the form of multi-layer perceptions, learned

by the back propagation algorithm for supervised

training [14], [15], or the Levenberg-Marquardt algo-

rithm [16]–[18]. For considered experiments, success-

ful modeling using supervised artificial neural networks

learned by Kalman filter was already made [19].

MacKay in [20] suggested that Gaussian processes might

be a replacement tool for supervised neural networks.

During numerical experiments, the influence of parameters

of GP was examined. It was stated that the parameters of

GP models are much more significant for the proper time

series modeling then the parameters of ANN. The number

of neurons, the initial values of ANN, values of the param-

eters that govern the learning process does not influence the

numerical results much. The improper parameters of GP

lead to incorrect modeling. Using GA is the well-known

technique for supporting the process of ANN learning pro-

cess [2], [21]–[24].

The aim of this survey was to confirm or subvert the thesis

of the possibility of using GP instead of ANN for modeling

hysteresis loops of stress-strain relation for concrete spec-

imens and to find methodologies for effective selection of

GP parameters. The tool, selected for this purpose was GA,

and each individual in the population represents a possible

solution of the Gaussian model, similarly to [18], but in

this paper scatter, crossover operator was used.
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3. Gaussian Process Model

Lets consider the stochastic process Y, generated by the set

of fixed basis functions with random weights [3]:

Y (x) =
M

∑
j=1

Wjφ j(x) , (1)

where x is the input vector indexing random variables

[3]. If weights vector has normal distribution with zero

mean, and particular standard deviation Wj ∼ N(0,Σ) then

EW [Y (x)] = 0 and EW [Y (x)Y ′(x)] = φT (x)Σφ(x). The train-

ing data set consist of pairs (xi,ti), where ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , N

is the sample from the random variable T (xi).
To make the prediction in the new input x∗ it is necessary to

compute conditional distribution p(T (x∗)|T (x1), . . . ,T (xN)).
Let C denote covariance matrix of the training data,

t = [T (x1), . . . , T (xN)], k denote the covariances vector

between the training data T (x1), . . . ,T (xN) and T (x∗), V de-

note the prior variance of T (x∗) that is Cov(T (x∗),T (x∗)).
Then [3]:

E(T (x∗)|T (x1), . . . , T (xN)) = kTC−1t , (2)

D2(T (x∗)|T (x1), . . . , T (xN)) = V − kTC−1k . (3)

Two covariance functions were considered:

• Squared exponential:

C(xi,x j) = v0 exp
( d

∑
l=1

al(x
i
l − x

j
l )

2
)

+ b , (4)

where xi,x j ∈ Rd , xi = [xi
1, . . . , xi

d ]. Then target covariance

is given by:

C(xi,x j)+ σ2
ν δi, j , (5)

where

σ2
ν (6)

is the variance for the p(T (x∗)|T (x1), . . . , T (xN)) δi, j = 1

for i = j, δi, j = 0 for i not equal j. The parameters of the

model ale considered in the log space:

θ = (ln(v0), ln(b), ln(a1), . . . , ln(ad), ln(σ2
ν ), ln(ν)) . (7)

• Rational quadratic:

C(xi,x j) = v0

(

1 +
d

∑
l=1

al(x
i
l − x

j
l )

2
)−τ

+ b , (8)

θ =
(

ln(v0), ln(b), ln(a1), . . . , ln(ad), ln(σ2
ν )

)

. (9)

Gaussian process structure may be viewed in the ANN

form:

θ =
(

ln(v0), ln(b), w, ln(ν)
)

, (10)

where b is the network bias, σ2
ν is the noise incorporated

into the network, w is the vector of weights, v0 is the scaling

parameter, xi,x j are input vectors [25]. That is why the

effectiveness of GP models was compared to ANN models.

3.1. Learning Hyper Parameters

The non-linear optimizer is used to find the maximum like-

lihood values of the parameters θi. It is done by equal-

ing to zero partial derivatives of log likelihood and using

one of the standard optimization algorithms. The Scaled

Conjugate Gradient optimization (SCG) was used with the

standard Matlab implementation options [26]. The analysis

showed that the key role in the efficiency of the procedure

plays the number of SCG steps marked with k parameter.

The starting parameter values for the algorithm are ran-

domly chosen from the N(m,σ) distribution, where m and

σ are the hyper parameters for this model. Additional noise

term is added to the noise σ2
ν in Eqs. (5) and (6) to make

sure that noise variance never collapse to zero.

3.2. Making Predictions

During this stage the parameters for the predicted Gaus-

sian distribution are computed according to the Eqs. (11)

and (12) [3]:

E(T (x∗)|T (x1), . . . , T (xN)) = kTC−1t , (11)

D2(T (x∗)|T (x1), . . . , T (xN)) = V −CTC−1k . (12)

3.3. Parameters of the Presented Procedure

The starting parameter values for the algorithm m and

sigma and the SCG algorithm steps k number have to be

chosen before each algorithm run. In the paper, the re-

search for this parameters is made. Software for Flexible

Bayesian Modeling and Markov Chain Sampling imple-

mentation [27] with own author’s modification was used

to implement the theoretical model. The weight number

in each Gaussian model corresponds fully to the feed for-

ward ANNs of the architecture that were considered in [19].

Each ANN weight has its equivalent in GP model.

To summarize the data effectiveness simulation set using

one single value, MSE error was introduced:

MSEV =
1

V

V

∑
l=1

(yl − yl)
2 , (13)

where: V = L, T is the number of learning and testing

patterns, respectively; yl – the target yl is computed output

mean value for l-th pattern scaled to the interval [0 . . .1],
see Eq. (1).

3.3.1. Calibrating the Parameters of the Numerical

Models

As far as squared exponential covariance function is con-

cerned the parameters of models are:

θ = (ln(v0), ln(b), ln(a1), . . . , ln(ad), ln(σ2
ν ), ln(ν)) . (14)

For the rational quadratic covariance:

θ = (ln(v0), ln(b), ln(a1), . . . , ln(ad), ln(σ2
ν )) . (15)
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Fig. 1. Sample results of genetic algorithm proceeding.

To initialize the process of finding the optimal values of

the parameters mean and variance of their prior Gaussian

densities have to be set:

θ (i) ∼ N(m,σ) . (16)

3.3.2. The Genetic Algorithm for the GP Models Param-

eter Finding

There was stated that there is the significant influence of

the parameters on the value of MSE errors as far as param-

eters (m,σ ) and the length of SCG process k is concerned.

This was the main reason for applying the additional pro-

cedure of calibrating both models. To reach that GA was

chosen, and the fitness function to minimize was set in

the form:

MSE(k,m,σ) , (17)

where k is k scaled to the selected range by the linear

scaling parameter ω : k = ωk.

In this research, the Matlab Genetic Algorithm Tool was

used [28]. Population type, which specifies the type of the

input to the fitness function was the vector (k,m,σ) ∈ R3.

Population size, which specifies how many individuals there

are in each generation, was assumed 20 individuals. The

uniform creation function creates the initial population from

the given interval of initial range. The scaling function,

which converts raw fitness scores returned by the fitness

function to values in a range that is suitable for the selec-

tion function was used. Next, the rank scaling function was

applied. Rank scales the raw scores and is based on the

rank of each individual, rather than its score. The rank of

an individual is its position in the sorted scores. The rank

of the fittest individual is 1, the next fittest is 2 and so on.

Rank fitness scaling removes the effect of the spread of the

raw scores [29].

The selection function chooses parents for the next gener-

ation based on their scaled values from the fitness scaling

function.

Stochastic uniform selection function was then applied. It

lays out a line in which each parent corresponds to a sec-

tion of the line of length proportional to its expectation.

The algorithm moves along the line in equal size steps,

one step for each parent. At each step, the algorithm al-

locates a parent from the section it lands on. The first

step is a uniform random number less than the step size.

Reproduction options determine how the genetic algorithm

creates children at each new generation. Elite count speci-

fies the number of individuals that are guaranteed to survive

to the next generation. Set elite count to be a positive inte-

ger less than or equal to population size. Here this number

was set to 2. Then crossover fraction specifies the fraction

of the next generation, other than elite individuals, that
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are produced by crossover. The remaining individuals,

other than elite individuals, in the next generation are pro-

duced by mutation. Set crossover fraction is a fraction

between 0 and 1, and was set 0.8.

Mutation functions make small random changes in the

individuals in the population, which provide genetic di-

versity and enable the GA to search a broader space. In

presented research a Gaussian mutation functions was used.

It adds a random number to each vector entry of an indi-

vidual. This random number is taken from a Gaussian dis-

tribution centered on zero. The variance of this distribution

can be controlled with two parameters. The scale parame-

ter determines the variance at the first generation, and the

shrink parameter controls how variance shrinks as gener-

ations go by. If the shrink is 0, the variance is constant.

If the shrink is 1, the variance lowers to 0 linearly as the

last generation is reached. Scale and shrink parameters was

set at 1.

Crossover combines two individuals, or parents, to form

a new individual, or child, for the next generation. Scattered

crossover was used. It creates a random binary vector. It

then selects the genes where the vector is a 1 from the

first parent, and the genes where the vector is a 0 from

the second parent, and combines the genes to form the

child [29].

Stopping criteria determine what causes the algorithm to

terminate:

• generations parameter specifies the maximum num-

ber of iterations the genetic algorithm performs (the

value 100 was set),

• time limit specifies the maximum time (in seconds)

the genetic algorithm runs before stopping (inf. was

set),

• fitness limit – if the best fitness value is less than or

equal to the value of fitness limit, the algorithm stops

(inf. was set),

• stall generations – if there is no improvement in the

best fitness value for the number of generations spec-

ified by stall generations, the algorithm stops (50 was

set,

• stall time limit – if there is no improvement in the

best fitness value for an interval of time in seconds

specified by stall time limit, the algorithm stops (105

was set).

Best fitness plots the best function value in each genera-

tion vs. iteration number. Score diversity plots a histogram

of the scores at each generation. Best individual plots the

vector entries of the individual with the best fitness func-

tion value in each generation. Scores plots the scores of

the individuals at each generation. Distance plots the aver-

age distance between individuals at each generation. Range

plots the minimum, maximum, and mean fitness function

values in each generation, see Fig. 1.

4. Simulation

Tests were made according to previously, investigated data

sets [19]. Many experimental data sets coming from differ-

ent kind of loading-unloading concrete and steel specimens

were considered. These time series reflects the behavior of

the material over time.

In this Section the time series coming from 12 concrete

cylindric samples 3×6 inches size, that were compressed

according to the following cyclic loading plan are pre-

sented [26]:

• monotonic increasing of the load to the maximal

value,

• decreasing of the load to the 0,

• monotonic increasing of the load to the maximal

value, and the stress-strain relation in time was con-

sider as the modeled time series.

ANN + KF

experiment
4

2

0
0 0.004 0.008

Fig. 2. Simulation and prediction of hysteresis loops from ANN

models, learned by Kalman filtering (vertical axis contains values

of stress, horizontal axis shows values of strain).

Data for calibrating and testing the models were discrete

points from stress–strain σ -ε relation, see Fig. 2. As a pre-

processing scaling to the internal range [0.1 . . . 0.9] was ap-

plied. This operation was done to correspond to the learn-

ing and testing for ANN, considered in [19] for the same

experiment. Given data sets were divided into calibrat-

ing and testing set, corresponding to the learning set and

testing set in [19]. The used testing set consists of points

from 3 last of 8 hysteresis loops. For properly calibrated

models it results in simulating behavior of the material

in the first experiment part and prediction of the material

behavior in the final part of the experiment basis on the

material behavior in the first part of the experiment. The

number of weight in each Gaussian model corresponds feed

forward ANN of the architecture, which were considered

in [19]. Each ANN weight has its equivalent in Gaus-

sian process model. The output Gaussian process models
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were the stress σ value, predicted in the current step of

computation.

The calibrating set for the experiment consist of first six

hysteresis loops, which gave L = 273 data points. The test-

ing set were selected as the following three loops, what

resulted in T = 132 data points. From among many input

vectors the most effective

x( j) = [σ( j−1), j/(273 + 132),marker2] ,

was found in [19], where i is the number of current pattern,

j = 1, . . . , 405. The marker is the parameter numbering

patterns for network learning and testing inside each loop

separately independently from another loops. Parameters

marker1 and marker2 were adopted. Inside i-th hysteresis

loop the following values of these parameters were the most

numerically effective:

marker1,i =
[

1/Mi,2/Mi, . . . , Mi/Mi,(Mi−1)/Mi,(Mi−2)/Mi, . . . ,

(Mi −Ni)/Mi

]

(18)

where Mi is the number of experimental points for which

the material is loaded, Ni is the number of experimen-

tal points which material is unloaded inside i-th hystere-

sis loop. Parameter marker2,i is based on marker1,i scaled

to the interval [0.1 . . . 0.9].
There were the sets of parameters when both models are

simulating and predicting the data set correctly. The com-

bination of algorithm parameters was for example m = 0,

σ = 1, k = 10.

Results of simulation given data set is presented for both

considered covariance models initialized by the same set of

parameters m = 5,σ = 1,k = 40. The numerical accuracy

of both models differs, see Fig. 3. The predicted mean

values of the experimental data for the rational quadratic

covariance function are shown on the Fig. 4.

5. Results Discussion

The analysis of the presented results suggest that the k

parameter setting plays the key role in the presented nu-

merical method. For the chosen values of k both covari-

ance function can be used to simulate presented data cor-

rectly. Setting the SCG algorithm steps maximal number

too small or two large can make one of the covariance func-

tion model ineffective. Simulation made shows that the val-

ues of k in the range [10 . . . 45]. For the squared exponential

covariance function much longer SCG operating phase is

necessary.

For the rational quadratic covariance function k = 10 is

enough to receive correct results, see Figs. 4 and 5. For

the squared exponential covariance model processing SCG

algorithm for too less steps result in averaging the obtained

results. Neither learning nor testing set is simulated cor-

rectly – obtained model do not distinguish the process tak-

ing place in time as far experiment is taking place. Then,

0.9
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Fig. 3. Simulation and prediction of hysteresis loops for GP

models (vertical axis presents values of stress, horizontal axis is

number of data point j).
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rational quadratic covariance function GP models (vertical axis
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setting k larger gives optimal behavior of the model. Pro-

cessing SCG algorithm for too much steps result in aver-

aging the obtained results again. The rational quadratic

covariance function seems to be less sensitive to the k pa-

rameter setting. The effect of averaging results is taking

place for considered range of k > 70 steps.

The comparison with earlier results when ANN learned

by Kalman Filtering demonstrated superiority of Gaussian

processes, as far as the quality of modeling is concerned,

see Fig. 2. The model of first 7 hysteresis loops is more

accurate. Last loop is model with less precision but the

tendency still may be found.

6. Final Remarks

Gaussian processes were found as a very accurate tool for

simulation and prediction of concrete hysteresis loops. The

use of genetic algorithm as a method for automatic setting

parameters of GP occurred to shorten the parameters set-

ting process much. The simulation and prediction of the

stress-strain relation is much precise then made by neural

networks models.
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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of classification

of user sessions in an online store into two classes: buying

sessions (during which a purchase confirmation occurs) and

browsing sessions. As interactions connected with a purchase

confirmation are typically completed at the end of user ses-

sions, some information describing active sessions may be ob-

served and used to assess the probability of making a pur-

chase. The authors formulate the problem of predicting buy-

ing sessions in a Web store as a supervised classification prob-

lem where there are two target classes, connected with the

fact of finalizing a purchase transaction in session or not, and

a feature vector containing some variables describing user

sessions. The presented approach uses the k-Nearest Neigh-

bors (k-NN) classification. Based on historical data obtained

from online bookstore log files a k-NN classifier was built

and its efficiency was verified for different neighborhood sizes.

A 11-NN classifier was the most effective both in terms of

buying session predictions and overall predictions, achieving

sensitivity of 87.5% and accuracy of 99.85%.

Keywords—data mining, e-commerce, k-Nearest Neighbors,

k-NN, log file analysis, online store, R-project, supervised classi-

fication, Web mining, Web store, Web traffic, Web usage mining.

1. Introduction

Electronic commerce has gained tremendous popularity

in recent years, especially in the area of Business-to-

Consumer (B2C) trade, completed through Web stores.

A still increasing number of online customers and their

heterogeneous needs motivate online retailers to search for

ways of predicting e-customer behavior and providing them

with customized service. Especially valuable would be the

ability to identify potential or future buyers as it could

make it possible to enforce different personalized service

strategies, e.g., by offering special discounts to encourage

undecided visitors to buy or by presenting them with com-

plementary products to increase online sales.

The problem of analyzing Web user behavior and antici-

pating their needs has been intensively explored. Various

approaches have been proposed in the literature to discover

hidden patterns in user navigation paths and online pur-

chase transactions [1]–[4], as well as to identify users with

high purchasing intentions and predict online sales [5]–[9].

This study fits into this research area by addressing the

problem of predicting online purchases. Authors propose

an approach to classify user sessions in online store into

buying sessions and browsing sessions based on some ses-

sion features using a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) technique.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-

vides a brief background on k-NN classification. Section 3

discusses related work on application of k-NN classifiers in

e-commerce environment. Section 4 presents a methodol-

ogy underlying the presented approach and Section 5 dis-

cusses the performance evaluation of the approach using

data from a real online store. The final Section 6 provides

some concluding remarks and directions for future work.

2. K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier

A k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm is a supervised learning

technique often used in pattern recognition for classifica-

tion, although it can also be used for estimation and pre-

diction [10]. A k-NN classifier is memory-based (instance-

based) and requires no model to be fitted, it is also con-

ceptually simple. No explicit training procedure is required

for the set of observations apart from collecting vectors of

features with labels of classes they belong to. All inten-

sive computations are performed at classification, which in-

volves two steps for each test observation: finding k nearest

neighbors among the observations in a training set and per-

forming a majority voting among the retrieved k neighbors

to assign the most frequent class label among them [11].

Let {(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n} be the training set of obser-

vations, where xi is a vector of features and yi is a class

label of xi. We assume that every xi is in some multidimen-

sional feature space with a metric ρ and yi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l},

where l is the number of considered classes, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

The task is to assign an unlabeled vector x to a proper tar-

get class from {1, 2, . . . , l}. The simplest version of k-NN

algorithm is the nearest neighbor rule (1-NN) which as-

signs x to the class of its closest neighbor. It means that

if x j, for some j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}, is the nearest to x in the

sense of distance ρ , i.e.:

x j = arg min
{xi,1≤i≤n}

ρ(x, xi) , (1)

then the rule labels x the number yi. The k-NN method

for k > 1 is a natural extension of the foregoing rule. It
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classifies x by assigning it the label which is most frequently

represented among the k nearest training points xi, where

k is a user-defined constant. Thus, a decision is made by

examining class labels of the k nearest neighbors and taking

a majority vote.

The 1-NN rule usually classifies with an error rate greater

than the minimum possible one – the Bayes rate. How-

ever, when the number of observations n tends to infinity,

the error rate is not worse than twice the Bayes rate. For

more details and discussion on the k-NN classification see

e.g. [12] and [13].

The most common similarity measure (distance measure)

between observations is the Euclidean metric. The Eu-

clidean distance between two J-dimensional vectors a and

b is expressed by the formula:

da,b =

√

√

√

√

J

∑
j=1

(a j −b j)2 . (2)

Additional metrics which can be used as distance measures

are, e.g., standardized Euclidean, weighted Euclidean, Ma-

halanobis, Minkovsky, and Chebyshev distances, or in the

case of a discrete type of data – a Hamming distance.

Huge advantages of the k-NN algorithm, especially impor-

tant in practical applications, are its great scalability, lin-

ear computational complexity, robustness to data sparseness

and skewed target class distribution, and interpretable target

class predictions [11]. The k-NN method has been success-

fully applied in a large number of classification problems,

like handwriting detection, gene expression, EKG patterns

or satellite image scene detection. It has also been applied

to some problems related to WWW and e-commerce, which

are briefly reviewed in the Section 3.

3. Related Work

The most popular application area of the k-NN method in

the e-commerce environment has been recommender sys-

tems. Generally, product recommendation methods in on-

line stores may be divided into content-based recommen-

dation and collaborative filtering (CF) recommendation.

Content-based recommendation methods are based on the

similarity of products (item profiles are built). On the other

hand, CF recommender systems try to assess the utility of

items for a given customer based on the items connected

with other, similar users (user profiles are built) [14].

A traditional CF method is similarity-based, i.e., products

to be recommended to a particular user are selected based

on product preferences of a group of their nearest neighbors

(with preferences similar to those of the target user) [15].

A comprehensive survey of CF techniques, divided into

memory-based, model-based, and hybrid CF algorithms

have been discussed in [16].

A key task in CF recommender systems is computing the

all-to-all similarity between customers in order to form the

neighborhood for a particular customer, i.e., a group of the

most similar customers in terms of preferences, tastes, and

purchase patterns. The proximity between two e-customers

in conventional CF methods has been the most frequently

measured using the Pearson correlation coefficient [15],

[17]–[19] or the cosine metric [11], [17]. Many exten-

sions to the standard correlation-based and cosine-based

techniques have been proposed, including default voting,

inverse user frequency, case amplification, and weighted-

majority prediction [14].

The most popular method for neighborhood formation is

a center-based scheme, that forms a neighborhood for a par-

ticular customer by simply selecting the k nearest other cus-

tomers. Other methods may be applied as well, e.g., in the

case of very sparse data sets an aggregate neighborhood

scheme may be applied, which allows the nearest neigh-

bors to affect the process of a neighborhood formation for

a particular customer [17].

Two main techniques are generally used to determine the

neighborhood size [18]. The first one is a correlation-

thresholding technique, in which the nearest neighbors are

customers with absolute correlates greater than a given

threshold. The second technique is a best-k-neighbors tech-

nique, in which the best k correlates are selected for the

neighbors. In practice, the value of k is often determined

experimentally.

Many improvements have been proposed for CF recom-

mendation in e-commerce. Some studies have used the

fact that a low-dimensional space is less sparse than the

corresponding high-dimensional space and thus, they have

applied dimensionality reduction techniques, e.g., Singular

Value Decomposition (SVD) to generate a low-dimensional

feature space in which the neighborhood has then been

formed [17]. In [18] a CF-based recommendation method-

ology based on Web usage mining and product taxonomy

was proposed to address the sparseness and scalability

problems of CF recommender systems. The product taxon-

omy was used to improve the performance of searching for

nearest neighbors through dimensionality reduction of the

rating database. Jiang et al. [19] proposed a clustering-

based k-NN approach which combines the k-NN and

the iterative clustering algorithm. The iterative clustering

approach allows them to solve the data sparseness prob-

lem by fully exploiting the voting information first. Then,

a cluster-based k-NN is applied to improve the perfor-

mance of CF.

Other application areas of the k-NN method in the e-com-

merce environment besides recommender systems have

been based on the Web contents analysis. In [20] a method

for e-commerce website trust assessment based on the

analysis of textual contents and page layout was proposed.

Two approaches were applied to construct a feature vec-

tor for each analyzed document: in a baseline approach

all words extracted from the document were used and in

a EC-word approach the extracted words were mapped into

the meaningful groups of e-commerce terminology. Then,

three different methods were applied to classify the text into

a proper trust level class: k-NN, Naı̈ve Bayes, and Support

Vector Machine (SVM) based on Sequential Minimal Op-
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timization (SMO) training. The k-NN method was used to

find k nearest neighbors of the analyzed document in the

training set of documents using the Euclidean distance as

a similarity measure. The categories of the nearest neigh-

bors were used to determine the resultant trust level class.

Results of k-NN classification were good, although a bit

worse than SVM results.

In [11] the k-NN method was used in a hierarchical ap-

proach to the problem of large-scale text-based item cate-

gorization on an e-commerce site (a major online auction

site). Categorization of items in very large datasets was for-

mulated as a supervised classification problem where the

categories are the target classes and words composing some

textual description of the items are the features. The clas-

sification problem was decomposed into a coarse level task

and a fine level task. The coarse level classifier was re-

sponsible for classifying items into so-called latent groups.

A simple and scalable k-NN classifier for the reduced fea-

ture space was applied at this level. The similarity between

items was measured using the cosine metric and the item

was assigned to the class with the majority votes of its

k nearest neighbors. On the other hand, the fine level clas-

sifier was responsible for assigning items to the right class

(category) in a given latent group. To this end, an SVM

classifier was applied for all latent groups for the original

latent group feature space.

To the best of authors knowledge, the problem of k-NN

classification of e-customer sessions in terms of a purchase

confirmation has not been investigated so far. This work

is a continuation of authors previous studies on the appli-

cation of various data mining techniques (e.g., association

rules [8] and SVM [9]) to predict online purchases.

4. Research Methodology

4.1. Analysis of the Website Contents and Distinguishing

Session States

A typical online store is implemented as a website hosted

on a Web server on the Internet. The website consists

of many pages, each of which is related to some function

(e.g., reading general information about the store, search-

ing for a product, adding the product to a shopping cart,

etc.). At any time multiple users may interact with the

site by opening different pages and performing various

functions, i.e., there may be many active user sessions on

the server.

The presented research was based on data obtained from

an online bookstore (the name of the store is not given in

the paper due to a non-disclosure agreement). The analyzed

website contained not only typical Web store pages but also

related pages with multimedia entertainment contents, like

movies, quizzes, games, etc.

The website contents was analyzed in detail and as a result

each page was assigned to one of the following 15 ses-

sion states: Home – the home page of the bookstore, In-

formation – pages containing general information about the

store, Entertainment – pages with entertainment contents,

Shipping – pages with information on shipping cost and

terms, visited before starting the checkout process, Ship-

ping checkout – pages with shipping information visited

during the checkout process, Browse – browsing interac-

tions, Search – interactions connected with searching for

products according to some keywords, Details – pages with

product information, Add – adding a product to the shop-

ping cart, Register success – successful user registration,

i.e., creating a new user account, Register try – pages con-

nected with the registration process, other than the success-

ful user registration, Login success – successful user log-

ging into the site, Log off – user logout, Checkout try –

pages connected with the checkout process, other than

a purchase confirmation, Checkout success – purchase con-

firmation operation, i.e., a successful finalization of a pur-

chase transaction.

4.2. Source Data

A single user session in an online store is represented on

the Web server as a sequence of HTTP requests sent to the

server by a client (i.e., an Internet browser). All HTTP

requests coming to the server are registered in a server ac-

cess log. In the case of a popular NCSA combined log

format the following data is written in a log file for each

request: client IP address, identifier and username, for au-

thentication, date and time stamp, HTTP method, version

of HTTP protocol, Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of

the requested server resource, HTTP status code, the vol-

ume of data transferred for the HTTP request in response,

a referrer that linked the user to the store website, and a user

agent string with some information on the client browser.

In this research the data recorded from 1 to 30 April 2014

was used. All user session data set contained 39,000 obser-

vations. This set was divided into two subsets: a training

set and a test set. The training set was created by drawing

26,000 observations (among which 146 observations con-

tained a purchase confirmation operation). The remaining

13,000 observations (including 72 observations with a pur-

chase confirmation operation) were in the test set.

4.3. Reconstruction and Description of User Sessions

Using a dedicated C++ program data was read from log

files, merged, pre-processed and cleaned. Based on IP ad-

dresses and user agent strings of HTTP requests, request

streams for individual users were distinguished. Assum-

ing that intervals between each two subsequent requests of

the same user in session do not exceed a 30-minute

threshold [21]–[24] user sessions were then identified.

Each user session was described with 23 session fea-

tures. The first group of features includes 15 elements

connected with visits to the session states occurred in

session. A variable VCheckout success is a boolean variable

(equal to one if a purchase transaction was successfully fi-

nalized in session and zero otherwise). Other variables:

VHome, VIn f ormation, VEntertainment , VShipping, VShippingcheckout ,
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VBrowse, VSearch, VDetails, VAdd , VRegister success, VRegister try,

VLogin success, VLog o f f , VCheckout try, are connected with num-

bers of visits to the corresponding session states occurred

in session.

The second group of features includes the following 6 ses-

sion characteristics:

– VRequests, the number of HTTP requests in session,

– VTrans f er, the volume of data downloaded in session

(in kilobytes),

– VPages, the number of pages visited in session,

– VDuration, the session duration (in seconds),

– VTime per page, the mean time per page (in seconds),

– VSource, the source of the visit (a reference from natu-

ral or paid search engine results, an e-mail newsletter,

or a social media site, internal reference from a page

with entertainment content, or other source).

Two last session features, VIs bot and VIs admin, are boolean

variables indicating whether the session was performed by

a Web bot or the website administrator, respectively.

4.4. Problem Formulation

The research goal is to predict user sessions that ended

with purchases, so the sessions were classified depending

on if a purchase transaction was finalized in session or not.

That is why two session classes (browsing sessions and

buying sessions) are considered, differing in the value of

VCheckout success variable, which is a class label yi ∈ {0, 1},

i = 1, 2, . . . , n, in fact. A vector of features, xi, contains

22 predictor variables corresponding to the remaining ses-

sion features.

K-NN classifiers for different k values were built based on

the training set and their performance was evaluated based

on the test set. This research was realized using a free

software for statistical computing, R-project [25].

5. Results and Discussion

First, each of 22 predictor variables for all observations in

the training set and the test set was standardized to have

a mean equal to zero and a variance equal to one. After the

standardization k-NN classifiers for k = 1, 2, . . . , 40 were

built based on the training set. In all cases the proximity

between user sessions was measured by using the Euclidean

metric.

Then, the classifiers performance was evaluated using the

test set. A classification result for each observation may

be a buying session, which is considered to be positive, or

a browsing session, considered to be negative. Depending

on the actual value of the variable VCheckout success (1 or 0)

for each observation, the session classification may be true

or false. Results of the classification may be expressed

with the numbers of true and false positives and negatives

by comparing predicted classifications vs. actual classifica-

tions:

– true positives (TP) is the number of correctly classi-

fied buying sessions,

– true negatives (TN) is the number of correctly clas-

sified browsing sessions,

– false positives (FP) is the number of browsing ses-

sions which were incorrectly classified as buying ses-

sions,

– false negatives (FN) is the number of buying sessions

incorrectly classified as browsing sessions.

As one can see in Figs. 1 and 2, the classification re-

sults differ depending on the number of nearest neighbors

taken into account when determining a class label. The

highest number of correctly classified buying sessions,

i.e., true positives was 63 and this result was achieved

for k ranging from 11 to 15 (Fig. 1). Thus, the classifier

with 11–15 nearest neighbors was the most effective in pre-

dicting online purchases. On the other hand, the highest

number of correctly classified browsing sessions, i.e., true

negatives was 1292 for k equal to 5 (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Results of k-NN classification for buying sessions de-

pending on the neighborhood size.
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Fig. 2. Results of correct k-NN classification for browsing ses-

sions depending on the neighborhood size.
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The quality of the classifiers may be assessed with mea-

sures of predictive accuracy, error rate, and sensitivity. The

accuracy is defined as the percentage of all correct classi-

fications:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP+ FN
. (3)

Similarly, the error rate is the percentage of all incorrect

classifications:

Error rate =
FP+ FN

T P+ TN + FP + FN
. (4)

A sensitivity measure is the percentage of correct classi-

fications of buying sessions, so it is an estimate of the

probability of predicting a buying session:

Sensitivity =
T P

TP+ FN
. (5)

This measure is of the most importance from a retailer’s

point of view, because the ability to identify potential buy-

ers in an online store makes it possible to apply different

incentives to purchase, e.g., by offering special discounts

to make an undecided visitor buy.

The performance rates for k-NN classifiers are illustrated

in Fig. 3. All the classifiers have a very high predictive

accuracy exceeding 99.74% and a correspondingly low er-

ror rate below 0.25%. The sensitivity of the classifiers is

more differentiated, however, and ranges from 70.83% for

k equal to 40 to 87.50% for k ranging from 11 to 15. One

can observe that in general, as k increases the classifier

sensitivity increases as well until the neighborhood size of

15 and then continues to drop.
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Fig. 3. The efficiency of k-NN classification in terms of all user

sessions and buying sessions depending on the neighborhood size.

To sum up, the classifier taking into account the 11 near-

est neighbors was the most effective in predicting buying

sessions and in terms of overall predictions, achieving sen-

sitivity of 87.5% and accuracy of 99.85%.

6. Conclusions

In this paper the problem of supervised classification of

user sessions in a Web store in terms of purchase trans-

action realization was investigated. Using data from a real

online retailer, the authors described each user session with

a 22-element feature vector and performed a k-NN clas-

sification of sessions into two classes: buying sessions

and browsing sessions. Evaluation of the efficiency of

k-NN classifiers for different neighborhood sizes showed

that a classifier based on the 11 nearest neighbors was the

most effective, achieving the overall predictive accuracy

of 99.85%, while being capable of correctly classifying

87.5% buying sessions.

For future work, the authors would like to continue research

on k-NN classification of e-customer sessions by examin-

ing various similarity measures and voting schema among

the k nearest neighbors, as well as to apply various dimen-

sionality reduction techniques to the session feature space.

It would also be worth verifying the efficiency of the pro-

posed approach for other e-commerce data sets.
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Abstract—Long distance voice communication has been al-

ways of great interest to human beings. His untiring efforts

and intuition from many years together was responsible for

making it to happen to a such advanced stage today. This pa-

per describes the development time line of antique telephone

systems, which starts from the year 1854 and begins with the

very early effort of Antonio Meucci and Alexander Graham

Bell and ends up to the telephone systems just before digiti-

zation of entire telecommunication systems. The progress of

development of entire antique telephone systems is highlighted

in this paper. The coverage is limited to only analog voice

communication in a narrow band related to human voice.

Keywords—antique telephones, common battery systems, cross-

bar switches, PSTN, voice band communication, voice commu-

nication, strowger switches.

1. Initial Claims and Inventions

Since centuries, telecommunications have been of great

interest to the human beings. One of the dignified per-

sonality in the field of telecommunication was Antonio

Meucci [1]–[7] (born in 1808) who worked relentlessly for

communication to distant person throughout his life and in-

vented telephone in 1849. Although he was nowhere near

to claim his invention, he will be remembered for his noble

work he did at that time.

In 1854, Meucci migrated to Clifton area of Staten Island

near New York [8]. He set up communications link in

his Staten Island home that connected the basement with

the first floor, and later, when his wife began to suffer

from crippling arthritis, he created a permanent link be-

tween his lab and his wife’s second floor bedroom. Mean-

while, he perfected his instrument to be able to demonstrate

for financial backup. In 1860 he demonstrated it publicly,

which appeared in New York’s Italian language newspaper.

His life’s saving was exhausted in perusing his invention.

Meucci was unable to raise sufficient funds to pay his way

through the patent application process. However, he was

able file the caveat in 1871 and renewed in 1872 and 1873

but could not renew it after that. The constructional details

of Meuicci’s telephone instrument are shown in Fig. 1.

Many contestants were in fray for the invention related to

telephones. In 1854, Bourseul [9] publishes description re-

garding make and break telephone transmitter and receiver

to put forward an idea of how to transmit speech electri-
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Fig. 1. The details of Meucci’s telephone.

cally. Due to this idea, many of the scientific community

consider him as one of the inventors of telephone [10].

Boursuel used term “make and break” telephone in his

work. In 1850, Philip Reis [11]–[13] began work on tele-

phone. Working towards the Bourseul’s idea, he was suc-

cessful in his attempts in 1860. His work appeared in New

York Times editorial on March 22, 1876. His instrument

consisted of a horn to collect the sound that was allows to

strike the diaphragm, which was in loose contact with point

contact. The loose contact represented a variable resis-

tance responsible for modulating signaling current. While

receiver was consisted of needle that was made to vibrate

by signaling current, while these vibrations were acousti-

cally amplified by mounting vibrating needle on sound box

Sound

Transmitter Sound box

Receiver

Platinum contact Vibrating needle

Vibrating loose contact diaphragm

Fig. 2. Reis’s principle of sound transmission.
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itself. The adjustments related to this needle were critical

for device operation. However, with these arrangements,

he was able to transmit tones and some vowels the Reis

instrument shown in Fig. 2 was better suitable for music

than human voice. The era of work of Reis was nearly

coinciding with an era that of Meucii.

1.1. Bells’s First Telephone Design

On June 2, 1975 Bell along with his assistant Thomas

A. Watson working in Williams machine shop in Boston

discovered that sound notes can be electrically transited

trough wires from one room to other using electromag-

net. The Bell’s first telephone also called as Bell’s Gal-

lows Telephone [12], [14]–[17] consists of parchment mem-

brane, reed relay armature, core and a coil (Fig. 3a). The

voice/sound is responsible making membrane to vibrate and

the movements are then picked up by the reed relay arma-

ture. As this reed relay armature is moved through the

magnetic field of relays coils, it induces fluctuating electric

current in the coil. The variation in the current is then

transmitted to receiving relay for further reproduction.

This first telephone design never worked, possibly because

the coil did not use permanent magnet to produce sufficient

current and possibly the membrane could have made up of

iron disk instead of parchment membrane. This gallows

type telephone is shown in Fig. 3b.

Battery Coil

Core
Armature

Diaphragm

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Bell’s first gallows telephone.

As per the records of Bell’s note book pages, his in-

vention related to telephone was ready on January 20,

1876 and on February 14, 1876, he filed a patent appli-

cation regarding “Improvement in telegraphy” [19], [20],

while just few hours later the caveat entitled “Trans-

mitting vocal sounds telegraphically” was filed by attor-

ney of Elisha Gray [21], [22] professor at Oberlin Col-

lege. Transmitting end of Elisha’s instrument (Tone tele-

graph) operated on similar way as that of Reis. It used

vibrating steel rod that interrupted a current in the circuit.

While at receiving end, it used a electromagnet with steel

reed near the magnetic pole (Fig. 4).

On March 7, 1876, as per United States patent law and

its clause, issued a patent to Alexander Graham Bell

(No. 174465) declaring him, the legal inventor of telephone.

It was not also free from controversies those still exists till

today. The controversy was triggered by application filed

on the same day by Gray [19].

Sound

Sound

Electromagnet

Electrical signal

Wire

Wire
Coil

S-pole

Reed
(armature)

Fig. 4. Elisha Gray’s work on sound transmission.

The inventions made by various researchers were shadowed

by legal status awarded by United States patent office to

Bell and all the issues related to “Invention of telephone”

were then buried for silence.

2. Producing Electrical Voice Signals

Earlier mechanisms were based on coils constructed using

permanent magnets. One pole of magnet is brought near to

other pole through armature and is nearly in contact with

each other. Sound vibrations sensed using a diaphragm

are transmitted to armature changing the gap between two

poles of permanent magnet. These changes of flux are then

responsible for change of current in coil. This mechanism

of sensing is shown in Fig. 5.

Sound

Reed
(armature)

S-pole

Coil

N-pole

Wire

Wire

Electrical
signal

Fig. 5. Conversion of vibrations to electrical signals.

At this point it is to note that inward diaphragm stroke pro-

duces current in one direction while outward diaphragm

stroke produces current in opposite direction. This oppos-
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ing current has an effect to degradation of magnetic prop-

erties of a permanent magnet used and hence magnitude

reverse current should never be great enough to nullify the

reverse magnetism of core. Degradation of magnetic prop-

erty leads to reduction of armature gap. Figure 5 presents

typical magneto transmitter and receiver that can be used

for voice transmission.

3. Telegraph and Telephone Experiment

by Alexander Graham Bell

Bell used reed relays in his experimental setup [23], [24]

to show that vibrations generated by tuning fork are picked

up and converted to electrical pulses by reed relay at one

end. These electrical pulses are sent over a pair of wires. At

other end, yet another reed relay converts these electrical

pulses back to vibrations. Figure 6 shows the representa-

tive experimental setup used by Bell experiment. He has

used magneto design using soft iron instead of hard mag-

netized steel. The coil used in Bell’s experiment is shown

in Fig. 6.

Reed Reed

Coil Coil

Electric current

Wire Wire
Battery

Fig. 6. Experimental setup used by Bell.

With this experiment, Bell was able to show that vibrations

from sounds can be electrically transmitted from one end

and reproduced at other end, can serve our purpose of com-

munication to distant person. The dc current in the wire

loop gets modulated due vibrations and variations in the

current are sensed by a relay at other end. This experiment

was the basis for further developments in telephony.

4. Developments of Microphones

To incorporate transmission of human voice required the

sensor that can sense vibrations related to human voice for

transmission over a device.

In 1827, Sir Charles Wheastone made an instrument to

amplify the weak signals and called it as microphone and

from that time the phrase microphone existed [25]. Later

on, Emile Berliner, invented first microphone in the year

1876 for converting a voice signal to electrical signals [26].

Emile Berliner filed a caveat on April 14, 1877, and then he

advanced an application for United States patent on June 4,

1877 and to this effect he was awarded with a patent of

“Contact telephone (US Patent No. 222652, December 16,

1879)”. As per his invention, sound striking point of con-

tact can cause pressure difference that is responsible for

producing a change in current related to sound. Its con-

struction is shown in Fig. 7.

Sound

Sound

Carbon plate

O
u
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t
te

rm
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Diaphragm

Carbon
pin

Clamp

Electromagnetic
coil

Wire lead provision
for connecting battery

Fig. 7. Emile Berliner’s microphones.

Later on Berliner filed a patent for improvement of micro-

phone [27] on August 11, 1979. This invention consists

of dispensing with the clamping device for fixing the car-

bon pin in position, maintaining a contact with diaphragm

under gravity (Fig. 7).

He also invented the transformer that prevents signals from

weakening. These inventions were responsible for trans-

forming Reis’s and Meucci’s telephone instruments to prac-

tical one. Both Emile Berliner and Thomas Alva Edison

filed the patents for carbon microphone. The Berliner filed

his patents in the years 1877 and 1879 while Thomas Alva

Edison filed patent in the year March 1878. However, in

1892, Thomas Alva Edison won the legal battle on the pre-

text that “Edison preceded Berliner in the transmission of

speech” [28]. Carbon microphone [29], [30] invented by

Edison can convert human voice to electrical signal to be

put on dc current loop responsible for long distance voice

communication.

The carbon-button microphone invented by Edison gen-

erated better signals. The mechanism consisted of car-

bon button [19] formed out of carbon powder collected

from kerosene lamp and chimneys, which was pressed into

a compact button form. A change of resistance of this

button occurred due to sound pressure and hence changes

of current which is representative of voice. The Edison’s

carbon transmitter is shown in Fig. 8.

SoundUpper
contact disk

Compressed soft
carbon disk

Output

Transformer

Battery

Lower
contact disk

Fig. 8. Edison’s carbon microphone.

One of the early models of carbon microphone was in-

vented by David Edwards Hughes [31]–[33] in 1878. His

inventions were truly adopted. He was critical of disclos-

ing his invention first to Royal Society rather than patenting

it. Before such disclosures, he even refused to patent his

inventions. The Hughes microphone is shown in Fig. 9.
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Wire

Wire

Carbon rod

Fig. 9. Hughes carbon microphone.

Dynamic moving coil microphones were introduced by

Ernst Siemens in 1874, and during 1916, at Bell labs,

wide range quality condenser microphones was developed

by Wente [34]. Dynamic moving coil microphones were

also introduced in late 1920 by Wente and Thuran.

4.1. Carbon Microphone

Figure 10 shows the construction of carbon microphone and

associated circuit. The microphone consists of cup contain-

ing carbon granules. Cup is covered with the diaphragm

such that both diaphragm and cup are electrically isolated

to act as two terminals. As matter of fact, they acts as

two points of resistance, which varies as per the sound vi-

brations. Certain amount dc current is passed through the

series combination of microphone and primary winding of

the transformer. The dc current varies through the circuit

when resistance of carbon microphone is changed due to

sound waves striking the diaphragms giving the output at

the secondary side.

Diaphragm Sound
Transformer

Output

Carbon
granules

Battery

Carbon microphone

Fig. 10. Carbon microphone circuit.

Since carbon microphone uses carbon granules in the cavity

between its two terminals, the granules in motion give rise

to some amount of random variation in resistance leading

to constant hiss affecting signal to noise performance of

the microphone. However it has high sensitivity (about

100 mV of output signal). The carbon microphones were

become standard in early days of telephony.

4.2. Magnetoelectric Moving Coil Dynamic Microphone

The moving coil dynamic microphone consists of voice

coil attached to a diaphragm that vibrates due to variable

sound pressures. The principle of working is explained by

Fig. 11 which consists of two parts, one part is permanent

magnet and other is a coil itself. The flux created by the

permanent magnet between its north and south poles. When

sound vibrations strike on the on the diaphragm vibrates,

that is responsible creating the coil movements within a flux

created by north and south poles of permanent magnet,

intern that also creates an electrical output voltage at the

ends of electric coil equivalent the magnitude of sound

created near to the diaphragm.

Sound

Moving coil

S

Output wires

Diaphragm

S

N

Fig. 11. Moving coil dynamic microphone.

4.3. Condenser Microphone

In condenser microphone the capacitance offered by two

parallel plates is varied by sound waves, resulting in vary-

ing charge across the capacitor. The charge variation pro-

duces change of current in the circuit and further change

of voltage across the resistance that is, dependent on sound

waves (Fig. 12).

Output

Capacitance

Sound

Fig. 12. Condenser microphone.

The inventions related to telegraphy and telephony made

lot of impacts on the world of telecommunications. In tele-
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phony, microphone severed as critical block for the entry of

voice into the telephone experiment by Bell, which made

use of tuning forks.

5. Bell’s Experiments for Voice

Transmission

Articulation of voice using Bell’s initial experiment pre-

dicted the shape and manner in which things to come in

future. The efforts were on for coupling voice to circuit

invented by Bell [24].

5.1. Bell’s Liquid Transmitter

On March 10, 1876, Bell successfully passed sounds from

one end to other end [12], [16], [22], [33], [35]– [39]. This

experiment was conducted using Bell’s liquid transmitter.

In this experiment, instead of using tuning fork, the human

voice is allowed to strike diaphragm which in turn, drives

a conducting rod just making the contact with the acid

placed in a cup. The cup body and conducting rod act as

variable resistance whose resistance is varied depending on

voice. This arrangement converts voice to electrical signals

to be carried over Bell’s initial experiment (Fig. 13).

Bell’s liquid
transmitter Sound Sound

Reed
(armature)

Water and
acid

Conducting
cup

Battery

Electrical
signal

Wire

Fig. 13. Bell’s voice experiment using liquid transmitter.

5.2. Bell’s Centennial Telephone Model

The Bell’s liquid transmitter was not convenient for use

and hence he developed yet another transmitter free from

use of any liquid, which was called as Bell’s centennial

model [16], [33], [40]–[44]. This model used electromag-

netic transmitter, metal diaphragm and permanent mag-

net [42] (Fig. 14).

Since Bell’s initial experiment served as a solid base for

voice transmission, the ways for sound conversion were in-

vented. Electromagnetic devices using soft iron and not

of hard magnetized steel played important role in the con-

version of sound waves to electrical signals and vice versa

using such conversion as shown in Fig. 15. The voice cou-

pled to electromagnetic device was clearly and distinctly

heard at other end. Figure 15a shows the type of arrange-

ments used while Fig. 15b shows circuit representation.

The pull upon the diaphragm is provided by the flux that is

Sound Sound

Wire

Coil Coil

Battery

Fig. 14. Bell’s centennial telephone.

generated by the loop current due to battery, which is in-

serted in series with the line and not by flux due permanent

magnet as in earlier cases.

Sound Sound

Coil

Coil

Coil

Coil

Battery

Battery

Spring magnet

Magnet

Spring magnet

Magnet

(a)

(b)

Transmitter/
receiver

Transmitter/
receiver

Fig. 15. Principle of voice transmission using electromagnetic

coils.

At both the ends electromagnetic devices are used for con-

version of voice signals to electrical signals and vice versa.

The diaphragms are attached to spring magnets for such

conversion leading to such novel invention that became

an eye opener for the development of systems related to

telephony.

6. Next Inventions

After success of Bell’s experiments for voice transmission,

he continued with his experiments for calling distant person.

At the end of 1876, due to earlier Bell’s experiment,

Boston experienced intense telephone activities and served

as a center of telephone activities and many private tele-

phone lines started coming up. In many cases existing

telegraph lines used for connecting equipments on these

telegraph lines were replaced by early type telephone in-

struments.

Later on, October 9, 1876, the experiment was performed

by attaching telephones to both ends of 2 mile (3.2 km)

telegraph line between Boston and Cambridge that was

owned by the Walworth manufacturing company for con-
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necting their office in Boston and factory in Cambridge.

In this type of experiment, nine Daniell cells were used as

battery [46], [47]. However, lot was to be done for com-

mercialization of telephone.

Sound Sound Sound Sound

Coil CoilCoil Coil

Wire Wire Wire

Battery

Ground

Ground

Fig. 16. Bell’s box telephone connections and model.

On 30 January 1877, yet another patent [17], [48] was

granted to Bell for an electromagnetic telephone using per-

manent magnets, iron diaphragms, and a call bell. Based

on this second patent [48]–[50], a box telephone (looking

like camera) was designed. A camera like opening on box

served as a place for both transmitter and receiver. The box

telephone was the first commercial telephone and a Boston

banker was first to lease this type of instrument for con-

necting his office and home in Somerville, Mass. There

were many difficulties using box telephone such as one can

either talk or listen and signaling to the party at other end

was done by tapping on the diaphragm. The figures related

to patent of Bell’s box telephone are shown in Fig. 16 [51].

6.1. Telephone Line Configurations

The conversation between any two customers out of any

n customers requires direct wire connection between these

two customers. So if a network of 2 telephones is to be

formulated, it required 2(2− 1)/2 = 1 connections, sim-

ilarly if a network of three telephones to be designed,

3(3− 1)/2 = 3 connections are required. By generalizing

this concept for n telephones e n(n− 1)/2 connections or

links are required. This is shown in Fig. 17.

2-party 3-party 4-party 5-party

Fig. 17. General telephone networking concepts.

In order to reduce number of telephone lines, concepts

of line sharing was put forward. These arrangements are

called as party lines [16]. Single party line is used to serve

more than two stations including the central office as one

of the station if any. Some autonomous company using

its own exchange for its private cause having its own lines

are called as private lines. These lines are used to con-

nect two or more isolated stations. However, private lines

working in conjunction with telephone exchange may be

called as party line, which may not seem to be consistent

with the basic definition. There are two types of party line

configurations called as series configurations and bridged

configurations.

The earliest type of grounded-circuit series party line con-

figuration is shown in Fig. 16. The box telephones worked

on grounded circuit series configuration while Butter stamp

telephones worked on grounded bridged configurations

(Fig. 18).

Fig. 18. Party line grounded bridged configuration.

In 1881, John Joseph Carty, an electrical engineer working

in Bell’s manufacturing unit called Western Electric Co.

demonstrated advantages of two wire metallic circuit and

after this, metallic party line configurations became popular

(Fig. 19).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 19. Party lines metallic configurations: (a) with series

connection, (b) bridge configuration.

6.2. World’s First Long Distance Telephone Line

The world’s first long distance telephone line was setup

between French Corral mining campus and French lake

(58 miles, 93 km) [52]–[54] in California, USA in 1877

and had 22 telephones. This link was built by Ridge Tele-
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phone Company [55] and operated by Milton Mining

Co. Line was operated using “Edison’s speaking tele-

phones” [56]. Meanwhile, in 1877, Tivadar Puskas de-

signed first telephone exchange for Thomas Edison [57].

In April 15, 1877, first regular 3 mile (4.8 km) tele-

phone line was established from Boston to Somerville,

Massachusetts [39], [58] which was the first commercial

service in USA. Up to 1880, the customers’ number grew

up to 47900, while in the year 1878, workable exchange

was developed for enabling call switching amongst various

customers.

6.3. Butter Stamp Telephone

Bell’s box telephone model (combined receiver/transmitter)

was not so convenient to use because of its shape and hence

it was modified to hand held telephone unit. This wooden

hand held telephone came in existence in May 1877 [60].

This telephone model was attached to a base terminal stand

using flexible wire cable.

To initiate a call, the operator at central place was being

alerted using push button circuit [16], [61]–[63]. It used

permanent bar magnet over which coil was wound to pick

and reproduce the sounds. It looked like butter stamp that

was common at the time and hence the name (Fig. 20).

In this telephone, although both transmitting and receiving

functions were performed by same mechanism, transmis-

sion of sound was poor as compared to received signal.

Binding
post

Binding
post

Push button
switch

Bell

Crank

CallingTalking

Connecting
wire

Connecting
wire

Coil

Receiver/
transmitter

Soft iron
diaphragm

(a) (b)

Fig. 20. Two wall units using butter stamp telephones: (a) basic

model, (b) the modified version.

The single combined wooden hand held transmitter and re-

ceiver telephone was not still convenient to use for both

taking and listening, hence two such units are used, one

dedicated for speaking and other for listening. The model

had come in the form of wall unit. Instead of push but-

ton, it used a crank to signal the operator to initiate that

call is being initiated when “calling/talking lever” is set to

“calling”. In next version a bell was also added a to in-

dicate incoming call when “calling/talking lever” is set to

”talking” (Fig. 20b).

The circuits related to both the cases of wall units of butter

stamp telephones are shown in Fig. 21. The first circuit

(Fig. 21a) shows single unit while in other circuit (Fig. 21b)

shows the modified device.

Talking

Talking

Talking

Calling

Calling

Calling

Push
button

Tel line

Tel line

Ground

Ground

(a)

(b)

Magneto

Lever

Lever

Fig. 21. Butter stamp telephone circuits: (a) single unit, (b) the

modified version with separated transmitter and receiver.

6.4. 1877 – A Year of Public Acceptance of Telephone

1877 was the year of telephone business, and also an

official and public recognition of telephone on existing

telegraph lines, which helped the rapid spread of tele-

phone services. On July 9, 1877 Bell transferred all the

rights of this telephone to Mr. Hubbard and by July 31,

1877, as many as 778 telephones were leased to public by

Mr. Hubbard [46]. By the end of year 1877 total of

5491 telephones of Bell were leased. On August 1, 1877,

Hubbard organized an association called Bell Telephone

Association of Boston and acted as its trustee while Sanders

as treasurer. Bell, Sanders and Hubbard created in 1878

company called Bell Telephone Company (BTC) [17],

predecessor of today’s AT&T.

In USA, on October 24, 1877, two lease deeds for terri-

torial rights were executed with Telephone and Telegraph

construction Company, Detroit, Michigan and District tele-

phone Company, New Haven, Connecticut. However Dis-

trict telephone Company, New Haven, Connecticut could

take the lead in establishing world’s first telephone ex-

change [16].
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6.5. Developments at Western Electrical Manufacturing

Company

Elisha Gray was also working on the invention of telephone

and fought legal battle with Bell. However, Bell won the

legal battle on the basis that Bell had working experimental

model. Meanwhile, telecommunication industries started

to take off. A Telegraph Industry Supply Company (TISC)

was founded in 1869 by Elisha Gray and Enos Barton.

Later on in 1872, the company changed its name to Western

Electrical Manufacturing Company (WEMC).

The WEMC was the principal manufacturer for West-

ern Union (WU). In 1877, WU decided to compete with

Bell and entered in the commercial production of tele-

phones [65]–[67]. It was also aware that although cen-

tennial model was successfully demonstrated at Philadel-

phia as well as Butter stamp telephone was successfully

used, transmitter and receiver were notably weak in terms

of voice signal conversion.

Owing to above weaknesses, it conducted extensive tests of

various models of telephones designed by Edison, Gray and

Phelps. The designs of Bell, Gray and George Phelps used

magneto design. In earlier designs, magneto were used at

both ends for speaking and listening created some sort of

inconvenience to the user. After speaking, the same device

was used for listening. Furthermore, telephones based on

magneto were suffering from weaker signals when trans-

mitted over longer distances.

Till 1875, Edison’s concentration was on telegraphs related

problems and did not bothered for working for telephony,

during the same year Edison started working on carbon mi-

crophone. At the same time, Bell was concentrating on the

work of sound conversion using electromagnetic principle.

In 1876 Edison started working with Western Union and

William Orton [28], [68], and concentrated on conversion

Edison’s
transmistter

Phelps
receiver

Telephone
line

Sound

Carbon

Cover

Support

Wires

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Fig. 22. Telephone model used in exchange opened in San Fran-

cisco in 1878: (a) schematic, (b) Phelps receiver, (c) Edison’s

carbon transmitter, (d) photo of telephone.

of sound using a pair or single carbon electrodes in contact

with each other that was exposed to sound. This mecha-

nism generated strong signals as compared to the principle

of electromagnetic sound conversion. Orton pursued Edi-

son for filing of the patent for which he paid 100,000 US

dollars to Edison.

Edison’s carbon microphone solved these problems of mag-

neto design. In early 1878, Western Union evaluated Edi-

son’s carbon microphone for a link between New York and

Philadelphia and determined that it has superior perfor-

mance. While for receiving, Phelps multipole design [69]

(Fig. 22) was used [28], [69], [70].

The Phelps design used number of magnets having their

individual coils for efficient performance. This combined

design was used in telephone exchange opened by Gold

and Stock Telegraph Company (GSTC) in San Francisco

in February 1878 and was marketed by Western Union of

New York (run by Phelps) through their subsidiaries called

American speaking telephone company (ASTC) and Gold

and Stock Telegraph Company (GSTC) from 1877 to 1879.

6.6. World’s First Manual Commercial Telephone

Switchboard

The world’s first manual commercial telephone exchange

was developed by George W. Coy based on the talk of

Bell regarding importance of exchanges in commercial tele-

phone lines, Coy applied for franchise from BTC for New

Heavens and Middlesex. Coy along with Herrick P. Frost

and Walter Lewis established District Telephone Com-

pany of New Havens on January 15, 1878. The company

grew rapidly in 1880, as it expanded. It was renamed to

Connecticut Telephone and then Southern New England

Telephone in 1882. This world’s first manual commer-

cial telephone exchange was went in operation in Board-

man building at New Havens, Connecticut on January 28,

1878 [71], [72], which was designed by Coy himself. Ini-

tially this facility went in operation with 21 subscribers on

8 lines [73]. These exchanges were consisted of several

hundred plug boards. Early switchboard was built from

“carriage bolts, handles from teapot lids and bustle wire”

and could handle two simultaneous conversations. Later ex-

changes consisted number of plug boards operated by the

operators. Operator has to sit in front one to three banks of

phone jacks fronted by several rows of phone cords, each

of which was the local termination of a phone subscriber

line. The constructed schematic switch board used in this

exchange is shown in Fig. 23.

The switch board [74], [75] consists of four arms that can

be rotated in circular fashion for making the contacts, party

line terminations, annunciator, a strip along with contacts,

operators telephone instrument and a calling device.

The switch board receives eight party lines and each party

line caters to on an average twelve subscribers so that ex-

change had a capacity to serve to 12×8 = 96 subscribers.

The exchange also supports two simultaneous calls.

The operator can manipulate the connections using four

rotating brass arms [76]. Out of these four arms, two arms
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Tel. no. Tel. no.1
1 2 3 4

5

Calling
subscriber

Called
subscriber

Calling deviceOperator’s telephone

AnnunciatorMetallic stripEight party lines

Fig. 23. Manual switch board at New Havens, Connecticut.

are used for connecting two subscriber wires (caller and

called subscribers) on the switch board, third arm is used

for connecting operator to circuit and fourth arm is used to

ring called subscriber.

The call at that time was materialized as per the following

sequence.

At first instance, caller draws the attention of switch

board operator by pressing push button on his telephone

that actuates a single stroke bell in the exchange. This

action also releases a drop in annunciator indicating a

party line to which caller is attached (“1” in Fig. 23).

On hearing the bell and knowing the calling party line

from the annunciator display, operator moves third ro-

tating arm to 7 and also turn respective “single switch

(no. 7)” to metallic strip to connect his telephone (oper-

ator’s telephone) to a caller’s telephone for inquiring the

subscriber to whom he wants to connect. After knowing the

identity of party to be called, “single switch” is moved off

position.

During next step, calling device (also called as Watson’s

Squealer or Coy’s chicken) is attached to a party line on

which subscriber being called is attached (say party being

called is attached to party line 8 with subscriber or tele-

phone number is 5). Then calling device is attached to line

number 8 using fourth rotating arm. The attached device is

then used to send 5 long squeals over this line to indicate

that this call is for subscriber 5 and not for others.

To establish connection between caller and called party, first

and second arms are used. The arm of first circle is rotated

to respective position of calling subscriber line (7) while

arm related to other circle was set to calling subscriber

line (8). The butter stamp telephones were to communi-

cate through this exchange established at New Havens. In

February 21, 1878. The telephone directory related to its

21 customer was published.

6.7. Origination of PSTN Concept

Although first commercial telephone exchange at New

Havens was opened by BTC, as on 1877, Western union

had lot of potential in terms of its already existing 250,000

miles of telegraph lines covering 100,000 miles route [77]

and had unchallenged monopoly for making it a largest tele-

com company at that time. However, this monopoly was

later on ended because of the role of Bell’s shrewd lawyer.

On February 17, 1878, Western Union, on the basis of its

capacity, opened its first large city exchange with 18 phones

in San Francisco [78], [79] that enabled any of the users

to talk to any other using different lines rather than ded-

icated lines that generated a concept of Public Switched

Telephone Network (PSTN).

The year 1878 was a year of many firsts, telephones ex-

changes spread quickly to other locations and was a year

of commercial spread of telephones. It included opening

of first telephone exchange at Albany, New York state on

March 18, 1878 [80] and first telephone exchange at Low-

ell, Massachusetts on April 19, 1878. In telephone ex-

change, at Lowell, telephones were designated by the num-

bers [81], [82]. Earlier to this, operators simply knew the

plug related to the customer telephone. The first telephone

exchange outside United States was set up in Hamilton,

Ontario, Canada on July 15, 1878.

These earliest telephone lines were called as grounded

lines [83] in which only one wire is used for carrying

currents related to telephone metal while other point is

a ground point. The grounded line telephone system is

shown in Fig. 22a. At later stages, two wire telephone sys-

tems were used and these circuits using two wires were

referred as metallic circuits.

There were some advantages of grounded configurations

such as less cost of lines due its use of only one wire.

The batteries were used locally at each end and there was

no central provisioning of dc voltage supply by telephone

companies. The multiple users can be configured as shown

in Fig. 24.
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Fig. 24. Grounded telephone line configurations.

6.8. Thomas Watson Files Patent for a Ringer

On August 1, 1878 Thomas Watson files a patent for

ringer [84], however, crude bells were in use in earlier

telephones. It was similar to Henry’s class room door bell.

Hammer strikes two bells was that is attached to an arma-

ture with magnetic field strengthened by permanent magnet

that moves due ringer current. The patent was awarded on

Dec 17, 1878. These rings were operated by AC current

produced by magneto of calling end telephone.

7. Blake’s Transmitter

On other side of the developments, BTC was using a trans-

mitter invented by Berliner [87], [88]. However, BTC was
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not satisfied with its performance and hence it was mod-

ified by Francis Blake Jr. However, during this period of

developments, Bell continued to use Berliner’s transmitter

till 1879.

Although centennial model was successfully demonstrated

at Philadelphia as well as Butter stamp telephone was suc-

cessfully used, transmitter and receiver were notably weak

in terms of voice to signal conversion and signal to voice

conversion respectively. Blake promptly identified this

weakness and started working towards this problem and

produced the working model that was taken to BTC offices

in Boston for testing on October 18, 1878 [89], [90]. After

testing it, Watson had no doubt that this was better transmit-

ter as compared to any of the transmitters available at that

time. Blake used carbon and platinum resistance elements

which was again improved later by Berliner and remained

standard for many years. Blake provided commercially vi-

able solution for transmitter to a BTC. Figure 25 shows

photograph and schematic of Blake’s transmitter.

Carbon

Terminals

Wire

Wire
Coil

Diaphragm

Fig. 25. The Blake transmitter.

The Blake transmitter was powered using local wet batter-

ies [46], [92], which was not so convenient for use due to

acid leaks. Blake transmitter was based on the modifica-

tion of Edison’s carbon transmitter patent owned by West-

ern Union Telegraph company and that is the reason why

Bell could not adopt the device invented by Edison. Subse-

quently Bell acquired the patent rights of Edison’s patents

through the successful lawsuits against Western Union Tele-

graph Company. This opened new avenues for BTC that

accelerated the use of carbon transmitter in the form of

Blake transmitter.

It is interesting to note that customer side telephone equip-

ment was then consisted of many modules such magneto

receiver (Bells’s hand receiver), Blake transmitter and bat-

tery pack (at the bottom) (Fig. 28), while in some cases

transmitter is located at the left side of magneto receiver.

8. The Automatic Calls Switching

During 1879, M. D. Connolly and T. J. Mc Tighe [93]–[95]

discussed an idea of automatic switching with their nephew

Almon Brown Strowger and later on, Strowger was able to

put forward their idea practically. The application for first

dial telephone exchange patent was advanced by a team of

three persons M. D. Connolly, T. A. Connolly and T. J. Mc

Tighe on September 10, 1879 and a team was awarded with

a patent on December 9, 1879.

In 1880, the exchange in New Havens, served around

30,000 customers using 138 exchanges [63] and further till

1887, it expanded its customer base up to 150,000 cus-

tomers using its 743 main exchanges and 44 branch ex-

changes. While in 1881, a 45 miles (72 km), a long dis-

tance telephone service between Boston and Providence,

Rode Island was put up in operation. Handling of such

large number of calls posed great difficulty in managing

exchanges.

8.1. Metallic Circuits for Improvements in Quality of

Signals

Mean while, in the year 1881, American Bell Telephone

company purchased Western Electrical Manufacturing com-

pany and it become Bell’s manufacturing arm. It was

further renamed to Western Electric Co. During 1881 it-

self, John Joseph Carty [96], an electrical engineer work-

ing in Bell’s manufacturing unit called Western Electric

Co., demonstrated advantages of two wire metallic cir-

cuit over conventional single wire grounded telephone sys-

tem in terms of quality of audio signal as it rejects com-

mon mode unwanted signals. This type of service was

then introduced commercially in October 1881 and first

metallic circuit multiple switch board was put in commer-

cial service. The metallic circuit configuration is shown

in Fig. 26.
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Fig. 26. Metallic circuit configurations (2 wire transmission).

There was a use of local battery in metallic circuit config-

urations and use of such local batteries was limited to only

customer ends. These types of configurations had many

drawbacks from the point of maintenance and continuous

functioning of the telephone network.

Metallic circuits have become significant and iconic land-

mark in for circuit switching technologies and inventors

started searching for the ways of metallic circuit switch-

ing in the following years. On January 17, 1882, Leroy

B. Firman received the first patent [97] for a telephone

switch board (Fig. 27).

This exchange is used to switch a pair of wires, for example,

jumper/patchcord J1 is used to connect B and D wires while
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Fig. 27. Metallic circuit switching.

jumper/patchcord J2 is used to connect A and C wires. The

dummy terminal blocks are used to indicate vacant places

on dummy board.

During 1884, a copper based overhead transmission link

covering a distance of 235 miles (378 km) was established

between New York and Boston. Twisted wires helped to

minimize disturbances on the lines and allowed to maintain

the balance on the line.

8.2. Commercial Use of Blake Transmitter

From 1880, Vail started buying Western Electric instru-

ments and during November 1881, virtually market was

controlled by Bell. After February 26, 1882, Western Elec-

tric gave up its remaining patent rights. During this time

the telephone instrument of Fig. 28 was used by Bell which

was an integration of Bell receiver and Blake transmitter

on a wooden panel using wooden cases to form magneto

wall unit [98], [99] made supplied by Western Electric to

Bell System.

Circuit diagram of wall mounted magneto telephone unit is

shown in Fig. 29 [100], [101].

The circuit consists of receiver, transmitter, transformer,

magneto, ringer magneto switch and hook switch. While

calling caller opens magneto switch to disconnect receiver

and transmitter circuit and signals the operator by cranking

the magneto (when cranked, magneto generates 80–100 V

AC at 20 Hz). After signaling the operator, caller closes the

Magneto
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Blake
transmitter

Battery

Fig. 28. Magneto wall set and its photograph.
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Fig. 29. Circuit for wall magneto telephone.

magneto switch. Operator, after locating and connecting

the party to the caller’s line, signals the caller by activating

the ringer. After hearing the ring, caller lifts the receiver

from the hook switch to talk to the concerned party.

The magneto can be connected between tip and ring or tip

and ground depending on number of lines used for carrying

the signals to the operator. Normally two wire loop consist-

ing of tip and ring is used, which is also called as metallic

circuit. In such case magneto is connected between tip and

ring, while in order to maintain the compatibility with ear-

lier single line transmission, magneto is connected between

tip and ground.

8.3. Introduction of phantom circuits

Increase in telephone customer base was resulted in crowd-

ing of skylines of every city with telephone wires, and it

was high time for reduction in crowding of telephone lines.

To some extent, phantom circuits were able to serve this

purpose.

During 1882, Frank Jacob proposed to connect three tele-

phones circuits using two pairs of telephone lines. This

allows to connect three telephone circuits using 4 wires in-
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Fig. 30. Phantom circuit.

stead of 6 wires saving a pairs of wires which otherwise

was required. It was possible by combining two simplex

circuits. The additional circuit derived is called as phan-

tom circuit (Fig. 30). In this arrangement, third circuit is

derived by center tapping repeat coils at both the ends of

two telephones lines. The phantom circuits were first used

by John J. Carty in 1886 [102].

8.4. Formation of AT&T

In 1879 the Bell Telephone Company was renamed as

National Bell Telephone Company [17]. It became Amer-

ican Bell Telephone Company in 1880. In the same

year it started Long Distance Telephone Line (LDTL)

project to create nationwide telephone network, where all

most all wires were running above the ground before the

year 1900 [103]. It required separate company to be es-

tablished for such stupendous task. Hence, during 1885,

BTC launched its new subsidiary called American Tele-

phone and Telegraph (AT&T) which completes its first

line, between New York and Philadelphia. Acquisition of

Western Electric in 1891, paved a way for subsequent

formation of Bell Laboratories. In 1892, AT&T estab-

lished long distance telephone network from New York to

Chicago.

8.5. Need of Common Battery Telephone System

Till now, the batteries were used locally, caused lot of ir-

regularity in maintaining batteries at local ends and hence

it was felt that batteries at some fixed place owned by tele-

phone company can reduce the down time of the network.

This will also facilitate the future signaling mechanisms. In

wake of these developments, common battery system was

developed by Hammond V. Hayes in 1888, in which, cus-

tomers are connected locally to central office through local

lines supplying current to the customers without use of any

power source at the customer premises.

8.6. Telephone Numbering

Prior to 1889, subscribers were designated by the names,

which acted as unique identification of the telephone sub-

scribers. It was then thought that instead of using wide

ranging A to Z characters, one can use 0 to 9 digits.

The main advantage is hierarchical and modular period-

icities that can very well address the issue of identifica-

tion of subscriber. During 1889, telephone subscribers be-

gan to be designated by numbers rather than names. The

basic purpose of designating subscriber by number is to

uniquely identify the subscriber. The telephone number

is a string of decimal digits that uniquely identifies net-

work termination point. The telephone number contains

information necessary to route the information to that par-

ticular telephone number. It is a uniform resource identifier

(URI) for a particular telephone related to a particular sub-

scriber [104].

8.7. Extending Telephone Lines Using Loading Coils

During 1889 to 1899 many telephones lines went in to ser-

vice and many cities were connected. The cities such as

New York-Chicago (1892), Boston-Chicago (1893), New

York-Cincinnati (1893), Chicago-Nashville(1895), Kansas

City-Omaha (1896), New York-St. Louis (1896), New York-

Charleston (1897), New York-Minneapolis (1897), New

York-Norfolk (1897) and New York-Kansas City (1898)

got connected. The telephone wire running distances went

up. This needed signal boosting and conditioning on the

telephone lines called regeneration using line repeaters.

In 1899, Mihajlo Idvorski Pupin [105]–[108] (also known

as Michael I. Pupin), working at Columbia University in-

vented loading coils that permitted construction of longer

telephone lines (Fig. 31).

Loading coils

Fig. 31. Loading coils in telephone lines.

Loading coils are inserted at the distance of every 1.24

mile (2 km). Analog telephone line consists of a balanced

pair of twisted wires with characteristic impedance termi-

nations of 600 or 900 Ω. These terminations are engineered

to match amplitude and frequency characteristics of voice

signals carried by telephone lines.

First time, AT&T installed Puppin coils in 1906 on its 10.5

mile (17 kilometers) line between New York and Newark,

New Jersey in the year 1902, while introduction of 250 mH

loading coils [37] of at every 1.14 mile (1.85 km) interval

on other cables between New York-New Havens and New

York-Philadelphia followed. Before introduction of ampli-

fiers, the longest loaded cable was between Boston and

Washington through New York. In 1920, all loading coils

were removed to give a way for use of amplifiers.
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9. Strowger Switch – the Facilitator for

Automatic Exchanges

Almon Strowger, an undertaker in Topeka, Kansas invents

automatic telephone switch and on March 12, 1889, he filed

an application for patent [109]–[111] which was granted

on March 10, 1891. The Strowger switch (Fig. 32), was

a device that led to the automation of the telephone cir-

cuit switching. It was the first automatic commercial dial

system. In simple words, initial Strowger switch can be

viewed as 1 pole 10 position switch that can connect one

of the 10 destinations. To operate such a switch electri-

cally using electromagnetic devices, it requires two relays

for advancing the contacts depending on the destination

telephone number to be contacted while other relay is used

for resetting the contacts home position. This represents

one pole ten position automated contact selector switch,

also called as uniselector switch. Simple demonstration of

such a switch is shown in Fig. 32.

Source telephone Destination
telephone

no. 4
Telephone line

GroundMic

Dial switch

Home Relay coil-1

Relay
coil-2

Fig. 32. Uniselector automatic Strowger switch.

To increase the capacity to more destinations, 1 pole 10

contacts wafers are stacked together [112]. If 10 wafers

are stacked, one can increase capacity to 100 destinations,

but instead of 10 poles, the pole contact is moved verti-

cally up or down to select destination is called as group

selector switch. Each wafer can be viewed as uniselector

in which contacts are moved laterally/rotated in one plane.

The switch consisting of 10 such wafers involving verti-

cal and lateral movements is called as biselector switch

(Fig. 33).
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Central wiper

Fig. 33. Biselective Strowger switch.

The biselector switch was housed in a metal can for purpose

of use in actual commercial exchanges. It was operated

using three electromagnetic coils, first coil is used to step

relay upwards to next deck of contacts, and second coil

is used to rotate the contacts in a deck and third coil is

used for resting the contacts to home position in which

lateral contacts rotate to extremely left position in the decks

and vertical contact falls down to a bottom position. The

following detailed figure (Fig. 34) may clear all doubts that

reader may have in his mind.

Home for position
lateral movement

(coil 3)

Vertical motion
electromagnetic (coil 1)

Home position for
vertical movement (coil 3)

Rotational motion
electromagnetic (coil 2)

Fig. 34. Biselector switch functioning details.

Strowger was the first person who really invented automatic

means of communication between two telephone users.

9.1. First Commercial Exchange Using Strowger

Switch

Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange Company

(SATEC), Chicago was formed in October 30, 1891. Early

of 1892, A. E. Keith joined the SATEC and installed

and opened the world’s first automatic commercial ex-

change [110], [113] in then home town of Strowger, La

Porte, Indiana on November 3, 1892, with about 75 sub-

scribers and capacity for 99, which indicates that using

single biselective switch one can control 99 connections

using two push button switches. First push button caused

the switch to move its position up and down to select

a wafer in a particular row dictated by a 10th place digit

of telephone number while using second push button, in

a selected wafer, a particular contact is selected based on

a unit place digit of telephone number. Thus, if we want

to connect telephone number 63, first switch is pushed

6 times to select 6th wafer in 6th row while other switch is

pushed three times to move the contact at 3rd place. The

third push button switch is used for disconnection.
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9.2. Management of First Commercial Strowger Switch

Exchange

Although, first installed commercial exchange was having

capacity of 100, the patent filed by Strowger, explains the

functioning of Strowger system having capacity of 1000 us-

ing four push buttons switches [110]. First three push but-

tons were used for selection of 3 digit telephone number

and fourth switch is used for disconnecting the call after

conversation is over. However, first commercial Strowger

exchange having a capacity of 100 lines was implemented

using biselector switch (Fig. 35), in which biselector

switch moved in both vertical and horizontal direction to

reach any one of 100 lines those are arranged in 10 groups

having 10 lines each.

First set of dialed pulses (represented by first digit of

destination telephone number) move the contact upwards

Digit “6” Digit “3”

Contact no. 6

Vertical
movement

Lateral
movement

Fig. 35. Use of biselective Strowger switch for connecting des-

tination telephone.
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Fig. 36. First Strowger exchange principle.

in vertical direction to select a particular wafer and within

that particular wafer, contacts in the selected are con-

tinuously rotated horizontally to higher contact positions

from home position till free trunk line is located. This ar-

rangement now can be controlled using three push button

switches having defined functions of controlling of vertical

contacts, lateral contacts and returning to a home position

the broad view of such exchange is shown in Fig. 36.

9.3. Five Wire Telephone Interface

In this exchange, electromagnetic relays were operated us-

ing push button switches arranged at tens place and units

place. This exchange used two axes Strowger switch, a re-

lay having three electromagnetic coils, first coil is respon-

sible to step-up through various wafers arranged vertically

selecting a particular wafer acting as deck of 10 contacts,

while second coil rotates contact in a selected wafer. Fi-

nally a third coil resets the relay at home position. To have

such arrangements, it required 5 wires interface between

telephone and exchange, leading to a complicated wiring

between telephone office and customer premises. In the

example shown in Fig. 37, source telephone is connected

to destination telephone (telephone number 63).

10. Opening of Long Distance Line

by AT&T

During 1892, AT&T reaches its initial goal, opening a long

distance line connecting New York and Chicago covering

a distance of 950 miles (1528 km).

Few long distance circuits [115] introduced thereafter were

New York to Havana, New York to New Orleans, New

York to St. Louis, Boston to Chicago, Chicago to Denver,

Chicago to Los Angles, Chicago to San Francisco, Den-

ver to San Francisco, Kansas City to Denver, Dallas to St.

Louis.

Opening of this long distance line exposed the problems

of long distance voice communication. An English physi-

cist Heaviside developed the theory of transmission of sig-

nals over two wire metallic circuits and published a se-

ries of papers in 1892. Based on these papers, Michael

I. Pupin and George A. Campbell realized that periodic

use of inductive loading coils can reduce the loss of sig-

nals [107]. First application of loading coils occurred in

25 miles (40.2 km) Boston circuit during 1900. A line be-

tween New York and Denver with loading coils was opened

by AT&T in 1909 [116], [117].

11. Introduction Common Battery

Systems in Exchanges

The first common battery (CB) system for subscriber’s tele-

phone exchange was introduced in December, 1893 at Lex-

ington, Massachusetts, before that subscribers required their

own battery and hand operated magneto generator [37].
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While, in Europe, common battery was introduced in the

year 1900 at exchanges at Bristol, England and Adler-

shof near Berlin, Germany. Initial CB systems had the

problems of crosstalk, which was solved by using bridged

impedance system introduced by Western Electric. After

that, there was great acceptability for CB systems. By 1901

there were 14 exchanges in United States operated based on

CB systems [76]. In following years CB systems were in-

stalled at Hague, Netherlands in 1903, Kyoto exchange in

Japan (1903) and exchange serving 60,000 subscribers at

Moscow (1910). During 1905, first automatic exchange op-

erated entirely on common battery system was opened at

South Bend, Illinois.

12. Improvements for Successive

Strowger Exchanges

The various mechanisms were designed to improve the per-

formance of switches. The first design was piano wire. The

design went in problem and inventors were forced back to

follow the original design for improvements.

In 1893, Strowger switch was exhibited in a World Fair

held at Chicago pushing this product for more and more

commercial use [110]. At the same time, during 1893 it-

self, automatic connection release concept was introduced

by A. E. Keith. This led to a present day hook switch con-

cept. During beginning of 1894, Frank A. Lunquist and

Erickson brothers (John and Charles) joined the services

of Strowger company to work with Keith to work for the

improvements of Strowger switch that was capable of both

a rotary and a longitudinal movement called as Piano wire

design [110]. This type of design was installed at La Porte,

Indiana in the year 1894, and at the same time, a simple

concept of indication of busy signal was introduced. The

free line was indicated by ringing the bells at both the

ends, while line busy status is indicated by no bell signal.

These installations also used automatic connection release

invented by Keith. The piano wire design could not prove

to be popular.

The earlier piano wire type of switches was replaced by

this improved design in the exchange at La Porte, Indiana.

It still required 5 lines for interconnecting telephone. Dur-

ing 1895, Keith and Erickson brothers filed a patent appli-

cation on the basis of improved design based on Strowger’s

work, that resembles to modern step by step switch and

patent was granted to them in 1899. These types of ar-

rangements continued in exchanges till the 1900.

12.1. Rotary Dial Mechanism

Till 1896, in Strowger system, selection of the digits

was done by a complicated system involving push but-

ton switches involving five wire telephone interfaces. Ro-

tary dial was facilitator for automatic selection telephone

line leading to destination telephone or listener’s telephone.

Many people worked toward success of automatic telephone

exchanges. M. D. Connolly of Philadelphia, T. A. Connolly

of Washington DC and T. J. of Pittsburgh worked jointly for

automatic telephone exchanges for dial telephones and first

telephone patent was awarded to then for their exchange.

Many patents for dial telephone switching were issued be-

tween 1879 to 1900. However only Strowger patent from

March 10, 1891 resulted in successful commercial auto-

matic system [118].

Later on, the system of timed pulse (TP) dialing was in-

vented by Keith and Erickson brothers using a rotary dial

in 1895 [119]. The patent was filed by them on August 20,

1896 and was granted on January 11, 1898. This work

replaced push buttons by a rotary dial having digits 1 to 9

and X impregnated on dial base. While holds on the fin-

ger plate aligned with digits is used for dialing that par-

ticular digit producing the pulses equal to that digit. Most

modern rotary dials had holes instead of holds, and now

we have push buttons representing 0–9 digits and many

other functions. The rotating wheel was a simple make and

break arrangement to produce the pulses related to a num-
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Fig. 38. Three-wire interface between rotary dial telephone and telephone office.

ber dialed. These pulses took over the control of opera-

tions at central office. The first rotary telephone dial used

during 1896.

The pulses produces by rotary dial are transmitted over

2 wire interface [120], [121]. Telephone instrument, con-

sists of microphone, speaker, hybrid converter interface,

dial and hook switch. The hook switch represents two con-

ditions called on-hook (idle condition) and off-hook (tele-

phone is connected to telephone company office). When

cradle is lifted, hook switch makes physical connection be-

tween telephone instrument and central office allowing cen-

tral office battery to get connected to telephone instrument

forming a current loop between CO to telephone instru-

ment making telephone instrument ready for dialing re-

quired telephone. The telephone connection to telephone

company’s office is shown in Fig. 38.

When cradle is lifted, telephone instrument at customer

side is powered by a battery at central office and telephone

instrument at customer is activated to complete local loop

leading to the customer. These happenings allows customer

to dial the destination telephone number. When first digit is

dialed (digit at 10’s place), pulses produced by pulsing relay

are carried forward through holding relay and sequencing

relay for the purpose of moving vertical contacts of bise-

lector switch. The contacts are moved till desired vertical

position is attained. At this point, sequencing relay to shifts

its position to unit’s place allowing next digit to be dialed

for activation of rotary magnet to select a desired contact.

When contact is selected, conversation to selected phone

takes place and when conversation is over caller releases

the line, this also releases holding relay, release of holding

relay operates release magnet, which intern rotates shaft to

home position and wiper falls down to lowest position due

to gravity.

13. 1000 Line Augusta Exchange

Also during 1896, Keith and Erickson brothers started

working towards 1000 line telephone system based on call

transfer concept or trunking (or selector trunking) for mul-

tiplying subscriber lines at each switch. Using trunking

concepts, large number of users can be served using smaller

number of communication paths. Various COs at various

places are connected using trunk lines (pairs of copper

wires). A selector trunking system of 1000 lines based

10 group
selectors/unit

Ten 100 point
selectors/connectors

100 lines

100 lines

Tel. 245

1000 lines

S1

S10

S91

S100

Fig. 39. Trunking scheme employed at Augusta, Georgia, USA,

during 1897.
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on dialing system developed by Keith and Erickson. The

system of 400 lines was installed at Augusta, Georgia

in 1897 [76]. Individual subscriber has his own group

selector. Ten subscribers had ten group selectors. A pri-

mary stage (first selector) gave the access to a group of

100 subscribers while secondary stage (connectors) has

100 point selectors (concentration ratio of 1:10). The ba-

sic principles employed in exchange at Augusta are shown

in Fig. 39.

In above mentioned scheme, internal blocking occur-

red when two subscribers in the same group, calling the

subscriber belonging to same hundred group leading to

impractical systems. Owing to these difficulties, Keith im-

proved the design (Fig. 40) and first selectors near sub-

scriber were modified to include 1 out of 10 search

1

10

1

100

10 contact wafer Hundred contact group switch

Fig. 40. Improvement in selector switches.

for finding idle line to approach to next selector that

is connector [76]. With this modification, group selector

switches no longer considered to be a set of ten but con-

sidered to be a set of 100. This arrangement drastically

reduced number of selector switches required in the ex-

change.

10 first selector

Selection
Find idle

line 10 trunk
lines

Ten 100 point

selectors/
connectors

1000
contacts

S1

S10

S100

S11

S91

S20

Contact
no. 5

Tel. 245

Fig. 41. Improved Strowger exchange at Augusta, Georgia, USA.

The modified Strowger exchange based on above modifica-

tions at Augusta is shown in Fig. 41.

14. Telephone Interface

In 1896, push buttons in Augusta exchange, were re-

placed by large rotary dial having three wire interface

(2 wires and a ground), while large dial (which was in-

vented in 1907) with two wire interface without ground

was introduced at Pontiac, Illinois in 1908 [122]. In the

same year, a small rotary dial using 2 wire interface with-

out ground was introduced at Lansing, Michigan. These two

wires were used for sending dialing pulses, supplying power

to subscribers and transmission of speech signals. The ba-

sic principle of two wire interface was based on the bridge

circuits consisting of four impedances connected within the

arms of the square leading to four junction points A, B, C

and D. The pairs of opposite ends (A, C) and (B, D) are

used for connecting the source (mic) and receiver (speaker)

respectively as shown in Fig. 42.

Ideal DC feeding circuit is required to ride voice sig-

nal on the DC current of higher magnitude, which is

blocked at the voice signal receiver to separate the voice

signal from the composite signal (DC and voice sig-

nal) serving the purpose of raising the energy of signal

to be transmitted on the telephone lines. The ideal DC

feeding circuit is well described in a series of European

standards called EN 300001 v1.5.1 [123], and is shown

in Fig. 43.

The feeder voltage values differ from country to country

and range from minimum of 24 V (Czech Republic and

Norway) to maximum of 104 V (France). However in most

of the countries feeder voltage is 48 V.

The tolerable range of variation of values of feeder cur-

rent, inductors, resistances and capacitances are as follows.

Feeder voltage variation ∆V f : 15 to 64 V while in loop

condition ∆V f ≤ 64 V. Feeder current variation ∆I f : 1 to

60 mA, while loop condition ∆I f = 1 to 60 mA while loop

feeder resistance values ∆R f : depends on V f and I f val-

ues (300 to 5000 Ω). The feeder components such as C f

and L f affect ac signal performance and must meet all re-

quirements of signal of interest. Usually C f ≥ 20 µF and

L f ≥5 H.

The popular feeder voltages are 48 and 60 V. The feeder

voltage of 48 V (–10% , +20%) requires bridge resistance

of 800 Ω while for feeder voltage of 60 V (10%) requires

bridge resistance of 1000 Ω.

15. 1000 Trunk Line Automatic

Strowger Exchange

During 1897, engineers at Strowger Automatic Tele-

phone Exchange Company started working on problem

of 1000 trunk line automatic exchange in which selec-

tor have several sets of contacts in each row, leading to

several connectors that can serve a group of 100 lines.

In this project the idle trunk line was automatically se-

lected as subscriber goes on dialing and patent was

awarded to Frank A. Lundquist and first practical auto-

matic exchange was put in service on November 1900

at New Belford, Mass, having its 4000 subscribers. In

1901, name of Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange
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Fig. 43. Ideal DC feeding bridge.

Company was changed to Automatic Electric Company

(Autelco) to completely exploit the Strowger system under

the Keith technical leadership. In new company, engineer-

ing staff consisted A. E. Keith, T. G. Martin, J. Erickson,

C. J. Erickson and E. C. Dickenson. The similar exchange

as that of earlier, having capacity of 10,000 lines was

installed at Chicago in 1903 [37], [76]. During follow-

ing years, to cater number of customer/subscriber lines

and to reduce number of group selectors, a principle

of preselection was introduced at exchanges installed at

Delaware.

15.1. Ten Thousand Line Automatic Strowger Exchanges

In automatic exchanges, the three configurations of

Strowger relays (Fig. 44) called preselector switches for

Caller

Preselectors

First
selector
digit (5)

Final selector
(connector)
digit (4, 3)

Receiver
tel. 5-43

Fig. 44. General principle of routing in step-by-step automatic

Strowger exchange.

Subscriber 1

Subscriber n

Subsequent
selectors

Selector
hunters

Lines leading
to first set

of selectors

Bank of first
selectors

FS-1

FS-1

FS 1

FSn

FS-n

FS-n

Fig. 45. Hunting scheme using uniselector switches.
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Fig. 46. Hunting scheme using biselector switch.

connecting to subscribers, two biselector switches for step

by step routing, and connector switches for connecting des-

tination telephones were used.

The preselectors are used in the form of two configurations

called as hunters or line finders. The hunters or line find-

ers are front relay selectors used for connecting the caller’s

end, while there can be number of selectors depending on

number of digits assigned to a telephone number in the

system and finally using connector relay, receiving tele-

phone is connected. For example, is system has three digit

telephone numbers and if destination telephone number

is 5643 is to be contacted, the hunter relay continuously

sweeps vertically across all the incoming lines till active

line (off-hook) is located, dial tone tells subscriber that

he may start dialing and also relay rotates repeatedly till

free trunk line is found. After free trunk line is found,

this free trunk line connects next relay (selector) that han-

dles the first digit 5 of telephone number. At this point,

when first digit 5 is dialed, contact is moved to 5th deck

of contacts, when relay rotates to find next switch in chain.

When next digit of destination telephone number 6 is di-

aled, contact is moved to 6th deck of contacts when relay

rotates to find next switch in chain, which acts a connector

which uses last two digits (4 and 3) of telephone num-

ber for connecting destination telephone. Digit 4 points to

a 4th deck of contacts and rotational motion selects 3rd

contact to establish the contact between source and desti-

nation telephones.

15.2. Preselector Schemes

Caller side interface is implemented using two types of

approaches called hunter and line finder schemes [112],

[124], [125].

In hunter based configuration, path search is initiated by

the active subscriber line or a caller has an access to

23 or 24 first selectors through his own hunter selector.

Hunter based scheme using uniselector switches is shown

in Fig. 45.

In this case, each subscriber is connected to one unise-

lector switch representing a configuration such that num-

ber of uniselectors is equal to number of subscribers. In

this scheme, when subscriber lifts his telephone for call-

ing, hunter gets activated, and wiper steps continuously till

first selector (FS) group can approached. The first selec-

tor switch then sends a dial tone to the active subscriber

through selector hunter indicating that subscriber can call

the party of his interest.

The another scheme can be implemented using single bise-

lector switch for a group of 10 subscribers, in which active

subscriber is located vertical motion of switch, while first

group selector switches are approached using continuous

rotational movement of selected wiper. The example of

hunter scheme using biselector is shown in Fig. 46.

The main difference in hunting schemes and line finding is

that in line finding scheme, first selector has direct approach

to line finder, while in hunting scheme active subscriber line

is responsible to locate idle first selector.

In line finder, all the subscriber lines are terminated to all

the line finder connections, indicating that every subscriber

is approachable through every line finder switch, which is

evident from line finder scheme is shown in Fig. 47. A line

from every finder is extended to its corresponding switch

in a bank of first selector switches.

Start circuit

S1

Sx

LF1

LFm

LFx FSx

FS1

FSm

S1

Sn

Sn

= subscriber lines = line finders = first selectors

Fig. 47. Line finder scheme.

Line finder mechanism continuously scans the incoming

subscriber lines to see that there is any active line approach-
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ing from the subscribers and once active line is located by

the line finder, the existing connection between line finder

and first selector is stated using start circuit. In short, in

hunting scheme, path to first selector is located and con-

nected, while line finding schemes existing path to first

selector is activated once active line is located.

15.3. Ten Thousand Line Automatic Strowger Exchange

Scheme

10,000 line automatic exchange schemes using above con-

cepts were implemented, using preselectors consisting of

line finders, hunters, selector switches and connectors [37],

[112], [125], [126]. The scheme is shown in Fig. 48.

5 4 6 3

Tel. no.
5463

Active
line finder

Line hunter
/allocation

First
selection

Second
selection

Final
selection/
connector

Fig. 48. 10,000 line automatic exchange configuration.

In following years, many important automatic systems

were installed at Lincoln, Dayton, Columbus, Tampa,

Grand Rapids, St Paul, Sioux, Jackson Ville, Buffalo,

Spokane, Portland, Omaha, Edmonton, Regina in the USA,

and Saskatoon in Canada, Havana, Cuba and most of the

Australia.

16. After the Expiration of Bell’s Patent

in 1894

In 1894, Bell’s patent on telephone expired, but due to

valuable services rendered by company, continued to be in

focus. Till 17 years of patent protection, Bell’s and its as-

sociated companies enjoyed monopoly over the telephone

services. After this point of expiration of Bell’s patent, var-

ious independent (non-Bell companies) were free to offer

telephone services without paying any license fees to Bell.

Just year after expiration (1895), 87 independent companies

entered in the telephone business [127]. In 1902, through-

out US, 40,000 companies were in the telephone business.

In 1907, the business of share independents grew to 51%

while AT&T share was dropped to 49% from nearly 94%

in 1894.

17. Integrated Transmitter and Receiver

Handset

During 1904, Bell developed a handset that integrated both

transmitter and receiver for human convenience. However

it was made available to subscriber during 1927 due to its

cost and desk set were used till 1927. The phones hav-

ing integrated transmitter and receiver were called French

phone.

18. Establishment of Bell Telephone

Laboratories

In 1907, Vail N. Theodore was again asked to return as

president of AT&T. During his term, he developed guiding

principles for the company in terms of philosophy, strat-

egy and organizational structure. During 1908 he took

nationwide advertising campaign with a slogan “One sys-

tem, one policy, universal service”. AT&T being a parent

company of Bell System put an end to harassment to in-

dependent telephone companies. It also perused the pol-

icy of standardization. The terms of collaboration made

friendly for attracting independent telephone companies.

During 1913, AT&T settles first federal antitrust suit called

Kingsbury (AT&T vice president was Nathan Kingsbury)

commitment, establishing AT&T as Government approved

monopoly. It also allowed non competing independent tele-

phone companies to connect AT&T network and no more

taking over of independent telephone companies. In 1915,

AT&T’s long distance service reached San Francisco. In

June 1919, Vail N. Theodore retired as president and be-

came the chairman of board. During 1925 AT&T estab-

lishes Bell Telephone Laboratories as its research and de-

velopment subsidiary, and its systematic contributions and

policies were awarded in terms rise in revenue share to 79%

in the year 1934.

19. An Era of Automatic Telephone

Exchanges

After introduction of automatic telephone exchanges, in

1910, it was an era of automatic telephone exchanges

and automatic telephone started superseding manual tele-

phones [128] and US observed highest telephone penetra-

tion rate numbering 7 million subscribers as compared to

Russia having 155,000 subscribers. This also made tele-

phone numbering complicated due to highest growth lead-

ing to millions of subscribers. This demanded large number

of digits representing telephone numbers. In 1930, New

York introduced three literals and four numerals to repre-

sent telephone number (LLL-NNNN) and till mid 1960’s

London and Paris followed the same rule to represent

telephone number.

The wide spread of telecommunication was led to united

approach for solving the problems of telecommunication

workers. During 1911, an international conference of

postal, telegraph and telephone workers was held in Paris

established federation of International Post, Telegraph and

Telephone (IPTT). However, its formal launch was delayed

until the 1920, when congress meet was held in Milan and
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it was registered in the form of its present form Posts, Tele-

graph and Telephones International (PTTI). The headquar-

ter was located in Vienna and remained at Vienna till 1933.

This secretariat was transferred to Bern, Brussels and fi-

nally to Geneva in 1969.

20. Introduction of Cables Services for

Telephone Lines

Early long distance telephone lines were open wires, use of

cables started when loaded cables became available [129].

In 1902, a telephone using loaded cable was laid between

New York to Newark covering the distance of 11 miles

(17.7 km), while in 1906 loaded cable from New York to

New Heaven (79 miles, 127 km) and New York to Philadel-

phia (89 miles, 143 km) were installed. The loads of these

lines were in the form of coils of 250 mH and wires were

of 14 AWG diameter (2 mm2).

21. Underground Cable Services and

Vacuum Tube Amplifiers

The large numbers of telephone lines on the poles were

posing lot of hurdles for civic administrations forcing them

to make local ordinances in many town and cities called for

elimination of such lines from main streets, forcing a way

for placing cables underground [130]. In the winter of

1910 work moved for placing underground telephone ca-

bles between Washington and Boston. First long distance

underground cable service between Boston to Washington

via New York was started in the year 1914. To make up

for signal loss, use of loading coils was evident. The tele-

phone engineers extended long distance service westward

from the Atlantic seaboard to Denver by 1911 and to Salt

Lake City by 1913. More effective means, better than load-

ing coils were invented by Lee De Forest in the form of

3 element “vacuum tube” or “Audion” (October 30, 1912),

which could amplify the signals for long distance transmis-

sion to make up for signal losses. The use of such ampli-

fiers periodically along the telephone lines were known as

repeaters. AT&T brought the patent rights from De For-

est. During 1913, AT&T tested the technology of vacuum

tube amplifiers on a long distance network. On June 27,

1914 the company completed the line from Denver to Wen-

dover, Utah and also on January 25, 1915, AT&T opened a

first coast to coast transcontinental telephone line from San

Francisco to New York (3500 miles, 5632 km) and it was

the first transcontinental line using such amplifiers [131].

22. Transatlantic Telephone Services

During 1840–1850, for telegraphy, marine cables with

gutta-percha insulation were laid in rivers and har-

bors [132]. In 1851, a underwater electric cable telegraph

link was laid between England and France, and later on

European countries, USA and Canada were connected to-

gether. The first transatlantic cable was laid in 1858 be-

tween Ireland and Newfoundland, which was hardly oper-

ated for a 26 days and failed after that [132], [133]. The

failed transatlantic cable was then replaced by new transat-

lantic cable in 1866. Yet another underwater cable service

went operation in 1884 from San Francisco to Oakland.

The transatlantic cable service remained problematic and

hence, the later part of long distance communication was

dominated by radio transmission.

During 1901, wireless link between Cornwall and New-

foundland covering a distance of 2112 miles (3400 km) was

established [134]. Similarly during 1904 and 1908 trans-

mission of photograph between Nuremberg and Munich as

well as radio telephone link between Paris and Brittany

(west side area of France) respectively.

During 1915, Bell System (AT&T being parent company

of Bell system) engineers were able to achieve voice trans-

mission across the Atlantic connecting Virginia and Paris.

A year later, two way communication was held using ship

at sea. During 1926, there was first successful transatlantic

two way communication and finally a commercial service

using two radio stations was started between New York and

London on January 1927. The year 1935, was a year of

celebration for AT&T marked by a successful “Around the

globe” communication by president and vice presidents of

AT&T named W. S. Gifford and T. Miller respectively.

The global communication using submarine cable began

on September, 1956 when first transatlantic under sea tele-

phone system (TAT-1) from Clarenville, Newfoundland to

Oban, Scotland went in to service [135]. It was the re-

sult of effort put forward by AT&T Bell Laboratories and

British post office that provided reliable service with rela-

tively fragile components in hostile environment. The two

cables were used for each direction stretching over the dis-

tance of 1950 nautical miles and each cable had fifty one

repeaters providing a 65 dB gain with 144 kHz bandwidth.

TAT-1 provided 29 telephone circuits between New York

and London. This system was operational till 1978.

23. Development of Condenser

Microphone

Meanwhile, during 1916, E. C. Wente at Bell Labs devel-

oped the condenser microphone [136]–[138]. This inven-

tion enabled use of vacuum tube amplifiers. The patent of

condenser microphone was filed on December 20, 1916.

The device was constructed using two parallel plates form-

ing a capacitor whose value changes due to variation of

distance between them as a result of sound pressure strik-

ing on one of the thin plate in the form of diaphragm.

The diaphragm was constructed using steel having thick-

ness of 0.002 inches (50 µm) which was placed near

to another plate maintaining the distance of 0.001 inch

(25.4 µm) containing an air gap between them. In idle

condition, capacitor having its value as C0 is changed to
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C1 = C0±△C due to dynamic pressure exerted by the sound

waves. The change in capacitor value is responsible for gen-

erating a voltage proportional to C1/C0 converting sound

vibrations to an electrical signal.

24. Bell System’s First Automatic

Exchange

Bell System did not install their first automatic exchange

until 1919 in Norfolk, VA. The one feature which was pro-

vided with the first Bell System exchange in Norfolk was

dial tone [122]. Dial tone was first introduced by Siemens

in Germany in the year 1908 but it took nearly nine years

to get it popularized. Bell System was first to make it

commercially popular in it’s above mentioned Norfolk ex-

change.

25. Crossbar Telephone Exchanges

Idea of crossbar exchange was conceived as early as 1901

by Homer J. Roberts, but it took 16 years to be practi-

cal [76], [140]–[142]. The pioneering efforts by John G.

Roberts and John N. Reynolds (1913), engineer with West-

ern Electric, USA was responsible for patenting the practi-

cal crossbar system in 1916 but was never exploited, while

Gotthilf A. Betulander (engineer in Swedish administration

called Televerket) and Nils G. Palmgren were responsible

for designing first satisfactory cross bar mechanism. Be-

tulander was responsible for separating selection circuits

from connecting circuits. The selection circuit consisted of

user dial and devices for finding the called subscriber line.

The logic of separation is shown in Fig. 49.

Selection
circuits

Selection
circuits

Selection
circuits

Connecting
circuits near
calling party

Connecting
circuits near
called party

Connecting
circuits

Fig. 49. Separation of selection circuits and connecting circuits

(logic of Betulander).

That selection circuits are used only during the process

of connection establishment and connection release. As

digits related to destination telephone number are dialed

one by one, the connections are successively established

along the path leading to destination telephone and remain

active only for short duration (selection time) till connection

is established. Once connection is established, selection

circuits have no role to play. The connected path is then

used for voice communication between calling and called

parties. The connecting circuits were in the form horizontal

vertical lines in which cross points do represent a matrix

of switches.

The basic principle of cross bar switch is shown in Fig. 50.

To connect input line to output line, the switch at cross

point is activated. Using such configurations any input line

can be connected to any output line. Main advantage of

cross bar switching is to eliminate sliding contacts in the

earlier systems and was based entirely on the extensive use

of relays. This design used one reed relay at each cross

point leading to expensive design. This design was modi-

fied later on to use fewer relays. In modified design, single

relays were used for each column and row, minimizing the

number of relays in the design.

Output lines

In
p
u
t 
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n
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Fig. 50. Basic principle cross bar switch.

25.1. Foundations of Crossbar Switches

The basic foundation of crossbar switch was laid in a small

company of Betulander called Nya Autotelefon Betulan-

der. This company worked on registers controlled auto-

matic telephone switches based on relays leading to a patent

in the year 1912. The first 100 line subscriber demon-

stration exchange based on Betulander’s all relay system

was exhibited in Marconi House in London during 1913.

Televerket kept rights for such a system in Sweden, while

overseas right was transferred to an another English firm

called The Relay Automatic, which installed exchanges at

London (in 1916), Lancs (in 1922), India and France [143].

In 1926, these switches were used initially in rural exchange

at Sundsvall. By 1944, around 1100 exchanges were in-

stalled in Sweden.

In 1919, due to order placed by Televerket to Betulander

for supply of test station using such system, Betulander and

Palmgren started working on new selector design based on

crossbar switch using fewer relays than earlier design [142].

During 1919, Nya Autotelefon Betulander was acquired by

Ericsson. The Ericsson started marketing of this switch.

After sale of his company, Betulander resumed his work

at Televerket. One year later, in 1920, Televerket selected

500 switches (sometimes referred as work horse) for auto-

mated equipment in Stockholm and Gothenburg. The first

station with switch 500 was opened in 1923. The idea of

500 switching system was conceived by the Axel Hultman,

director of Televerket, Swedish Post, telegraph and Tele-

phones (PTT), Stockholm. The success of these Swedish
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switches received worldwide attention during 1920s. Dur-

ing 1926, the work of Betulander and Palmgren resulted

in a country’s first experimental exchange in Sweden using

crossbar switching [144].

25.2. Crossbar Link Trunking

Using switch matrices of different size compression of ex-

pansion of number of lines can be for example, if switch

matrix of 3×4 (3 inputs and 4 outputs) is used, 3 to 4 line

expansion is achieved. The 9 line to 16 line expansion is

shown in the Fig. 51.

9 input lines

16 output lines

Fig. 51. Crossbar link trunking principle.

25.3. Spread of Crossbar Exchanges in United States

The Bell Labs Engineers visited Sweden to study the eco-

nomics and traffic characteristics of these switches in the

year 1930. Bell Labs ordered few switches for analysis and

worked secretly for their own developments which led to

the development of switch called Xbar #1 (developed by

Western Electric). These developments by Bell Labs were

not exposed till 1937 and finally Xbar #1 was first used

in an installation at Troy Avenue central office, Brooklyn,

NY in 1938, which was closely followed by East 30 street

Manhattan. The crossbar switch designed by Bell Labs

was similar to Swedish design in which Bell Labs used

link connection principle with resister and mark control of

Betulander and Palmgren. The faster developments took

place during World War II and Xbar #1 was modified to

more advanced Xbar #5 switch, which became key ele-

ment in crossbar exchanges during 1950s and 1960s. The

Xbar #5 switch was existed till 1969 after that its production

was stopped. The developments of Xbar #5 was significant

from the angle of handling DTMF tone dialing, which was

introduced during early 1962. Xbar #1 and Xbar #5 were

the switches to be used in local central offices. Xbar #1

switch was used in early crossbar systems while Xbar #5

switch was used in latter period (during 1962).

During early crossbar exchange era (late 1930s), it was

realized that Xbar #1 was not sufficient to handle short

haul (regional) and long haul (toll) calling. This resulted in

a development of tandem crossbar switch (XBT) by West-

ern Electric in 1941. XBTs were mainly used for regional

or city wide tandom switch. In early day’s context, XBT

served the purpose of long haul switches. Further, during

1940s it was realized that even XBT was not enough to

serve the purpose of long haul communication that gave

a way for development of Xbar #4 switch which was in-

stalled at Philadelphia PA in 1943. During 1950s Xbar #4

switch was further modified (called Xbar #4A) to accom-

modate dynamic routing rather than hardwired routing and

were in use from 1953 to 1968.

25.4. Modifications in Exchanges Due to Introduction of

Crossbar Switches

The early telephone exchangers used the step by step (SXS)

switching, in which, progressive connections were made as

digits are dialed. Invention of crossbar switches allowed

switching over from progressive control to common con-

trol. The common control systems are divided in to three

categories such as trunk supervision, routing control and

data storage control. In common control, the dialed dig-

its are first stored in a register in the form of a complete

telephone number which is then analyzed and acted upon

by a marker. Marker is a hardware processor used in anal-

ysis of a call and once call is setup, register and markers

are freed to handle other call setups [145]. The markers

are treated as brain in the crossbar exchange systems. The

crossbar matrix is controlled by common control. The con-

trol signals from transmission lines are detected and used

for the managing the connections between input and output

lines of crossbar matrix. Modern signaling systems emulate

common control signaling principles.

25.5. Mark and Register Controlled Crossbar Exchange

Typical crossbar trunking exchange consists of line units

at sender’s and receiver’s ends, group units, registers and

markers as shown in Fig. 52.

Line
unit

Line
unit

Group
unit

Marker Marker MarkerRegister

Fig. 52. Trunking crossbar exchange.

When telephone number is dialed, dialed digits are stored

in register, and once complete number is dialed, marker

analyzes the dialed number and connection is made though

group unit to a line unit related to destination telephone.

Markers at input and output line units analyze the input ac-

tive lines and destination telephone lines for connection. As

on today, there are three generations of switching exchanges

called as step by step exchanges, cross bar exchanges (com-

mon control exchanges) and processor controlled exchanges

or recent digital exchanges. The Strowger exchanges are
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the classic examples of step by step exchanges in which

connections are made progressively and step by step to

make connections to far end. In crossbar exchanges, the

number of relays got increased drastically, which really re-

quired the miniaturization of these relays (reed relays) that

allowed number of simultaneous connections. The cross-

bar exchanges being second generation, demanded more

elaborative arrangements exchanges in the form of various

classes of exchanges.

26. Introduction of Toll Switching Plans

by AT&T

With the intension of creating hierarchical telecommuni-

cation network in USA, in 1929, AT&T implemented its

general toll switching plan. As per this plan, AT&T set up

a national network by connecting its eight regional centers.

The regional centers were accessible to 2000 toll offices

throughout the country through more than 140 primary

centers (approximately one primary center in each state).

The hierarchical arrangement of various switching centers

is shown in Fig. 53. The additional direct connections were

provided to various heavily loaded traffic centers for smooth

functioning of total system.

Subscribers

EO/CO
Toll

exchange
Primary
exchange

Regional
exchange

Fig. 53. AT&T’s hierarchical switching plan.

27. Analog Voice Communication

Before Digitization of Voice

The basic analog telephone interface circuit (Fig. 54) de-

scribes how analog telephone is interfaced to telephone

line.

Lines to
central
office

Balance
network

Ringer Pulse
dialer

Microphone

L1 L2

E
q
u
al

iz
er

Hook switch
Speaker

Fig. 54. Analog telephone interface.

The interface circuit shown is a simple bridge circuit that

can be compared with a circuit shown in Fig. 42 where R1

≡ L1, R2 ≡ L2, Z ≡ balance network, Zline ≡ equalizer.

28. Logic of End to End Connection

Management Through Various

Exchanges

To have a telephone conversation, first connection is es-

tablished and once connection is established, the users at

both ends can talk, is called as connection oriented tech-

nology. Automatic exchanges allows establishment of con-

nection between two end parties to have voice conversation.

The telephone call consists of establishment of connection

between two end parties, voice conversation, breaking of

connection. Connection and disconnection between end

parties is called as a signaling part, while actual voice ser-

vice availed by user is a user service part. The automatic

exchanges enable above mentioned services.

When hand set is lifted, power supply from central office

gets connected to the phone and dial tone can be heard

indicating phone is ready for dialing. Now the telephone

number of other end could be dialed. If other telephone

is busy then the busy tone is heard otherwise ring goes to

that end indicating phone is connected. If handset of other

end is lifted then a talk starts and after talk is over then

handsets are put in on hook position.

28.1. Both Ends Are Idle

When telephones at both the ends are on-hook, indicates

both ends are idle. This condition is expressed in the form

of Fig. 55a.

28.2. Telephone at Caller End Lifted

When customer/caller decides to make call, he lifts from

handset from cradle, closes the loop between the CO switch

and the telephone at caller’s end that allows current to flow

in local loop at caller’s end. CO switch detects this current

flow and transmits a dial tone (350 and 440 Hz tones played

continuously) to the telephone set of caller (Fig. 55b).

28.3. Dialing Phase

The dialing phase allows the caller to enter a telephone

number at another location. This generates pulses or

a touch-tone (push-button) phone that generates tones.

Soon after first digit is dialed, dial tone is removed. These

telephones use two different types of address signaling in

order to notify the telephone company where a subscriber

calls: dual tone multi frequency (DTMF) dialing and pulse

dialing. These pulses or tones are transmitted to the CO

switch across a two-wire twisted-pair cable (tip and ring

lines), see Fig. 55c.

28.4. Switching Phase

In the switching phase, the CO switch translates the pulses

or tones into a port address that connects to the telephone

set of the called party. This connection could go directly
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Caller Receiver
Local loop Local loop

(Open) (Open)

(a)

Caller Receiver

Local loop Local loop
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(b)

Caller Receiver
Local loop

(Open)(Closed)

Dialed pulses
(c)

Caller Receiver
Local loop

(Open)(Closed)

Dialed pulses

Address port
translation

Address port
translation

(d)

Caller Receiver

(Open)

Ring toneRing back

(Closed)

Address port
translation

Address port
translation

(e)

Caller Receiver

VoiceVoice

(Closed)(Closed)

Address port
translation

Address port
translation

(f)

Fig. 55. Voice communication between caller and called party.

to the requested telephone set (for local calls) or go through

another switch or several switches (for long distance calls)

before it reach its final destination (Fig. 55d).

28.5. Ringing Phase

Once the CO switch connects to the called line, the switch

sends a 20 Hz, 90 V signal to this line. This signal rings

the phone of the called party. While ringing the phone of

the called party (Fig. 55e), the CO switch sends an audi-

ble ring-back tone to the caller. This ring-back lets the

caller know that ringing occurs at the called party. The CO

switch transmits 440 and 480 Hz tones to the caller phone

in order to generate a ring-back. These tones are played for

a specific on time and off time. If the called party phone is

busy, the CO switch sends a busy signal to the caller. This

busy signal consists of 480 and 620 Hz tones. Figure 55f

shows the talking phase.

28.6. Talking Phase

In the talking phase, the called party hears the phone ring-

ing and decides to answer. As soon as the called party lifts

the handset, an off-hook phase starts again, this time on the

opposite end of the network. The local loop is closed on

the called party side, so current starts to flow to the CO

switch. This switch detects current flow and completes the

voice connection back to the calling party phone. Now,

voice communication can start between both ends of this

connection (Fig. 55f).
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